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Abstract
In this thesis I develop novel methods and datasets, using airborne radio-echo
sounding and high-resolution satellite-derived digital elevation models, to improve the
understanding of subglacial lake distribution and activity beneath the Greenland Ice
Sheet.

First, I use 23 years of airborne radio-echo sounding data, totalling over 500,000
km, to conduct the first systematic ice sheet-wide survey of subglacial lakes beneath
the Greenland Ice Sheet. Following classification of basal reflector properties, I detect
over 50 new stable subglacial lakes beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet. Surface elevation
data also revealed 2 previously unidentified collapsed ice-surface basins indicative of
subglacial lake activity. The results indicate that subglacial lakes are more common
than previously thought and differ from those found beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet
both in their size and spatial distribution.

Next, I develop a new automated technique using statistical analysis of high-
resolution, satellite-derived surface elevation data to detect localised elevation changes
which are characteristic of subglacial lake drainage events. I then apply this framework
to the Greenland Ice Sheet within 50 km of the ice margin to classify 7 potential
active subglacial lakes which could be used as candidates for future geophysical surveys
and further monitoring to understand to understand the role they play within the
subglacial hydrological system.

Finally, using the results from the previous chapter, I utilise a variety of satellite
datasets to analyse a unique active subglacial lake in Northern Greenland. From the
observational record, the subglacial lake appears to have drained twice in the past
36 years, in 1990 and 2014, but each event with differing drainage characteristics. In
particular, observations of downstream ice surface fracturing and excavation of ice
blocks 20 m tall in 2014, suggests that drainage event caused a subglacial outburst
flood which propagated to the ice surface. This is the first observation of supraglacial
emergence of subglacial flood water in Greenland, indicating more varied drainage
mechanisms that are currently not accounted for in numerical ice sheet models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and background

In this chapter, I introduce the Greenland Ice Sheet and the importance of
understanding its complex hydrological system for predicting future mass balance and
contribution to sea level rise. I then review the production, pathways, storage and
discharge of meltwater as it flows throughout the complex system, and its importance
for ice dynamics and marine ecosystems and environments. I then explore the history
of subglacial lake identification and monitoring, examine the types of subglacial lakes,
their distribution and relationship with ice masses, as well as their importance for
understanding ice dynamics, microbial communities, landscape evolution, and past
environments and climates.

1.1 The Greenland Ice Sheet

The present-day Greenland Ice Sheet has a volume of ∼2.6 million km3, making
it the largest reservoir of frozen freshwater in the Northern Hemisphere. The ice
is up to 3.2 km thick in the interior, where the bedrock beneath is relatively flat
and close to sea level (Morlighem et al., 2017) (Figure 1.1a). Coastal mountains
surround most of the periphery, through which outlet glaciers and ice streams drain
the interior (Figure 1.1b). The largest, fastest-flowing glaciers with velocities of about
102 - 104 m a−1, such as Jakobshavn Isbræ in western Greenland and Helheim Glacier
in southeastern Greenland, terminate in marine settings, whereas, land-terminating
glaciers, such as Russell Glacier in southwestern Greenland, have typical velocities
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1.1. The Greenland Ice Sheet

Figure 1.1: (a) Bed topography and (b) surface topography of the Greenland Ice Sheet (Morlighem et al., 2017).
(c) MEaSUREs Annual ice sheet velocity from 2018 (Joughin et al., 2017) with key glaciers labelled (NEGIS -
North East Greenland Ice Stream; JA - Jakobshavns Isbræ; RU - Russell Glacier; KA - Kangerlussuaq; HE -
Helheim Glacier.

of ∼101 m a−1 (Joughin et al., 2017) (Figure 1.1c). The >600 km long North East
Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS) drains a large portion of the ice sheet (>20%; Rignot
and Kanagaratnam, 2006), reaching velocities of about 500 m a−1 at the terminus
(Joughin et al., 2001), and 20 m a−1 less than 150 km from the ice divide (Joughin
et al., 2010).

1.1.1 Mass balance and climate

Ice mass in Greenland is constantly changing due to exchanges at its boundary. At the
surface, due to interactions with the atmosphere, snow and ice is either lost through
ablation processes, including surface melt, surface meltwater runoff and sublimation
(change of solid ice to vapour), or accumulated due to precipitation (mainly snowfall),
wind-blown snow and avalanching. The net difference between accumulation and
ablation is known as surface mass balance (SMB). At the ice base, basal melting
(B) is driven by frictional heat produced by ice sliding over the bed, geothermal
heat flux from the interior of the Earth, and heat generated by turbulent surface
meltwater input into the subglacial system, with each of these contributing factors
vary spatially (Karlsson et al., 2021) (Figure 1.2). In the interior of the ice sheet, basal
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melt is negligible as basal ice temperatures are likely below the pressure melting point
(MacGregor et al., 2016) and there are is a lack of surface meltwater input to the bed.
On the other hand, basal melt rates on the order of 10−1 m a−1 are typically found
beneath fast-flowing ice, for example the NEGIS (Fahnestock et al., 2001; Karlsson
et al., 2021). Basal melt production in Greenland is estimated to be ∼21 ± 4 Gt
a−1 between 2000 and 2010, with frictional melt making up about half of this volume
(Karlsson et al., 2021). At the lateral margins where the ice sheet meets the ocean, ice
is lost through the calving of icebergs and submarine melting, together referred to as
solid ice discharge (D).

The total mass balance of the Greenland Ice Sheet can be determined by several
methods: satellite and airborne altimetry in order to measure surface elevation changes
to estimate ice volumetric change (e.g., Sandberg Sørensen et al., 2011; McMillan
et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2020b; Simonsen et al., 2021), gravimetry to estimate ice
mass changes (e.g., Barletta et al., 2013; Velicogna et al., 2014; Groh et al., 2019;
Velicogna et al., 2020), or the Input-Output method (e.g., Rignot et al., 2008; Colgan
et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2019) which uses the calculation below to determine the
rate of mass change (M):

M = SMB −D (1.1)

Inter-annual climate variability influences the rate of mass change, both in terms
of air temperature and precipitation (Box, 2005; Hanna et al., 2006, 2008; Tedesco
et al., 2008; Noël et al., 2014), which in turn influences global sea-level and ocean
thermohaline circulation changes. Much of this variability has been attributed to
changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns, namely the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), which modulates moisture and heat transport to the ice sheet.
The negative phase of the NAO reflects a weakening and southward migration of the
jet stream (Hall et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2016), enabling anomalously high pressure
(Fettweis et al., 2013b) and atmomospheric blocking (Hanna et al., 2016) over the
Greenland Ice Sheet (defined as a persistent (>5 days) anticyclonic high pressure
system that deflects migratory cyclones (Rex, 1950)). The positive phase of the NAO
has the opposite effect, corresponding to colder winters over Greenland. In the early
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1.1. The Greenland Ice Sheet

Figure 1.2: Sources and rates of basal melt beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet (Karlsson et al., 2021). (a)
Average geothermal heat flux (GHF) derived from 3 GHF models (Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2004; Fox Maule
et al., 2009; Martos et al., 2018). (b) Satellite-derived ice surface velocity from MEaSURES (Joughin et al.,
2008). (c) Heat produced from surface meltwater as it enters the subglacial system. (d) Basal melt rates
generated by geothermal heat. (e) Basal melt rates generated by frictional heat. (f) Basal melt rates generated
by surface meltwater entering the subglacial system.
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2000s, the NAO shifted to a negative phase (Angelen et al., 2014), which has been
associated with increased annual mass losses through three main processes: (1) reduced
summer snowfall leading to increased bare ice exposure, (2) increased solar radiation
(Hofer et al., 2017) which enhances surface melting, and (3) an increased transport of
warm air, particularly along the west coast of the Greenland Ice Sheet, which augments
surface sensible heat fluxes (Tedesco et al., 2016). These impacts are particularly
apparent in western Greenland as warm southerly air masses are advected along the
western coast (Fettweis et al., 2013a).

Large volcanic eruptions can indirectly impact Greenland Ice Sheet mass balance by
causing perturbations in air and surface ocean temperature and precipitation (Abdalati
and Steffen, 1997; Evan et al., 2009; Otterå et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2012b; Seo
et al., 2015). Sulfate aerosols produced during explosive volcanic eruptions scatter
a significant amount of incoming solar radiation, causing a reduction in radiative
forcing at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and global cooling at the surface (Robock,
2000; Kremser et al., 2016). For example, the 1992 Mount Pinatubo eruption in the
Philippines has been associated with significant cooling over Greenland (Box et al.,
2009). Whilst climate variability lasts about 2-3 years, it is thought that strong volcanic
cooling could intensify vertical mixing processes in the upper ocean, causing changes
to the North Atlantic ocean circulation that may persist for decades (Stenchikov et al.,
2009; Otterå et al., 2010; Mignot et al., 2011; Zanchettin et al., 2013; Swingedouw et al.,
2015). Volcanic eruptions are also a source of light-absorbing impurities, impacting
the radiative properties of ice masses around the globe by lowering the albedo, and
therefore enhancing meltwater runoff (Dumont et al., 2014; Gabrielli et al., 2014;
Möller et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014).

1.1.2 Past ice sheet evolution

The Greenland Ice Sheet has undergone major advances and recessions throughout
history. Palaeoglaciological studies and records reveal that the ice sheet was much
more extensive, an estimated ∼65% more area than present (Funder et al., 2011),
during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) between 26.5 and 19 ka BP (Clark et al.,
2009). Large portions of the surrounding continental shelves were glaciated (Funder
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1.1. The Greenland Ice Sheet

Figure 1.3: Centennial average rate of Greenland ice mass change between 12,500 ka and 2100 AD (solid
black line), with simulated outputs shown by grey bars. General climate warming has occurred since the
Little Ice Age (1290 - 1850 AD), with a short cool period, subsequently followed by Arctic warming in the
19th century. Inset shows modelled rate of ice mass change between 1850 and 2100, with coloured lines
representing predictions under various Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios corresponding
to low to high greenhouse gas projections. Histogram on the right shows all Holocene rates of ice mass change
(n=1,125). Source: Briner et al., 2020.

and Hansen, 1996; Bennike and Björck, 2002; Weidick et al., 2004), likely due to low
accumulation and climatic cooling, similar to present-day Antarctic conditions (Cuffey
and Clow, 1997). The ice sheet experienced considerable recession, further inland
than the present day extent, during the Holocene Thermal Maximum (9-5 ka) when
temperatures were about 3 ± 1°C warmer than the pre-industrial period (Briner et al.,
2016; Lecavalier et al., 2017; McKay et al., 2018; Pendleton et al., 2019). A decline in
orbitally-induced summer insolation eventually led to a general cooling trend (albeit
with oscillations) and regrowth and advance of the ice sheet during the Neoglacial
period (∼4 ka - present day) (Figure 1.3), with the coldest temperatures and maximum
ice extent occurring during the Little Ice Age (1290 - 1850 AD) (Dahl-Jensen et al.,
1998).
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1.1. The Greenland Ice Sheet

Figure 1.4: Spatial distribution of rate of elevation change over the Greenland Ice Sheet using satellite
measurements (top row) and SMB from a regional climate model (bottom row). Negative trends, particularly
along the western and northern margins have intensified in the last decade. Source: Shepherd et al., 2020.

1.1.3 Contemporary ice sheet changes

Since the culmination of the Little Ice Age there was a short-lived cooling period,
followed by the onset of industrial-era Arctic warming in the mid-nineteenth century
(Abram et al., 2016). Greenland Ice Sheet mass balance was positive between 1972 and
1980 (Colgan et al., 2015; Mouginot et al., 2019), and stayed in quasi-equilibrium in
early 1990s (Hanna et al., 2013; Khan et al., 2015) (Figure 1.3). However, nearly 5,000
Gt of ice has been lost between 1992 and 2018, mostly concentrated along the western
and southeastern margins (Figure 1.4), contributing a total of ∼14 mm to global sea
level rise (Shepherd et al., 2020). Several extreme annual mass losses (>460 Gt a−1)
have occurred in the last two decades, for example in 2010, 2012 and 2019 (Nghiem
et al., 2012; Tedesco et al., 2013; Keegan et al., 2014; Khan et al., 2015; Sasgen et al.,
2020; Shepherd et al., 2020; Velicogna et al., 2020). The substantial increase in rate of
ice mass loss in the past two decades (Shepherd et al., 2020) is unprecedented, and
a recent switch in the dominant driver of these ice mass losses has become apparent
(Mouginot et al., 2019; Goelzer et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020; Shepherd et al., 2020),
with relative contribution of SMB increasing from ∼42% between 2000-2005 to ∼68%
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between 2009-2012 (Enderlin et al., 2014). These processes are likely to be exacerbated
with predicted increases in Arctic warming throughout the 21st Century (Barnes and
Polvani, 2015; Dai et al., 2019). General circulation model (GCM) outputs from
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) Phase 5 and 6 suggest that the
Greenland Ice Sheet could contribute between 79-167 mm to sea level by 2100 under
representative concentration pathways (RCP) 8.5 (intermediate emissions scenario)
and shared socioeconomic pathways (SSP) 585 (extreme emissions scenario) (Choi
et al., 2021). However, whilst progress has been made to improve Greenland Ice
Sheet mass change models, there is still large uncertainty due to the complexity and
contentiousness of the physical processes that govern mass balance, moreover our
future human behaviour and climate policy remains a large unknown (Stearns and
Van der Veen, 2018; Minchew et al., 2019; Sutherland et al., 2019).

1.2 Greenland bed topography

About 20% of Greenland is ice-free, which is predominantly composed of crystalline
rocks (mostly gneiss and granite) of the Precambrian shield (Figure 1.5), which formed
during several large-scale tectonic events and were welded together (Escher and Watt,
1976). The highest peak is 3,733 m, with rocks as old as 3.9 billion years in the Isua
region in southwestern Greenland (Escher and Watt, 1976). The Precambrian shield
acted as a stable, coherent base for younger sediments (deposits from the break up of
Columbia) to accumulate in eastern Greenland, and has persisted due to its resistance
to glacial erosion, unlike sedimentary deposits thought to underlie much of Antarctica
(Drewry, 1976; Studinger et al., 2001).

The remaining 80% of Greenland’s bed topography is concealed beneath the vast
ice sheet and is inaccessible. We largely rely on ice-penetrating radar (see Section 2.0.2)
and remote-sensing techniques to characterise and map the landscape beneath the ice
mass (e.g., Bamber et al., 2013a; Morlighem et al., 2017, 2020). Albeit challenging to
elaborate the bed elevation, particularly at the margins where the ice is temperate and
crevasses at the surface which causes signal scattering in the radar and attenuation
can prevent the signal from reaching the true bed. Furthermore, the deep entrenched
valleys may create signal echoes from adjacent valley sides. Several studies have
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1.2. Greenland bed topography

Figure 1.5: Geological map of Greenland. Inset map shows geological correlations with Canada. Source:
Dawes, 2009.
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1.3. The Greenland Ice Sheet hydrology

mapped the bed topography beneath the entire ice sheet at various resolutions e.g., 5
km gridded maps of ice thickness and bed elevation (Bamber et al., 2001) which was
then updated with different data sources to create a 1 km grid (Bamber et al., 2013a).
Morlighem et al., 2017 later produced a 150 m resolution map of the bed topography
including bathymetry of the ice margins to provide data for the ice-ocean interface.
Detailed knowledge of the bed elevation is important because it is required in ice sheet
numerical models to predict the evolution of the ice sheet in response to a changing
climate. Furthermore, it allows subglacial hydrological pathways and drainage basins
(area of ice drained by a single outlet glacier, which can be aggregated to form sectors)
to be delineated and modelled (e.g., Livingstone et al., 2013).

Models of the subglacial terrain beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet reveal that
the landscape is relatively flat and >500 m below sea level in the ice sheet interior,
corresponding to ice approximately 3 km thick. Here, the ice is largely frozen to the
bed (MacGregor et al., 2016). Towards the periphery, the bed terrain becomes more
complex, gradually rising to become becomes rougher and steeper, with deep troughs
and peaks beneath the ice (Morlighem et al., 2017). Prior to glaciation, river erosion
is thought to have played an important part of the early formation of valleys in which
glaciers lie today, and other subglacial structures e.g., large channels (Cooper et al.,
2016; Livingstone et al., 2017) and the "mega canyon" (Bamber et al., 2013b). These
channels provide drainage for meltwater at the base, and as such the bed topography
can influence the dynamics of ice flow (Werder et al., 2013), as well as have implications
for grounding line migration and calving dynamics in marine-terminating glaciers.

1.3 The Greenland Ice Sheet hydrology

Each melt season, temperatures rise above zero over a proportion of the Greenland
Ice Sheet surface, causing melting of the snow, firn and ice. Meltwater can flow over
the ice surface (supraglacially), through the ice (englacially), along or within the bed
(subglacially), or though a combination of these flow paths (Figure 1.6). Water can
also be retained supraglacially, englacially or beneath the ice sheet as a liquid or as ice
following refreezing (Jansson et al., 2003). The production, storage and transport of
water influences ice sheet and glacier behaviour, therefore it is crucial to understand
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Figure 1.6: Illustration showing the primary supraglacial, englacial and subglacial meltwater pathways and
storage for typical (a) land-terminating and (b) marine-terminating sectors of the Greenland Ice Sheet (Chu,
2014).

its flow throughout the entire hydrological system, and how its behaviour might evolve
under a warming climate.

1.3.1 Supraglacial hydrology

The Greenland Ice Sheet is generally divided into the accumulation zone and the
ablation zone. The accumulation zone is characterised by three main regions: (1)
the dry snow zone in the interior of the ice sheet, where neglible melting occurs and
therefore there is no supraglacial drainage, (2) the percolation zone, where limited
surface meltwater infiltrates into snow and firn (partially compacted snow from previous
years) in the melt season, and (3) the wet snow zone, where accumulation since the
previous melt season is fully saturated (Benson, 1960). The equilibrium line altitude
(ELA) is found at the lower limit of the wet snow zone. The ablation zone is where the
previous years accumulation completely melts during summer, resulting in exposed
bare ice.
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At the beginning of the melt season, solar radiation warms the ice/ snow surface and
produces meltwater. In the upper percolation zone, surface meltwater may percolate
downwards into the porous snow and firn (permeabilites in the range 10−9 - 10−10 m2;
(Albert and Perron Jr, 2000)), through preferential flow paths (Marsh and Woo, 1984;
Pfeffer and Humphrey, 1998; Williams et al., 2010; Humphrey et al., 2012). Meltwater
infiltrating the firn layer, which can be up to 80 m thick (Herron and Langway, 1980),
can be retained as liquid by capillary forces (Colbeck, 1974; Humphrey et al., 2012),
stored in perennial firn aquifers (Forster et al., 2014), or refreeze at depth (Pfeffer
et al., 1991; Braithwaite et al., 1994; Harper et al., 2012). Where melting is moderate,
refreezing may form ice slabs (several metres thick), layers (0.1-1 m thick) or lenses
(<0.1 m thick) (de la Peña et al., 2015; Machguth et al., 2016; MacFerrin et al., 2019;
Culberg et al., 2021). As the melt season progresses, inefficient surface drainage occurs
due to low flow rates (<3 mm h−1) (Fountain and Walder, 1998), and ultimately
becomes a slush flow (Onesti and Hestnes, 1989). Metamorphic processes transform
firn into ice which is impermeable to water flow, thus initiating surface runoff.

The proportion of surface meltwater that subsequently refreezes within the snow
and firn, which is governed by pore space, cold content (the energy required to
bring firn to melting temperature), and hydraulic permeability (Verjans et al., 2019;
Vandecrux et al., 2020), can influence Greenland ice dynamics and mass balance. If
deep, heterogenous infiltration and localised refreezing dominate (Brown et al., 2011;
Humphrey et al., 2012), then critical saturation must be reached for runoff to begin.
This temporary storage can delay the onset of surface melting and the start of runoff
(Harper et al., 2012). Widespread perennial firn aquifers (covering 20-90,000 km2

between 1200-2000 m elevation; Forster et al., 2014; Miége et al., 2016; Steger et al.,
2017) can store water year-round and persist over multiple years (Forster et al., 2014;
Munneke et al., 2014; Miége et al., 2016), postponing the delivery of meltwater to
the terminus, and consequently impacting the contribution to sea level rise (Harper
et al., 2012). On the other hand, ice horizons can prevent meltwater from reaching
greater depths, inducing lateral surface water runoff more rapidly (Pfeffer et al., 1991;
Machguth et al., 2016; Mikkelsen et al., 2016; MacFerrin et al., 2019) and lowering the
surface albedo (Charalampidis et al., 2015). Models indicate that projected Arctic
warming could cause increased firn temperature, density and near-surace ice layers
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throughout the percolation zone (Angelen et al., 2013; de la Peña et al., 2015; Machguth
et al., 2016; Noël et al., 2017; MacFerrin et al., 2019). This could have a knock-on
effect by reduction the capacity of meltwater storage, and potentially drive a change
from meltwater retention to surface runoff, and thus increased contribution to sea-level
rise. As melt migrates further inland, areas at higher elevations that were previously
unaffected by melt may experience meltwater infiltration and ice layer development.

1.3.1.1 Supraglacial channels

Streams form on the ice surface if the channel incision rate exceeds the melt rate
(Marston, 1983; Nolin and Payne, 2007). An arborescent network of supraglacial
channels (collective term for both supraglacial streams and rivers) convey meltwater
across the ice surface, similar in drainage pattern to terrestrial river systems (Ferguson,
1973) (Figure 1.7). Water routing is controlled by surface topography, therefore the
position of larger supraglacial streams is relatively constant between melt seasons
(Hagen et al., 1991). Supraglacial streams can flow for many kilometres, before entering
englacial connections (Section 1.3.2), supraglacial lakes (Section 1.3.1.2) or can drain
directly off the ice into terrestrial hydrological systems or the ocean (Poinar et al.,
2015; Yang and Smith, 2016). The extent, density and discharge of a supraglacial
stream network depends on surface melt rates and catchment area (which is controlled
by surface topography and distribution of crevasses and moulins).

1.3.1.2 Supraglacial lakes

Supraglacial meltwater ponds in undulations in the ice surface, forming supraglacial
lakes within regions with high ablation rates, such as western Greenland (Echelmeyer
et al., 1991; Box and Ski, 2007; McMillan et al., 2007; Sneed and Hamilton, 2007;
Sundal et al., 2009; Lampkin and van der Berg, 2011; Selmes et al., 2011; Tedesco
and Steiner, 2011; Howat et al., 2013) (Figure 1.8). Their location is determined by
bedrock topography, therefore they reform in the same locations in successive years
(Echelmeyer et al., 1991; Box and Ski, 2007; Selmes et al., 2011), with lake coverage
and frequency progressing from near the margin to further inland over the melt season
(McMillan et al., 2007; Sneed and Hamilton, 2007; Sundal et al., 2009; Liang et al.,
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Figure 1.7: (a) Field photo taken on 23rd July 2012 of supraglacial river with human for scale (b) Optical
image from WorldView-2 satellite taken on 23rd July 2012. Both images taken about 55 km inland from
Kangerlussuaq, southwest Greenland. Source: Smith et al., 2015.
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Figure 1.8: Landsat 8 optical image acquired on 31st July 2021 showing supraglacial lakes near Nordenskiold
glacier, southwestern Greenland

.

2012; Johansson et al., 2013). Supraglacial lakes vary in size and depth, with remote
sensing observations of lakes growing up to 17 km2 in area (Selmes et al., 2011) and
12 m in depth (Box et al., 2012).

Supraglacial lakes drain either slowly, by incision of a channel at the basin edge
and overtopping their banks into crevasses and moulins further downstream (Hoffman
et al., 2011; Tedesco et al., 2013), or rapidly, in hours to days (Box and Ski, 2007; Das
et al., 2008; Doyle et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2015; Chudley et al.,
2019), for example, Chudley et al., 2019 observed a 0.05 km3 lake drainage in 5 hours.
Rapid drainage occurs when water reopens an existing, or creates a new, connection
to the bed, via hydrofracture (Das et al., 2008; Banwell et al., 2012; Doyle et al., 2013;
Tedesco et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2015; Chudley et al., 2019). This connection can
remain open for the duration of remaining the melt season. In western Greenland,
between 28 and 45% of supraglacial lakes drain rapidly (Fitzpatrick et al., 2014; Cooley
and Christoffersen, 2017). Supraglacial lakes can drain in clusters (Fitzpatrick et al.,
2014), suggesting that one drainage event can trigger other supraglacial lake drainages
within a local vicinity (Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman et al., 2018). This cascading
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effect is due to increases in tensile stresses caused by meltwater reaching the bed of
nearby supraglacial lakes (Stevens et al., 2015; Christoffersen et al., 2018; Hoffman
et al., 2018).

Supraglacial lakes can influence ice dynamics in several ways. Firstly, the lower
albedo of the supraglacial lake water (compared to the surrounding ice) enhances melt
through increased absorption of shortwave radiation, by 100 to 170% (Lüthje et al.,
2006; Tedesco et al., 2012). Secondly, rapid drainage events inject large volumes of
meltwater to the bed beneath the ice sheet, having the potential to overwhelm the
subglacial drainage system, decreasing effective pressure, facilitating ice-bed decoupling
and basal sliding, and consequently short-term (hourly-weekly timescales) increases in
ice slow, up to 220% of background winter velocities (Das et al., 2008; Bartholomew
et al., 2010, 2012; Banwell et al., 2013; Doyle et al., 2013; Tedesco et al., 2013;
Banwell et al., 2016). Once the surface-to-bed connection is initiated, meltwater can be
delivered to the base of the ice sheet throughout the remaining melt season, with the
potential to have long-lasting impacts on the subglacial drainage system and sustain
these ice speed ups (Joughin et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2009; Tedstone et al., 2014;
Banwell et al., 2016; Koziol et al., 2017; Williamson et al., 2018).

Not all supraglacial lakes drain each melt season, they can be maintained throughout
the winter season as subsurface or buried lakes beneath an ice and snow lid (Koenig
et al., 2015). Koenig et al., 2014 estimate approximately 1.5 Gt of water is accumulated
in subsurface lakes, which is a small fraction of the 140 Gt thought to be stored in
firn aquifers (Forster et al., 2014). However, subsurace lakes can persist for several
seasons (Lampkin et al., 2020) and are generally distributed at higher elevations than
supraglacial lakes (up to 1,900 m a.s.l) (Miles et al., 2017). Subsurface lakes have
potential implications for ice rheology, by warming the underlying ice via latent heat
transfer in winter (Phillips et al., 2010, 2013), and are an enduring source of meltwater
in the hydrological system, with potential impacts for subsequent melt seasons (Koenig
et al., 2015; Law et al., 2020).
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Figure 1.9: Crevassing near the coast of Melville Bay, West Greenland taken during Operation IceBridge
airborne campaign in May 2015. Photo credit: NASA/ John Sonntag

1.3.2 Englacial hydrological system

Supraglacial meltwater can enter the Greenland Ice Sheet and flow englacially upon
encountering a permeable pathway. Crevasses and moulins provide such pathways,
and are discussed in the following sections.

1.3.2.1 Crevasses

Crevasses are brittle fractures in the ice that are prevalent in the lower ablation zone
of the ice sheet (Clason et al., 2015; Koziol et al., 2017) (Figure 1.9). They range from
millimetre-scale cracks to fractures measuring 10s of metres wide (Holdsworth, 1969).
The pattern of crevasses will depend on the direction of the principal stresses within
the ice, which depends on a number of factors, including temperature, water content,
density and structure (van der Veen, 1998, 1999). There are three modes of fracture
growth: (1) Mode 1 (tensile opening), where a fracture forms from a culmination
of tensile stresses stretching the crack apart, (2) Mode II (sliding) where a fracture
lengthens due to an increase in parallel shear stresses, and (3) Mode III (tearing)
which also forms as a result of shear stresses but the fracture grows normal to the
direction of shear (Figure 1.10). Crevasses typically open via Mode I due to a glaciers
longitudinal stress field (van der Veen, 1998; Colgan et al., 2011), however, crevasses
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Figure 1.10: Illustration showing three primary modes of fracture: Mode I (tensile opening), Mode II (sliding)
and Mode III (tearing). Source: Colgan et al., 2016.

can experience multiple modes, referred to as mixed-mode fracture (van der Veen,
1999). The movement of ice as it flows towards the terminus can rotate and bend
crevasses according to velocity gradients, e.g., crevasse fields at Jakobshavn Isbræ
rotated about 45% between 1985 and 2009 (Colgan et al., 2011).

Crevasses are typically confined to the upper surface layer due to tensile stresses
being outweighed by compressive stresses from the weight of the overlying ice, which
increase steeply with depth, forcing the crevasse closed. In the melt season, surface
meltwater can flow into crevasses. If ponding occurs within the crevasse, it can cause
the downwards propagation of the fracture via a process termed "hydrofracture" (van
der Veen, 2007). In order for a fracture to form and propagation to occur, the local
tensile stress must exceed the critical stress intensity (Alley et al., 2005) (Figure
1.11). If sufficient water is available, the fracture can propagate to the bed, delivering
meltwater to the subglacial system. Once formed, frictional heat generated by turbulent
meltwater flow will maintain this connection as long as melt rate exceeds the rate of
creep closure (Fountain and Walder, 1998; Krawczynski et al., 2009).

1.3.2.2 Moulins

Moulins are mostly vertical channels in the ice, formed when fast-flowing supraglacial
meltwater water intersects crevasses (Figure 1.12). Although water-filled crevasses
close as they are advected downstream with glacier flow, frictional heat dissipation
of the turbulent meltwater can keep the pathway open and enlarge it (Holmlund,
1988). Moulins range in size from centimetres to 10s of metres in diameter. In contrast
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Figure 1.11: Process of water-driven fracture propagation (hydrofracture). Far field tensile stresses
perpendicular to the plane of the crevasse allow the opening of a crevasse. If sufficient water accumulates
within a crack, hydrostatic pressure exceeds the ice overburden pressure and tensile strength of the ice,
allowing the fracture to propagate to the bed, thus delivering meltwater to the subglacial system. Source:
(Greenwood et al., 2016).

to crevasses, moulins can deliver rapid pulses of meltwater from larger upstream
catchments into the englacial and subglacial systems (Colgan et al., 2011; McGrath
et al., 2011).

A significant percentage of surface meltwater is transported to the bed of the
Greenland Ice Sheet via crevasses or moulins, before entering the ocean through
subglacial channels (Das et al., 2008; Andrews et al., 2014; Clason et al., 2015; Koziol
et al., 2017). In West Greenland, Koziol et al., 2017 find that crevasses and moulins
drain 86% of surface meltwater combined. Crevasse zones have increased in spatial
extent by over 10% between 1985 and 2009 in western Greenland, due to ice thinning
(Colgan et al., 2011), potentially enhancing water delivery to the basal system. This
can have implications for ice flow dynamics (discussed in detail in Section 1.3.3.2).
Water discharge from firn aquifers has recently been found to enter crevasses and reach
the bed in winter in southeast Greenland (Poinar et al., 2017), with the potential to
export ∼140 Gt of water to the ice margin (Koenig et al., 2014). Water retention
in the snow and firn layer is predicted to decrease (Angelen et al., 2013), which has
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Figure 1.12: (a) Field photo of a moulin near Russell Glacier, southwest Greenland with research for scale.
(b) Researchers inside a moulin in southwest Greenland (c) Photo of climber in Phobos moulin, southwest
Greenland, showing the sub-horizontal morphology with a plunge pool near the bottom centre of the image.
Photo credit for all images: Jason Gulley
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the potential to make an unaccounted contribution to sea-level rise, with unknown
impacts on ice flow.

1.3.3 Subglacial hydrology

Due to a lack of direct access to the bed and logistical fieldwork challenges, much of our
knowledge of the Greenland Ice Sheet subglacial drainage system has been developed
from alpine glacier configurations from indirect observations, such as hydrological
flow tracing (e.g., Nienow et al., 1998), physical and chemical properties of glacial
runoff and outburst floods (e.g., Tranter et al., 1993; Anderson et al., 1999), and
borehole sampling (e.g., Hubbard et al., 1995), as well as direct observations from
deglaciated regions (e.g., Walder and Hallet, 1979). Our current understanding is that
if meltwater is not stored or refreezes at the bed, water flows beneath the ice (either
within subglacial sediment or at the interface between the ice and underlying substrate),
following the hydraulic potential gradient (ϕ) (Shreve, 1972). Water may also be
driven into regional groundwater flow fields beneath subglacial till due to the loading
of thick ice. Groundwater flow has the potential to add or evacuate water at the ice
bed as it flows towards the ice terminus, and hence play a role in modulating ice flow
(Gooch et al., 2016; Siegert et al., 2018). Furthermore, if groundwater is discharged into
marine settings, it may influence biogeochemical cycles, ocean circulation and ice-ocean
interactions (Liljedahl et al., 2021). Groundwater may also alter the advection of
geothermal heat flux (Gooch et al., 2016), yet the groundwater component of the
hydrological cycle is often neglected in ice dynamic modelling for both Antarctica and
Greenland.

Unlike at the surface, where water flow is controlled by gravity and surface slope,
beneath the ice, meltwater is under immense pressure, therefore ϕ is determined by
the vertical and horizontal gradients in water pressure, as well as the bed topography:

ϕ = ρwgzb + ρig(zs − zb)−N (1.2)

where ρw is the density of water (1,000 km m−3), g is the acceleration due to
gravity, zb and zs are bed and surface topography, and ρi is density of ice (917 kg m−3),
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respectively. N is effective pressure which can be calculated as the difference between
water pressure ρw and the pressure in the surrounding ice, ρi (Iken and Bindschadler,
1986; Fowler, 1987; Schoof, 2010):

N = ρi − ρw (1.3)

Depending on the thickness of the ice, at a local scale subglacial water can ignore
gravity and flow uphill or parallel to the slope. Although, generally water flows
downhill as the bed topography slopes towards the terminus and ice becomes thinner.
Basal water pressure is regulated by four variables: (1) glacier thickness; thinner
ice produces lower basal water pressure, (2) rate of water supply; a large influx of
meltwater can increase the basal water pressure, (3) rate of meltwater discharge; a
distributed drainage system (see Section 1.3.3.1) may increase basal water pressure,
and (4) underlying geology; more permeable rock will reduce the basal water pressure.
Valley glacier hydrology theory suggests that increased basal water pressure reduces
the effective pressure at the bed, resulting in reduced frictional strength (Lliboutry,
1968; Bindschadler, 1983). If water cannot drain away freely, pore-water pressures
develop and can support part of the weight of the glacier resulting in ‘hydraulic jacking’
of the overlying ice (Iken, 1981). Where sediment underlies the ice, tension forces
disappear, increasing sediment deformation, and therefore causing a speed up of ice
flow (Engelhardt et al., 1978; Hodge, 1979; Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Fowler, 1987;
Iverson et al., 1999; Bingham et al., 2008).

Basal water flow is sensitive to changes in the ice sheet surface. The surface
topography governs the hydraulic potential of the ice sheet, which has been shown
to be a larger influence (approximately 11 times) on basal flow paths than basal
topography (Shreve, 1972). Even subtle changes in surface elevation between 5-15
m have been shown to correlate with the rerouting of subglacial water flow beneath
the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (Wright et al., 2008). In Greenland, large-scale shifts
in surface elevation over centuries or less at the NEGIS can change subglacial water
pathways (Karlsson and Dahl-Jensen, 2015). Subglacial water competition between
adjacent glacier catchments (termed ‘water piracy’) is thought to trigger the onset or
shutdown of ice flow in Antarctica (Anandakrishnan and Alley, 1997; Vaughan et al.,
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2008; Carter et al., 2013). In Greenland, the piracy of water can influence the speed
in which ice flows by changing the pattern of regional water pressure and reorganising
meltwater at the surface (Lindbäck et al., 2015).

1.3.3.1 Subglacial drainage system morphology

Subglacial drainage systems can be categorised into two main configurations: (1)
channelised (efficient) systems, where water is confined to conduits, and (2) distributed
(inefficient) systems which spread across large portions of the bed, or a combination of
both (Figure 1.13). Channelised systems are generally hydraulically efficient, allowing
water to be routed quickly through well-connected networks; Röthlisberger or Hooke
channels incised up into ice (Röthlisberger, 1972), Nye channels incised into the bed
(Nye, 1976) or a combination of both configurations (Figure 1.13). On the other hand,
distributed systems are less efficient, with slow routing of water through subglacial films
or sheets of water (Weertman, 1962, 1972; Creyts and Schoof, 2009), linked cavities
formed on the lee-side of bedrock bumps (Walder, 1986; Kamb, 1987), and porous
(or Darcian) flow through sediments (Boulton and Jones, 1979) (Figure 1.13). In
general, when meltwater discharge is low, a distributed system is expected, whereas a
channelised system is expected during high discharge. However the subglacial drainage
system is not binary; both systems can be present and interact with one another
beneath the same glacier (Hubbard et al., 1995; Alley, 1996).

Röthlisberger channels (or R-channels) are ice-walled conduits (Figure 1.13) which
are formed and maintained by heat dissipation from flowing water, which outweighs
the rate of creep closure from the overlying ice (Figure 1.14). R-channels were first
described by (Röthlisberger, 1972), which originally theorised that water flows through
semi-circular conduits under steady state conditions, where discharge is inversely
proportional to the pressure gradient that drives flow. Because such channels operate
at low water pressure (or high effective pressure), this would lead to the formation of
an arterial drainage system, where few large channels are fed by a network of smaller
tributaries (Röthlisberger, 1972; Shreve, 1972).

However, this assumption has since been challenged, as in reality, flow is unlikely
to be steady since discharge can vary with the rate of melt at the ice surface, which
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Figure 1.13: Illustration showing efficient, inefficient and intermediate subglacial drainage morphologies.
Source: Davison et al., 2019.

fluctuates diurnally and in response to atmospheric conditions. Therefore, channels
may be unsaturated at low flows (Lliboutry, 1983; Hooke, 1984), and during peak
discharge, water pressures may exceed the local ice overburden pressure (Hubbard
et al., 1995). Hooke et al., 1990 and Hock and Hooke, 1993 argued that subglacial
channels are more likely to have broader, lower cross-sectional geometries due to ice
melt being concentrated at the channel margins during low discharge, and inward
creep rates being high at the ceiling when channels are partially full. These channels
are named Hooke channels (or H-channels).

Nye channels (or N-channels) are incised into the underlying bedrock (Nye, 1976)
as a result of meltwater erosion (Figure 1.13 & 1.14). Hybrid channels can occur when
water-filled N-channels partially melt the overlying ice to form an N-R channel hybrid
(Figure 1.13).

Sheets or films of water (millimetre thick) can form between the ice sheet and
its bed (Figure 1.13). Extensive meltwater films were first proposed as part of the
theory of regelation, where water is produced due to high pressure on the up-glacier
side of obstacles and undulations in the bed, which lowers the pressure melting point
(Weertman, 1962, 1972). On the down-glacier side of the obstacle, the contact pressures
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Figure 1.14: Efficient subglacial channels beneath Svalbard glaciers. Left: Nye channel incised in till beneath
Rieperbreen glacier which formed during the melt season, glaciologists from the University Centre in Svalbard
for scale. Credit: Jason D. Gulley. Right: An upward-incised channel beneath Hansbreen glacier, with
glaciologists for scale. Credit: Jason D. Gulley

are low, and the pressure melting point is raised, thus refreezing occurs (Hubbard
and Sharp, 1993). Water films were originally thought to be the main method for
water transport (Weertman, 1972), however their role in transporting subglacial water
is likely to be limited because theory suggests that thick water films are innately
unstable (Walder, 1982; Weertman and Birchfield, 1983). As the water film thickness
increases (>several millimetres), water flux would eventually melt the overlying ice
(via viscous dissipation), enhancing local melt rates and rapidly forming a network
of efficient channels (Nye, 1976; Walder, 1982; Weertman and Birchfield, 1983) or a
linked cavity system. The exception to this is when bedrock protrusions bridge the
water film, partially supporting the overlying ice, which results in the rate of ice roof
closure exceeding water film expansion, thus enabling thin films to develop (Creyts
and Schoof, 2009).

Water-filled cavities open up on the down-glacier side of obstacles or bumps
(decimetre scale) at the bed where basal water pressure exceeds the local ice pressure
at the ice-bed interface (Lliboutry, 1979; Walder, 1986; Fowler, 1987). Cavities are
typically either stepped, with an abrupt step on the lee side of the bedrock obstacle, or
waved, where the bed is smooth (Kamb, 1987). A network of these cavities of various
sizes and frequency can develop, interconnected by orifices, forming a linked-cavity
system (Lliboutry, 1968; Lliboutry, 1979; Walder, 1986; Fowler, 1987; Kamb, 1987)
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Figure 1.15: Schematic diagrams of a linked cavity system. (a) Plan view. (b) Cross-sections through cavities
(A-A’) and orifces (B-B’). Source: Hooke, 2005, after Kamb, 1987.

(Figure 1.15). The size of the cavity varies depending on ice velocity, ice viscosity,
subglacial discharge and effective pressure; larger cavities are attributed to lower
effective pressure, fast ice flow, high ice viscosity and high discharge (Walder, 1986;
Kamb, 1987).

The bed beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet is comprised of both ‘hard’ bedrock
(e.g., Harper et al., 2017) and areas of sediment (e.g., Booth et al., 2012a; Dow et al.,
2013; Walter et al., 2014; Kulessa et al., 2017). Porous flow refers to meltwater flow
within subglacial sediments (unlike the previously described configurations which are
related to hard bedrock) (Figure 1.13). Subglacial sediments are typically permeable,
therefore deform easily when saturated and subjected to ice overburden pressures.
The precise mechanism for meltwater flow through porous sediment remains unclear,
however several theories have been suggested, such as: Darcian flow where water flows
along the hydraulic potential gradient through pores within the subglacial sediment
layer (Boulton and Jones, 1979; Walder and Fowler, 1994); advection of water within
the sediment layer; through pipes and small channels within the subglacial sediment;
or as a thin film of meltwater at the top of the sediment.

Where ice flows over till, incision into the saturated, deformable basal sediments can
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create channels that exhibit canal-like characteristics (Walder and Fowler, 1994; Ng,
2000). Canals are sustained by the competition between creep closure and sediment
erosion and meltwater flux (Walder and Fowler, 1994; Ng, 2000). This drainage element
is categorised as intermediate drainage as canals can evacuate water efficiently (Ng,
2000), but may also be inefficient.

Bartholomew et al., 2010 suggest that valley glacier hydrological processes can be
up-scaled and applied to ice sheet scenarios, however there are considerable geometric
differences between valley glaciers and ice sheets, particularly further inland, low surface
melt input and shallow bed topography restrict the development of the subglacial
drainage system (Meierbachtol et al., 2013; Rennermalm et al., 2013; Dow et al.,
2014; Doyle et al., 2014). Furthermore, ice is generally much thicker in Greenland
and faster flowing compared to valley glaciers. Greenland field data, such as borehole
measurements, are limited to the lower ablation zone of the ice sheet of land-terminating
glaciers due to complex terrain and accessibility (e.g., Bhatia et al., 2011; Smeets
et al., 2012; Chandler et al., 2013; Meierbachtol et al., 2013; Andrews et al., 2014;
Doyle et al., 2015; van de Wal et al., 2015). Tidewater glaciers are notoriously difficult
to study due to their heavily crevassed terrain and subglacial outflow exits at the base
of the calving front, hundreds of metres below the fjord surface. As such, tidewater
glacier subglacial hydrology is typically studied using modelling (e.g., de Fleurian
et al., 2016; Cook et al., 2020). The precise structure of the subglacial drainage system
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet remains unclear, however it is unlikely that the
distributed and efficient systems are independent units, rather they are more likely to
be hydraulically connected, and both configurations are thought to even exist beneath
the same glacier (Hubbard et al., 1995; Andrews et al., 2014).

1.3.3.2 Spatial and temporal evolution of the subglacial hydrological
system and ice dynamics

The nature of the drainage system will likely vary from glacier to glacier due to
the vast array of spatially and temporally varying factors which influence subglacial
water pressure, such as bed topography and characteristics, ice thickness, basal ice
temperature, ice sliding speed, and the rate and distribution of water supply to the
bed (Fountain and Walder, 1998). Early in the melt season, inefficient distributed
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drainage system is thought to dominate since minimal runoff reaches the bed and creep
closure rates exceed wall melt rates (Figure 1.16). As the melt season develops, surface
melting rapidly increases and runoff inundates the bed, disturbing and overwhelming
the inefficient drainage system (Andrews et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2016) (Figure 1.16).
An initial acceleration in ice flow, referred to as a ‘spring event’, occurs due to the
increased water pressure (Bartholomew et al., 2010; Sundal et al., 2011; Fitzpatrick
et al., 2013; Moon et al., 2014; Vijay et al., 2019) (Figure 1.16). The spring event
typically begins in early May and lasts a few days to a week, with ice velocity increases
up to 300-400% of pre-melt season levels (Sole et al., 2013). As the melt season
progresses, an efficient channelised system consequently evolves as wall melt rates
exceed creep closure allowing channels to expand (Kamb, 1987; Bingham et al., 2005;
Schoof, 2010) and triggering a lowering of basal water pressure (Figure 1.16). This
subsequently leads to a deceleration in ice flow (Bartholomew et al., 2010, 2012; Sole
et al., 2013) (Figure 1.16). Brief increases in ice velocity (by >100%) can occur
during this period, in response to sudden injection of large volumes of meltwater,
for example during abnormaly warm intervals or periods of heavy rainfall (Tedesco
et al., 2013; Doyle et al., 2015) or rapid supraglacial lake drainage events (Das et al.,
2008; Shepherd et al., 2009; Hoffman et al., 2011; Doyle et al., 2013; Tedesco et al.,
2013) (Figure 1.16). A slow-down in ice flow usually follows the initial spike in ice
velocity following rapid supraglacial lake drainage (Andrews et al., 2018) (Figure 1.16).
Towards the end of summer, surface melt and supply to the bed is reduced, causing the
gradual closure of channels as creep closure outweighs wall melt rates. During winter,
when runoff has come to an end, the weakly-connected, inefficient drainage system is
re-established, and subglacial water pressure subsequently increases, thereby slowly
restoring ice velocity rates to pre-melt season speeds (Joughin et al., 2008; Colgan
et al., 2012).

The inland limit of efficient subglacial drainage beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet
is contested within the glaciological community. Theory suggests that in the interior
of the ice sheet where the surface slopes are shallower, meltwater production is lower
and the ice is thicker, the development of efficient subglacial drainage is hindered due
to rapid creep-closure (Röthlisberger, 1972) and reduced hydropotential gradients.
Borehole water pressure observations indicate channel formation beneath ice up to
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Figure 1.16: Conceptual diagram illustrating the evolution of the hydrological system at a typical land-
terminating glacier in Greenland throughout the melt season. Box (a) refers to a ‘spring event’, and (b) refers
to a transient increase in rate of meltwater supply, for example from a supraglacial lake drainage. Source:
Tedstone, 2015.

∼600 m thick (Andrews et al., 2014; van de Wal et al., 2015). Water tracer transit
times indicate that efficient channels form rapidly (Cowton et al., 2013), and can reach
at least ∼40 km inland (Chandler et al., 2013). Modelling studies suggest that efficient
channels can form up to ∼50 km from the margin, beneath thick ∼900 m ice (de
Fleurian et al., 2016; Koziol and Arnold, 2018), but not at about 70 km inland beneath
1,200 m thick ice (Dow et al., 2014). This infers a transition to an inefficient drainage
system towards the interior of the ice sheet. There is, however, high uncertainty in
these numerical models due to sparse observational data. The spatial distribution of
moulins is also thought to influence spatial variations in subglacial hydrology. High
density of moulins has been linked to widespread and rapid channelisation beneath
∼800 m thick ice (Banwell et al., 2016). Water from supraglacial lakes can also change
the seasonal efficiency of the subglacial drainage system (Sundal et al., 2009; Hoffman
et al., 2011; Andrews et al., 2018) and create new routes to the bed, thereby adding
meltwater to the basal system throughout the season (Catania and Neumann, 2010;
Hoffman et al., 2018).
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1.3.3.3 Erosion and transfer of subglacial sediment downstream

Glaciers erode their underlying bedrock or sediment by three main processes: (1)
abrasion, the process whereby particles contained within the basal ice are dragged
across the underlying bed, producing fine-grained material (2) glacial quarrying (or
plucking), where the glacier removes and entrains large fragments of the bed by
fracturing or crushing bedrock, and (3) glacial meltwater erosion, which is the result
of either mechanical (i.e. fluvial abrasion by the transport of suspended sediment
and bedload within meltwater at the base of the ice) or chemical (i.e., the removal of
rock and debris in solution) processes (Anderson and Anderson, 2010; Blomdin and
Harbor, 2017). Erosion rates of 5 mm a−1 have been estimated for the margins of the
Greenland Ice Sheet (Cowton et al., 2012), however, sediment fluxes are influenced
by a number of factors including glacier hydrology, bedrock lithology, glacier size and
subglacial sediment stores (Hallet et al., 1996).

A complex relationship exists between the hydrological system and bedrock erosion,
and hence sediment fluxes. The development, duration and spatial extent of the
subglacial drainage system is dependent upon spatio-temporal variations in meltwater
supply, therefore high evacuation rates often correlate with high surface melt rates
during summer. Efficient channelised drainage systems have higher capacity for
sediment yields, compared with inefficient distributed systems (Alley et al., 1997;
Swift et al., 2002; Cowton et al., 2012). Thick and fast-flowing ice also allow for high
sediment yields (Hasholt et al., 2013). Glacial quarrying is influenced by fluctuations
in effective pressure at the bed (Cohen et al., 2006; Iverson, 2012), which is an
important modulator of basal sliding. It is important to understand the relationship
between hydrology and sediment discharge, as it influences various processes such
as fjord circulation and tidewater glacier dynamics, nutrient fluxes into the ocean,
biogeochemical interactions downstream, and landscape evolution. I will discuss each
of these impacts in turn.

The majority of glacial discharge enters the ocean through fjord systems which
surround much of the periphery of the ice sheet, connecting to the open ocean
downstream (Straneo and Cenedese, 2015). Each fjord system has unique geometry,
tides, freshwater runoff and other external forcings, but in general, in deep fjords,
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warm salty Atlantic water is typically found at depths greater than 200 m with cold,
fresher Polar water above, and during summer, a thin layer (∼50 m or less) of relatively
warm near-surface water (Straneo et al., 2012; Ohashi et al., 2020) (Figure 1.17). The
release of freshwater from subglacial conduits into fjord environments (Xu et al., 2012;
Chauche et al., 2014; Carroll et al., 2015; Carroll et al., 2016; Mankoff et al., 2016;
Stevens et al., 2016; Slater et al., 2018a), as well as iceberg melt (Enderlin et al., 2016;
Moon et al., 2018) and terminus melt (Slater et al., 2015), can alter fjord circulation.
The majority of sediment-laden freshwater enters the dense, saline seawater at depth
from englacial and subglacial conduits, which then rises up the glacier front as a
turbulent buoyant plume, entraining and mixing nutrient-rich fjord waters to create
‘glacially modified waters’, before reaching neutral buoyancy (or the fjord surface)
and flowing towards the ocean (Hudson et al., 2014; Carroll et al., 2015; Straneo
and Cenedese, 2015; Meire et al., 2016b; Jackson et al., 2017) (Figure 1.17). The
surfacing and turbulent nature of these plumes (Figure 1.18) transfers ocean heat
to the ice, enhancing submarine melt (Sciascia et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013; Kimura
et al., 2014; Slater et al., 2015, 2018a) and undercutting, thus accelerating calving
rate (O’Leary and Christoffersen, 2013; Luckman et al., 2015; Andrés et al., 2018;
Schild et al., 2018; Vallot et al., 2018; How et al., 2019). Plume characteristics are
primarily driven by the intensity of subglacial discharge; buoyancy forces are dominant
during low discharge, meaning that water rises to the surface rapidly as a forced plume,
whereas at higher subglacial discharges, momentum forces dominate and thus plumes
are carried horizontally before rising (Powell, 1990).

Glacial discharge also has complex implications for marine biological processes
by providing a source of organic matter and mineral nutrients, including nitrogen,
phosphorus, iron and silica throughout the melt season (Bhatia et al., 2013; Hawkings
et al., 2015; Wadham et al., 2016; Beaird et al., 2018). The upwelling of the nutrient-
rich subglacial meltwater can encourage plankton blooms in the summer (Meire et al.,
2015; Kanna et al., 2018) which is important for marine life such as fish and Arctic
seabirds (Arimitsu et al., 2012; Naito et al., 2019; Matsuno et al., 2020) and as a
consequence, the fishing industry in Greenland (Meire et al., 2017). However, with
projected future climatic warming, this impact is predicted to diminish as glaciers
retreat on land (Meire et al., 2017; Hopwood et al., 2018). The addition of material to
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Figure 1.17: Conceptual diagram illustrating different circulations within a typical Greenland fjord. Buoyancy-
driven circulation from submarine melting, subglacial discharge and surface runoff are shown in red.
Intermediary baroclinic circulation is show in blue. Estuarine circulation from surface runoff only is shown in
purple. The circulation as a result of dense inflow over sill is shown in pink. Source: Straneo and Cenedese,
2015.
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Figure 1.18: Aerial images of a plume at the ice front of Saqqarliup–Saqqarleq, western Greenland on (a) 1st

June 2012 (b) 17th July 2012 (c-e) 23rd July 2012 but taken from the boat in (c). Yellow arrows indicate
approximate direction of ice flow and origin of plume. Source: De Andrés et al., 2020.
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the fjord via subglacial discharge has also been linked to diminished phytoplankton
productivity by increasing turbidity which causes stress to benthic ecosystems (Korsun
and Hald, 2000), and limiting light attenuation and photosynthesis (Murray et al.,
2015; Holinde and Zielinski, 2016; Burgers et al., 2017).

Meltwater routed via distributed drainage networks is slow-moving and therefore
exposed to highly geochemically reactive sediments. These environments are suitable
for colonies of microbes, and allows several redox reactions, for example, dentrification
(Wadham et al., 2016) and methanogenesis (Boyd et al., 2010). The release of microbial
methane, generated during erosion of the underlying bedrock, has been recently
detected in subglacial runoff from several Greenland outlet glaciers (Dieser et al., 2014;
Christiansen and Jørgensen, 2018; Lamarche-Gagnon et al., 2019; Christiansen et al.,
2021; Pain et al., 2021). Efficient subglacial drainage networks allow methane to be
transported to the ice margin rapidly before being oxidised to carbon dioxide and
emitted to the atmosphere. This source of CO2 has been largely understudied until
recently and could amplify climate warming, particularly with increased ice sheet
melting rates. However, the extent of the impact remains uncertain (Wadham et al.,
2008, 2019; Christiansen et al., 2021).

1.4 Subglacial lakes

In most physical models and conceptual frameworks, water beneath the Greenland Ice
Sheet is thought to flow relatively unhindered to the coast. However, in recent years
the discovery of subglacial lakes in Greenland has shown that meltwater - originating
from either the surface or the base - can be stored at the bed for longer periods to
time. Currently, however, the distribution and dynamics of subglacial lakes beneath
the Greenland Ice Sheet is poorly understood, and much of our knowledge is based on
Antarctic and Icelandic studies.

Subglacial lakes are bodies of liquid water which form when meltwater accumulates
in topographic depressions in the bed or regions of hydraulic convergence (Figure 1.19).
A subglacial lake is sustained by a combination of the insulation and pressure provided
by the overlying ice sheet, frictional heat and geothermal heat flux (Robin et al., 1970;
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Figure 1.19: Formation of a subglacial lake beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet: meltwater forms in a topographic
hollow in the bed and is sustained due to goethermal heating. The ice-overburden pressure causes the melting
point of water to be below 0°C. Source: Siegert et al., 2003.

Siegert, 2000a; Pattyn, 2010) (Figure 1.19). Subglacial lakes are categorised into ‘stable’
lakes which are persistent, relatively closed environments with long residence times,
and are typically identified using Radio-Echo Sounding (RES) or seismic techniques,
and ‘active’ subglacial lakes which episodically fill and drain, suddenly discharging
water and are typically detected by monitoring surface elevation changes. In this
section, I describe the history and development of subglacial lake knowledge, the
distribution and dynamics of subglacial lakes beneath ice sheets and ice caps across
the globe, and the wider importance of their presence and behaviour.

1.4.1 History of subglacial lake exploration

Subglacial lakes were first, inadvertently, discovered in 1961 by R.V. Robinson, a
Russian pilot who used notably flat features on the Antarctic Ice Sheet surface for
flight navigation, describing these geomorphological features as "lakes" with "gentle
shores" (Robinson, 1961). It was later revealed that flat and smooth ice surfaces are
characteristic of the existence of a subglacial lake beneath the ice, due to low friction
between the overlying ice and the subglacial lake surface. This is mostly typical for
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larger subglacial lakes, as smaller lakes (<4 km wide) do not tend to have this surface
expression as the overlying ice may not be in hydrostatic equilibrium (Siegert and
Ridley, 1998).

In the early 1960s, seismic surveys (Section 2.0.1 describes the seismic survey
techniques in detail) were refined and carried out by Russian scientists, including
Andrey Kapitsa, to measure the thickness of ice over what is now known to be
Subglacial Lake Vostok (Kapitsa, 1960). The seismic data recorded an ice thickness of
∼3,700 m, with two reflections near the ice base, which were interpreted as the lower
boundary of ice and the lower boundary of a frozen sedimentary layer (Kapitsa, 1968).
The team were unaware of the subglacial lake, which was then interpreted some 30
years later.

In the 1970s, airborne radar sounding surveys of the Antarctic Ice Sheet were
performed by a joint UK, USA and Danish team, led by Gordon Robin, to map the
subglacial topography and ice thickness. As the equipment is mounted to an aircraft,
this technique allowed greater, more systematic and efficient surveys compared to
seismic studies. Subglacial lakes are easily distinguished in radar data by their bright,
flat and specular reflectors, relative to the surrounding bedrock (see Section 2.0.2 for
in-depth details). This technique led to the detection of 17 small subglacial lakes (≤15
km wide) in Eastern Antarctica, mostly south of Vostok Russian Station (Oswald
and Robin, 1973). A few years later, a large lake reflector was identified near Vostok
Russian Station and Subglacial Lake Vostok was identified (Robin et al., 1977).

The launch of the European Space Agency (ESA) European Remote Sensing
satellite (ERS-1) enabled accurate measurements of the Earth’s surface, including the
polar ice sheets (see Section 2.0.3 for more details on altimetry techniques). Ridley
et al., 1993 utilised these elevation data to map the abnormally flat region above
Subglacial Lake Vostok (Figure 1.20a), which corresponded with lake margins detected
in radar data. These studies and observations led to the re-examination of the seismic
and radar data collected in the 1960s and 70s at a conference in 1994. The subsequent
international, collaborative study (Kapitsa et al., 1996) reinterpreted the two seismic
reflectors as an ice-water interface and lake bottom reflector, representing the 230 km
long, 50 km wide, at least 500 m deep Subglacial Lake Vostok (Figure 1.20b).
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The pivotal study showing the geometric scale of Subglacial Lake Vostok sparked
significant scientific interest in subglacial lakes and the basal hydrological system,
particularly from the microbial community which speculated that the subglacial lakes
could support life (e.g., Ellis-Evans and Wynn-Williams, 1996). The first inventory of
Antarctic subglacial lakes was produced in 1996 showing the location and characteristics
of 77 subglacial lakes beneath the ice sheet (Siegert et al., 1996). Further radar surveys
in the late 1990s and early 2000s from numerous scientific teams, increased this number
to 145 (Siegert et al., 2005). Until this juncture, subglacial lakes were typically regarded
as stable, persistent, relatively closed environments, with long residence times and
slow circulations (Kapitsa et al., 1996; Siegert et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2002).

Analysis of timeseries of surface elevation changes from European Remote Sensing
(ERS-2) satellite altimeter challenged this perception, revealing a localised region of
surface lowering by about 4 m between 1997 and 1999 in central East Antarctica
(Wingham et al., 2006b). Over the same period, three regions of the ice sheet over 290
km away at the mouth of the Adventure Trench, a major subglacial valley, rose by
over 1 m. These observations were interpreted as evidence of the rapid drainage of a
∼1.8 km3 subglacial lake, which transferred water to at least two other downstream
subglacial lakes (Wingham et al., 2006b). This demonstrated a highly active basal
hydrological system in Antarctica, with connected subglacial lakes, which was previously
unknown (Siegert et al., 2007). Other vertical ice displacements with similar timing
and magnitude were discovered in West Antarctica, also linked to rapid subglacial lake
drainage events (Gray et al., 2005; Fricker et al., 2007). Surface lowering of ∼9 m was
detected beneath the Whillans Ice Stream, near the grounding line, associated with
an estimated 1.2 km3 outburst flood, with a discharge of 40 m3 s−1 over an 18-month
period (Fricker et al., 2007). Repeat interferometric synthetic aperture radar (inSAR)
was utilised to detect localised subsidence and surface uplift, inferred to correspond
with the transport of ∼20 ×106 m3 and ∼10 ×106 m3 water beneath the Kamb and
Bindschadler Ice Streams, respectively (Gray et al., 2005). These findings led to the
first comprehensive inventory of ‘active’ subglacial lakes (i.e. lakes which episodically
fill and drain, and are hydraulically connected) using satellite altimetry, detecting 124
such subglacial lakes and assessing their connectivity (Smith et al., 2009).
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Figure 1.20: Early records of Subglacial Lake Vostok (a) 3D surface topography of Antarctica derived from
ERS-1 radar altimetry, showing location of Subglacial Lake Vostok. Source: Ridley et al., 1993. (b) Radio-echo
sounding profile across the subglacial lake showing a 30 km long ice-water reflection on the left, which turns
to weaker echoes from the ice-bedrock interface Source: Kapitsa et al., 1996.
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The latest inventory of subglacial lakes combines both stable RES-detected lakes
and these active lakes, bringing the total number of subglacial lakes beneath Antarctica
to 379 (Wright and Siegert, 2012), although hundreds of subglacial lakes have since
been discovered including ∼70 across Dome C and the Aurora Subglacial Basin (Wright
et al., 2012; Young et al., 2017), over 100 stable lakes in the Gamburtsev Subglacial
Mountains, beneath Dome A (Wolovick et al., 2013), 3 lakes near Byrd Glacier (Wright
et al., 2014), 1 beneath the Institute Ice Stream and Minnesota Glacier ice divide
(Rivera et al., 2015), ∼30 stable lakes in Dronning Maud Land (Goeller et al., 2016), a
large subglacial lake inferred by the flat ice surface in Princess Elizabeth Land (PEL),
and later confirmed by RES data (Jamieson et al., 2016), 33 RES-detected lakes in the
Ellsworth Subglacial Highlands (Napoleoni et al., 2020), 4 large active lakes beneath
Thwaites Glacier (Smith et al., 2017a; Hoffman et al., 2020; Malczyk et al., 2020), and
2 small active lakes near the grounding line of Kamb Ice Stream (Kim et al., 2016;
Siegfried and Fricker, 2018).

1.4.2 Distribution and dynamics of subglacial lakes

Subglacial lakes have been detected beneath the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets,
ice caps in Iceland and Canada and a few subglacial lakes beneath valley glaciers in
the European Alps.

1.4.2.1 Antarctic subglacial lakes

In Antarctica, the majority of stable subglacial lakes are situated in the continental
interior in close proximity to major ice divides, with 73% of RES-detected lakes in the
latest inventory being located within 300 km of the flow divide (Wright and Siegert,
2011) (Figure 1.21). The ice in the interior is slow-moving and ∼3-4 km thick. The
ice surface is nearly flat (Morlighem et al., 2020), whilst several large, deep, likely
sedimentary basins with low relief exist beneath the ice, separated by mountainous
ridges (Morlighem et al., 2020). These conditions promote basal melting; under thick
ice, the temperature at the bed can reach pressure melting point, subglacial water
produced by local geothermal heat will flow along hydraulic potential gradients to
pool in hydraulic minima (Shreve, 1972). As a result, many small (<20 km2, with
the exception of 800 km2 Subglacial Lake Concordia; Tikku et al., 2005), shallow
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subglacial lakes are concentrated in the deep Aurora, Vincennes and Wilkes basins
(Tabacco et al., 2003, 2006; Wright and Siegert, 2011). Towards the margins of these
subglacial basins, but still near major ice divides, significant topographic depressions
are found in the bedrock. Large, elongated, deep subglacial lakes such as Vostok,
90°E, Sovetskaya and possibly Princess Elizabeth Land (PEL) occupy these types of
depressions, thought to be controlled by extensional tectonics (Meybeck, 1995; Bell
et al., 2006; Tabacco et al., 2006; Jamieson et al., 2016), which trap substantial basal
water (Dowdeswell and Siegert, 1999). Subglacial lakes in the interior can also be
situated on the flanks of subglacial highlands at the edges of these basins, such as the
Belgica and Gamburtsev Mountains in East Antarctica (Dowdeswell and Siegert, 2003).
These lakes are small (<10 km in length) and constrained by steep local topography,
and exist due to anonymously high localised geothermal heat flux (Dowdeswell and
Siegert, 2003).

About a third of subglacial lakes in Antarctica are classified as hydraulically active
(Wright and Siegert, 2012). Active subglacial lakes in Antarctica do not appear to
have a strong relationship with distance to the ice divide. Indeed, only 13% of active
subglacial lakes are situated within 300 km of the flow divide, with a modal distance of
750 km (Wright and Siegert, 2011). Active subglacial lakes are predominantly detected
closer to the ice margin within 200 km of major outlet glaciers and ice streams, such
as Academy and Recovery Glaciers, and Mercer, Whillans and MacAyeal Ice Streams
(Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Smith et al., 2009; Fricker et al., 2010; Siegfried and
Fricker, 2018). At the onset of enhanced ice flow and beneath the tributaries feeding
ice streams, high frictional melt at the bed (Bentley et al., 1998; Studinger et al., 2001)
is thought to produce a constant supply of meltwater to feed and replenish active
subglacial lakes (Smith et al., 2009). At the head of Recovery Ice Stream, several large
active subglacial lakes have been detected which have a large upstream catchment area
(Bell et al., 2007a). These lakes have similar characteristics with large stable lakes in
the ice sheet interior, exhibiting signs of tectonic origin (Bell et al., 2007a). However,
it should be noted that not all fast-flowing outlets are associated with subglacial lake
activity.

The volume of water stored in active subglacial lakes varies temporally, with fill-
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Figure 1.21: Distribution of Antarctic subglacial lakes from the latest inventory. Black/triangles are lakes
detected using radio-echo sounding, yellow symbols are identified using seismic sounding, green symbols using
gravitational field mapping, red/circle are detected by surface elevation change measurements, square symbols
represent lake identified from a flat ice surface. The outline of Subglacial Lake Vostok is shown. Source:
Wright and Siegert, 2012.
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drain recurrence typically lasting years, but some drainage events take over a decade
to evolve, for example CookE2 (McMillan et al., 2013) and subglacial lakes beneath
Thwaites (Smith et al., 2017a) and Slessor ice streams (Siegfried and Fricker, 2018). A
subglacial lake can drain due to a break in the hydropotential seal (Fowler, 1999) or
high water flux (Dow et al., 2016). These factors cause substantial changes in pressure
which results in the episodic release of water into the downstream subglacial system.
Subglacial lake connectivity can alter the timescale of drainage, with the release of
upstream subglacial lake water filling and interrupting the cycle of a downstream
lake (Smith et al., 2017a). Ice thinning has also been proposed as a triggering
mechanism of subglacial lake drainage. Changes in the ice surface of Crane Glacier,
Antarctic Peninsula, namely steepened surface slope during glacier retreat, is thought
to have tilted the subglacial lake surface, increasing the water (and stress) level at the
downstream edge of the lake, until it breached and drained downstream (Scambos
et al., 2011).

1.4.2.2 Predicted Antarctic subglacial lakes

Livingstone et al., 2013 used hydraulic potential calculations to predict subglacial lake
locations beneath the ice sheets, estimating that subglacial lakes cover ∼ 4% of the
ice-bed interface, although when applying a mask to cold-bedded regions, this was
reduced to 2.7% coverage (350,000 km2). This is an order of magnitude greater than
that predicted in Dowdeswell and Siegert, 1999. Goeller et al., 2016 also predicted
subglacial lake locations using hydraulic potential and a grid resolution of 5 km,
estimating 5% coverage of the ice-bed interface, which was then scaled down to 0.6% or
77,000 ± 18,000 km2 based on the number of predicted lakes that were not confirmed
by radar data. Both of these studies used Bedmap2 for bed topography (Fretwell
et al., 2013) where interpolation produces an unrealistically smooth bed, with high
uncertainty (up to 1 km) along with artefacts. MacKie et al., 2020 used a probabilistic
metric for subglacial lake locations and integrated surface area to overcome these
disadvantages. Using different roughness scenarios, MacKie et al., 2020 estimate
between ∼5-15,000 km2 coverage at the bed.
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1.4.2.3 Greenlandic subglacial lakes

Subglacial lakes have only been discovered beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet in the last
decennial (Palmer et al., 2013; Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al.,
2015; Livingstone et al., 2019). Palmer et al., 2013 detected the first subglacial lakes
in northwestern Greenland using RES, finding two small (<2.5 km in length) stable
lakes, within 20 km of the nearest ice divide (Figure 1.22). The ice above these lakes
is relatively cold and thin (approximately 800 m thick). Further radar and seismic
investigations have since confirmed the presence of water in one of the lakes, with a
depth of approximately 15 m, and volume of 0.15 km3 (Maguire et al., 2020). Several
hypotheses have been proposed to explain the presence of these lakes: (1) ancient
marine water in a closed system similar to hypersaline lakes in Antarctica (Hubbard
et al., 2004; Lyons et al., 2005; Mikucki et al., 2009; Lyons et al., 2019) and the Devon
Ice Cap, Canadian Arctic (Rutishauser et al., 2018) (see Section 1.4.2.5), however
the northwest Greenland subglacial lake is over 500 m above sea level, therefore it is
unlikely to be trapped seawater, and although an ancient evaporite deposit is possible
(Rutishauser et al., 2018), the geology of this region does not suggest this (Dawes,
2004); (2) unlike Antarctica which has scarce surface meltwater, the Greenland Ice
Sheet has abundant meltwater at the surface which can be transported to the subglacial
system. Surface meltwater input, for example from a supraglacial lake drainage, could
recharge the subglacial lake beneath (Palmer et al., 2013) or; (3) elevated geothermal
heat flux enabling basal melting, which are estimated at 50-60 mW m−2 in this region
(Rogozhina et al., 2016; Martos et al., 2018; Artemieva, 2019). Maguire et al., 2020
suggest that geothermal heat flux or hypersalinity due to local ancient evaporite are
most likely clauses for subglacial lakes to be present here.

In 2015, two active subglacial lakes were identified using digital elevation models
to map changes in the ice surface (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015). The first
is located about 50 km from the southwest margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet, where
a ∼1.5 km2, 70 m deep depression with slopes of 10-15° formed in 2011 as a result
of an estimated 2.5 ×10−2 km3 subglacial lake suddenly draining (Howat et al., 2015;
Palmer et al., 2015) (Figure 1.23). Supraglacial lakes and moulins in the vicinity are
likely to have provided a pathway to the bed, allowing the subglacial lake beneath to
fill until surpassing the hydraulic potential ‘dam’, and the subglacial lake drainage
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Figure 1.22: (a) Radio-echo sounding evidence for two subglacial lakes (L1 and L2) beneath the Greenland
Ice Sheet, with bed reflectivity shown below. (b-c) RES data from May 2012 showing a smooth and relatively
flat bed which could represent saturated sediment and therefore a previous subglacial lake extent. Source:
Palmer et al., 2013.
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Figure 1.23: WorldView-1 panchromatic satellite image acquired on 28th October 2011, with elevation
difference between WorldView-1 Digital Elevation Model (derived in 2011) and airborne topographic mapper
LiDAR (derived in 1993) overlaid. Crevassing around the edge of the collapse basin is evident. The centre of
the basin is flat due to ponding of meltwater. Source: Howat et al., 2015.

would melt and enlarge a subglacial channel through viscous heat dissipation, leading
to continued drainage, despite reduced water pressures (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer
et al., 2015). It is thought that the subglacial outburst flood (∼30 m3 s−1 over a
14-day period) was efficiently routed to the ice margin (Palmer et al., 2015). These
results provided the first evidence that, like in Antarctica, subglacial lakes can actively
drain beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet and may modify the hydrological system.

The second active subglacial lake to be detected in Greenland is located in northeast
Greenland, beneath the Flade Isblink ice cap, which is isolated from the main ice
sheet (Willis et al., 2015) (Figure 1.23). A 8.4 km2, 70 m deep surface depression
(or collapse basin) with crevasses around the outer edges formed near the southern
summit of the ice cap in autumn 2011 where the ice is about 500 m thick (Willis
et al., 2012). The feature has two sub-basins, separated by a shallow saddle, and
has a mitten-like shape. The formation of this collapse basin is interpreted to be a
consequence of a ∼0.4 km3 subglacial lake suddenly draining (Willis et al., 2015). It is
estimated that the subglacial lake drained at a rate of 215 m3 s−1 over a 21 day period,
and the subglacial outburst flood was routed to a marine-terminating grounded outlet
glacier to the north of the ice cap (Willis et al., 2015). Supraglacial streams intersect
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the crevasses around the edge of this feature, allowing refilling of the subglacial lake
beneath, as seen by uplift of the floor of the basin (up to 38 m over 2 years) for several
years after the drainage event.

Several years later, three quasi-circular features (<1 km2) were identified within 2
km of the lateral margin of Isunguata Sermia, West Greenland, through a technique
called Digital Elevation Model (DEM) differencing (see section 2.0.4) (Livingstone
et al., 2019). The drainage and refilling of three subglacial lakes are interpreted as
causing vertical displacements at the ice surface. Due to their location in the lower
ablation zone, these lakes are presumed to be recharged by upstream surface meltwater
inputs, however despite their close proximity to each other, their drainage patterns do
not suggest that they are connected like some Antarctic subglacial lakes (Livingstone
et al., 2019). The outburst flood of the 2015 drainage event reached the proglacial
foreland, depositing approximately 7.5 ×106 m3 of sediment aggradation near the ice
margion (Livingstone et al., 2019) (Figure 1.25).

1.4.2.4 Icelandic subglacial lakes

In Iceland, active and dormant central volcanic systems exist beneath the four largest
ice caps, with the most active volcanoes beneath Mýrdalsjökull and Vatnajökull
(Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2007). Volcanic and geothermal activity continuously
melts the ice at the glacier bed, creating persistent depressions at the ice surface
(Björnsson, 1974). A pressure sink is created at the ice bed due to relatively low ice
overburden pressure beneath the depression, causing basal meltwater from surrounding
areas to accumulate and form a subglacial lake, whilst high ice overburden pressure at
the rim around the surface depression seals the lake. The three largest subglacial lakes
are found beneath Vatnajökull; Grímsvötn and eastern and western Skaftá lakes, which
have surface cauldrons several kilometres wide and hundreds of metres deep (Figure
1.26) (Björnsson, 1974; Einarsson et al., 2017; Magnússon et al., 2021). Large-scale
melting from volcanic eruptions can cause these subglacial lakes to rapidly increase in
volume and suddenly drain, leading to jökulhlaups - glacial outburst floods - which
can be a hazardous for human populations near these ice caps (Björnsson, 2010).
Grímsvötn subglacial lake drains approximately every 1-10 years (Björnsson, 2003),
whilst Skaftá subglacial lakes drain at 2- to 3-year intervals.
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Figure 1.24: (a) RGB composite image acquired on 14th August 2012 from WorldView-2 of the mitten-shaped
collapse basin, showing supraglacial meltwater flowing into the crevasses on the edge of the basin. Surface
elevation difference between LiDAR (acquired on 26th April 2013 from NASA IceBridge airborne laser
altimeter) and WorldView-1 satellite digital elevation model acquired on 17th May 2012 are shown by the
green to purple colours. (b) Location of collapse basin on the Flade Isblink ice cap, with ice divides shown in
purple. Source: Willis et al., 2015.
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Figure 1.25: Evidence of geomorphological change in the proglacial environment following drainage of a
subglacial lake in 2015. (a-b) RGB composite images acquired on 15th July 2015 (before drainage event)
and 25th August 2015 (after drainage event). Location of three subglacial lakes are outlined in black. (c)
Difference in normalised difference water index (NDWI) between 7th July 2015 and 15th August 2015. (d)
Difference in elevation between two ArcticDEM digital elevation models acquired on 4th April 2015 and 21st

September 2015. Source: Willis et al., 2015.
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Icelandic subglacial lakes are characterised by slow filling, with either exponentially
rising discharge and a more rapid drainage, or linearly rising discharge (discharge
increases linearly at a significantly greater rate than exponential) until peak, before
more gradual drainage (Figure 1.27). Smaller floods (peak discharge <3 ×103 m3 s−1)
tend to exhibit exponentially rising drainage styles, reaching their peak discharge in
2-3 weeks, and terminating about 1 week later. This pattern can be explained by the
expansion of a single ice tunnel, due to frictional melting generated by water flow (Nye,
1976; Spring and Hutter, 1981; Clarke, 2003). Less commonly, larger subglacial floods
can occur (peak discharge up to 4 ×104 m3 s−1), with linearly rising discharge patterns,
where rapid filling of a subglacial lake causes flotation of the ice dam, and discharge
increases faster than can be accomodated by ice tunnels, resulting in a flood wave with
sheet-like flow (Björnsson, 1992; Johannesson, 2002; Flowers et al., 2004; Einarsson
et al., 2017). An outburst flood of this type occurred in 1996, when the Gjálp volcanic
eruption injected ∼2.7 km3 of meltwater to the already ∼0.5 km3 Grímsvötn subglacial
lake. A subglacial sheet flood (peak discharge of 45-53 m3 sec−1) was forced up to the
glacier surface through crevasses near the ice margin, and dislodged large ice blocks
(Roberts et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2006), all within a period of 40 hours.

1.4.2.5 Subglacial lakes beneath other ice masses

Two subglacial lakes (approximately 5 and 8.3 km2) were identified beneath the Devon
Ice Cap, one of the largest ice caps in the Canadian Arctic (Rutishauser et al., 2018).
The subglacial lakes were located using radio-echo sounding and are located within
5 km of a major ice divide, beneath 500-700 m thick ice (Rutishauser et al., 2018).
These lakes are thought to consist of hypersaline water derived from dissolution of
the surrounding evaporite-rich geology, since they do not receive surface meltwater
input and exist at temperatures well below the pressure-melting point (Rutishauser
et al., 2018). In the European Alps and Cascade mountain range, small outburst
floods have been attributed to the sudden rupturing of subglacial water-filled cavities
beneath some valley glaciers (Haeberli, 1983; Driedger and Fountain, 1989). The
stepped bed topography at Mount Rainier is thought to support the development
of such subglacial cavities, which can recurringly enlarge and drain causing cyclical
outburst floods (Haeberli, 1983).
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Figure 1.26: Skaftá cauldrons at Vatnajökull ice cap. (a-b) Map showing location of western Skaftá cauldron
(WSC) and eastern Skaftá cauldron (ESC), near Grímsvötn subglacial lake. (c) TanDEM-X shaded relief of
the ESC acquired on 10th October 2015, a week after the 2015 jökulhlaup. Location represented by red box
in panel a. (d) Sentinel-2 optical image of the ESC acquired on 1st November 2018, approximately 3 months
after the 2018 jökulhlaup. (e) Aerial photograph of ESC taken on 10th October 2015, about a week after the
2015 jökulhlaup (credit: Benedikt Ófeigsson). (f) Aerial photograph of ESC taken on 9th August 2018 about
a week after the 2018 jökulhlaup (credit: Magnús T. Guðmundsson). Viewing angles for these photographs
are represented in panels c and d. Note crevassing around the edges of the cauldron. Source: Magnússon
et al., 2021.
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Figure 1.27: Idealised (a) exponentially rising (i.e., increasing by a constant percentage of net discharge
per unit time) and (b) linearly rising (i.e., increasing by a constant amount per unit time) glacier-proximal
hydrographs showing different jökulhlaup drainage styles. Source: Roberts, 2005.

1.4.3 Importance of subglacial lakes

Subglacial lakes are thought have several impacts on ice dynamics, are viable habitats
for microbial life adapted to extreme environmental conditions and hold important
historical information within their sediments. Our understanding of the wider impact
of subglacial lakes is still in its infancy and is limited by the lack of direct observations
and knowledge of subglacial hydrology being largely based on theory. Furthermore,
much of our understanding is based on Antarctic and Icelandic subglacial lake studies,
with relatively little investigation into constraining the importance of subglacial lakes
in Greenland, since Greenland subglacial lakes are anticipated to be a less crucial
component of the hydrological system.

1.4.3.1 Ice dynamics

Our understanding of the ice dynamical impact of subglacial lakes is still in its infancy,
and is limited by data availability. As such, much of our knowledge comes from
numerical modelling studies (e.g., Pattyn, 2008). Both stable and active subglacial
lakes can interact with the overlying ice through lake circulation and subglacial lake
discharge.

Due to hydrostatic equilibrium, subglacial lakes have an inverse sloping surface of
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1.4. Subglacial lakes

approximately 11 times the ice surface gradient. The pressure melting point along the
ice-water interface varies depending on ice thickness, for example at Subglacial Lake
Vostok, the pressure melting point is estimated to be about 0.3°C lower in the south
where the ice is ∼3,800 m compared to the north where the ice is thickest (∼4,200 m).
Several numerical modelling studies suggest that this temperature difference leads to
density-driven vertical convection of lake water, whereby cold, dense meltwater sinks
and warm water (by geothermal heat) rises, even within smaller subglacial lakes (Wüest
and Carmack, 2000; Williams, 2001; Thoma et al., 2007, 2009, 2011; Pattyn et al.,
2016). Some Antarctic subglacial lakes contain salinity (e.g., (Tulaczyk et al., 2014)),
which also influences the lake circulation. These physical processes can influence the
distribution of melting and accretion at the ice-lake interface, which is important as
this accreted ice has a different rheology, which can modify basal flow (Pattyn et al.,
2016). Furthermore, lake circulation can redistribute nutrients released in the overlying
ice, which is important for microorganisms which may inhabit the lake (see Section
1.4.3.2).

As discussed in Section 1.3.3, the presence of subglacial water lubricates the ice
base and reduces basal friction (Pattyn, 2010; Bell et al., 2011; Pattyn et al., 2016).
Ice flow velocity is therefore expected to increase over subglacial lakes (Bell et al.,
2007b; Pattyn, 2010; Bell et al., 2011; Pattyn et al., 2016). Active subglacial lake
drainage events have been correlated with transient accelerations in local ice flow
in outlet glaciers and ice streams due to the injection of subglacial water (e.g., Bell
et al., 2007a; Stearns et al., 2008; Scambos et al., 2011; Siegfried et al., 2016). For
example, GPS data on Whillans and Mercer ice streams, West Antarctica, captured
three episodic ice flow accelerations of up to 4% over a 2 year period, associated with
cascading subglacial lake drainages (Siegfried et al., 2016). In East Antarctica, the
drainage of two subglacial lakes beneath Byrd Glacier (mean discharge 70 m3 s−1)
lead to an acceleration in ice flow by up to 10% between 2005 and 2007 (Stearns et al.,
2008).

The impact on ice flow greatly depends on the characteristics of the downstream
subglacial system. For example, if the outburst flood enters an efficient system, the
ice flow response will likely be neglible (Walder and Costa, 1996). In regions with
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high surface meltwater inputs, e.g., Greenland, where observed subglacial lakes are
smaller and surface melt is high, lake drainage events are expected to have limited
impact on ice dynamics. Whilst subglacial lake drainage events elicit short-term peaks
in local ice velocity, their overall long-term impact is likely to be minimal, as ice flow
acceleration will likely be succeeded by a deceleration. This is likely due to a reduction
in water pressure within the main channel and high pressure water draining from other
regions of the bed. For example, Livingstone et al., 2019 found a short-term slowdown
by ∼25% following a subglacial lake outburst at Isunguata Sermia, West Greenland.

1.4.3.2 Subglacial ecosystems

Microbial communities were first detected in the accreted ice layer over Subglacial
Lake Vostok in the late 1990s (Jouzel et al., 1999; Karl et al., 1999). Geothermal
mixing of nutrient- and oxygen-enriched meltwater from the overlying ice (Couston
and Siegert, 2021) and/ or the sediments and bedrock beneath (Smith et al., 2018)
are thought to enable viable communities to persist in these remote, isolated and
extreme environments, otherwise anoxic conditions would occur. Complex microbial
communities in large, deep subglacial lakes in the continental interior are relatively
understudied, due to failed drilling missions and logistical challenges, but they are
likely to have been isolated from surficial inputs and environments for tens of millions
of years (Duxbury et al., 2001), and are therefore important to study to improve our
understanding of microbial evolution and function in extreme (no light, high pressures
and sub-zero temperatures) conditions (Achberger et al., 2016; Vick-Majors et al.,
2016; Campen et al., 2019; Priscu et al., 2020), as well as understanding extraterrestrial
environments, such as subsurface waters on Jupiter’s (Pappalardo et al., 2013) and
Saturn’s moons (McKay et al., 2008).

Two dynamically active subglacial lakes have been directly sampled in West
Antarctica; Subglacial Lake Whillans and Subglacial Lake Mercer, revealing a high
diversity of microorganisms in both the water column and underlying sediments
(Christner et al., 2014; Tulaczyk et al., 2014; Achberger et al., 2016; Hodson et al.,
2016; Mikucki et al., 2016; Priscu et al., 2020). As basal meltwater, produced by high
geothermal heat fluxes and frictional heating (Fisher et al., 2015), flows along the
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base of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, it entrains subglacial sediment containing minerals
and organic matter (Tranter et al., 2005). These basal waters feed and connect active
subglacial lakes, releasing ice-entrained solutes, particulate matter and atmospheric
gases, enabling diverse heterotrophic and autotrophic communities to exist (Christner
et al., 2014; Purcell et al., 2014; Achberger et al., 2016; Vick-Majors et al., 2016;
Michaud et al., 2017). Metabolically active microbial ecosystems are capable of cycling
important greenhouse gases, such as methane (CH4), which could be transferred to
the Southern Ocean during large subglacial floods or deglaciation, and subsequently
released into the atmosphere (Wadham et al., 2012, 2013; Dieser et al., 2014). Rapid
subglacial lake drainage events could also release nutrients, for example iron, nitrogen
and silicon, into the iron-limited ocean and could have a fundamental impact on
Southern Ocean marine primary productivity, and thus carbon sequestration (Sigman
and Boyle, 2000).

In contrast to Antarctic subglacial lakes, it is not expected that Greenland subglacial
lakes, at least around the margin, will harbour ecosystems that have been isolated
for an extended period of time. Greenlandic active subglacial lakes are thought to
be recharged by surface meltwater inputs (Willis et al., 2015), delivering oxygen and
organic matter to the subglacial drainage system. This seasonal influx of oxygen-
rich water could create regions of anoxia if unable to reach deeper parts of the lake.
Lamarche-Gagnon et al., 2019 found several tonnes of microbial methane released from
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, and suggest that Arctic warming projections and
melt rates could increase subglacial methane being released into the atmosphere in
the future. Subglacial floods produced by active lake drainages in Greenland have the
potential to contribute to this process, however, the extent of this impact is highly
uncertain due to a current lack of knowledge.

1.4.3.3 Geomorphology, palaeoclimate and palaeoglaciology

Large subglacial lake outburst floods can be a source of sediment transportation, erosion
(Russell et al., 2006) and deposition (Maizels, 1997; Russell and Knudsen, 1999) several
kilometres downstream. Such events can erode bedrock and redistribute sediment,
causing modification of the proglacial landscape. Large palaeo outburst floods have
even left behind characteristic landforms which can persist for millennia. Landforms
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such as metre-kilometre scale eskers (sinuous ridges of glaciofluvial sediments that
preserve former meltwater drainage networks) and outwash plains (Burke et al., 2008)
and macro-scale megaripple dune fields and bedrock channels (e.g., Denton and Sugden,
2005; Alley et al., 2006; Domack et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2006; Jordan et al., 2010;
Kuhn et al., 2017; Kirkham et al., 2019; Larter et al., 2019) can be mapped and
analysed to infer subglacial flood paths and peak discharge. A 5 km long system
of channels in Wright Valley, Antarctica has been attributed to repeated subglacial
lake outburst floods with estimated peak discharge of 1.6-22 ×106 m3 s−1 during the
Miocen epoch (23-5.3 Ma) (Denton and Sugden, 2005; Lewis et al., 2006). The sudden
input of sediment-laden freshwater from mega-scale subglacial outburst floods into
the ocean have been hypothesised to alter global ocean circulation and climate (Shaw,
1989; Jordan et al., 2010).

Contemporary active subglacial lakes beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet have fill
and drain cycles of months to years (Dow et al., 2016) and typically release relatively
low volumes of water with typical discharge rates in the order of tens of cubic metres
per second. The largest observed subglacial lake drainage event in Antarctica is
estimated to be 5 ± 1.5 km3 over a 2 year period (Flament et al., 2014). As such,
active subglacial lake drainage events in Antarctica are unlikely to have significant
geomorphic impact, compared to palaeo-drainages. On the other hand, rapidly rising
subglacial lake outburst floods in Iceland can significantly alter the proglacial landscape
(Maizels, 1997). For example, the 1996 jökulhlaup from Subglacial Lake Griímsvötn
beneath Vatnajökull, Iceland, with a peak discharge of 4 ×104 m3 s−1, not only caused
destruction to infrastructure, but removed vast quantities of sediment from the outwash
plain (Snorrason et al., 2002; Björnsson, 2003; Russell et al., 2006). In Greenland, an
outburst flood from a small active subglacial lake beneath Isunguata Serma, western
Greenland, caused geomorphic change by aggrading the proglacial channel by up to 8
m in 2015 (Livingstone et al., 2019).

Some stable subglacial lakes, particularly in the interior of the Antarctic ice sheet,
have remained undisturbed for millennia. The stratified sediments beneath stable
subglacial lakes could hold important insights for understanding palaeo-ice sheet
dynamics, -environments, -hydrology and -climate (Tulaczyk et al., 2014; Hodson et al.,
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2016; Smith et al., 2018). The structure and mechanical properties of subglacial lake
bed sediments are strongly influenced by the overlying ice dynamics (Post et al., 2014),
therefore sedimentary sequences can reveal changes in the conditions at the base of the
ice sheet in response to the succession of glacial-interglacial cycles. Some lake beds may
contain non-glacial sediments, e.g., marine sediments deposited during periods of major
ice sheet retreat or collapse. Furthermore, biomarkers and fossils in subglacial lake
sediments could provide information about past climates and environments, which is
important for predicting future ice sheet-climate interactions. However, few subglacial
lakes have been directly sampled and analysis of bed sediments has been limited.
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Chapter 2

Geophysical techniques used to detect
and monitor subglacial lakes

As eluded to in Section 1.4.1, there are several geophysical techniques methods for
detecting and characterising stable and active subglacial lakes beneath thick ice masses.
Field-based seismic and airborne ice-penetrating radar surveys were initially used to
discover the first stable subglacial lakes beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet, which rely
on identifying contrasts in electromagnetic properties between ice and water (acoustic
properties in seismic methods, and dielectric properties in radar methods). A pivotal
collaborative study in 1996 which combined seismic, radar and satellite-derived surface
elevation, to map the geometry of Subglacial Lake Vostok (Kapitsa et al., 1996), led
to the first inventory of stable Antarctic subglacial lakes. Since, advancements in
satellite technology and polar missions have provided improved spatial and temporal
coverage for monitoring elevation changes associated with the active subglacial lake
filling and drainage events, as well as volumetric change measurements. A combination
of geophysical methods enables direct access, measurement and sampling of lake
water and sediment e.g., via hot water drilling. In the following chapter I will review
each geophysical technique in turn. Based upon this review, I summarise the key
knowledge gaps relating to Greenland subglacial lakes, and use this to frame the aims
and objectives of my thesis.
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2.0.1 Seismic reflection surveys

Ground-based seismic reflection surveys involve generating seismic energy from a
source, such as detonating high explosives buried in deep holes, or striking an impact
plate on the ice surface with a sledgehammer. Seismic waves from each shot travel
through the ice column to the ice bed, where it is reflected and recorded by a receiver
(e.g, by geophones spaced at certain intervals along the ice surface from the source), and
the seismic data processed to produce a visual representation of the bed topography
(Figure 2.1). Different interfaces within and at the base of the ice reflect the seismic
energy back according to their acoustic impedance (product of seismic velocity and
density). Two-way travel-time difference between reflectors from the ice-surface and
the ice-bed interfaces can be utilised to calculate the ice thickness and bed topography.
Moreover, unlike radar waves, seismic p-waves are unimpeded by water, therefore the
depth of water within subglacial lakes, and lake bed morphology can also be established
(Kapitsa et al., 1996; Peters et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2008; Woodward et al., 2010;
Horgan et al., 2012; Popov et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2018). Seismic studies have
revealed lake depths in Antarctica from ∼10 m at Subglacial Lake Whillans (Horgan
et al., 2012) to 1.1 km at Subglacial Lake Vostok (Filina et al., 2008), and lake depth
of 10-15 m at a subglacial lake in northwest Greenland (Maguire et al., 2020). These
dimensions enable improved estimates of the magnitude of water storage in subglacial
lakes beneath ice sheets, and therefore predictions of the potential consequences of
such release of meltwater (e.g., Dowdeswell and Siegert, 1999).

The acoustic impedance and seismic reflection strengths of the water-sediment
interface can provide information about the lake bed and the surrounding subglacial
material (Filina et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2008; Horgan et al., 2012), for example,
if the lake bed contains soft, wet sediments or impermeable bedrock. The structure
and properties of the underlying sedimentary material is important for determining
whether a subglacial lake is a closed (i.e. no water flows in and out of the subglacial
lake) or open (water can flow in and out of the lake across the shoreline, through
a permeable sediment bed, or by ice-water interface processes) hydrological system,
identifying likely sources of water and the subglacial lake catchment. All of these
subglacial characteristics are important for modelling subglacial lake circulation and
ice-water interactions.
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Seismic surveys can also be used estimate sediment thickness and speculate on
sediment age. Sediments beneath Subglacial Lake Ellsworth are estimated to be about
6 m thick and at least 150 ka (Smith et al., 2018). Combined ground-based and
airborne geophysical data have revealed a Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic rift system in
East Antarctica, comprising Subglacial Lake Vostok and many other subglacial lakes
(Ferraccioli et al., 2011).

2.0.2 Radio-echo sounding

Ground-based ice-penetrating radar surveys were originally performed with radio-echo
sounding (RES) devices mounted to snow sledges or vehicles, or even by foot in
heavily crevassed regions. To allow for greater spatial coverage, advancements in RES
instruments were made and subsequently mounted to aircrafts, for example, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA’s Operation IceBridge (OIB) was the
largest scientific airborne survey of the polar ice (2009-2021) enabling ice sheet-wide,
and in some regions repeated, coverage of RES data (MacGregor et al., 2021) (used
in Chapter 3). A RES system typically consists of a transmitter, a receiver, and a
pair of antennae. Electromagnetic waves, at frequencies between 1 and 1000 MHz,
are transmitted through the ice where they are either reflected or absorbed (Figure
2.2). High-frequency (high-resolution) radar systems (e.g., >800 MHz) are often used
to study the shallow snow layer, mid-frequency radars (e.g., ∼200 MHz) have been
implemented in the studies of the firn layer (e.g., Arcone et al., 2005) or crevasse
formation in Antarctica (Nath and Vaughan, 2003), and low-frequency radars (<25
MHz) are typically used to resolve deep solid ice and the ice-bed interfaces (e.g., Robin
et al., 1977; Gogineni et al., 2001).

The propagation and reflection of electromagnetic waves is controlled by two main
properties: (1) dielectric permittivity and (2) electric conductivity. The permittivity
(or dielectric constant) of glacier ice is ε = 3.15 (or 5% of that of freshwater) (Bohleber
et al., 2012), whilst the electrical conductivity is negligibly small (∼0.01 mS m−1, or
2% of that of freshwater) (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005). The dielectric constant of ice
is sensitive to the presence of water, impurities and material properties e.g., crystal
orientation. The conductivity of ice varies with temperature and pressure, and is
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Figure 2.1: Processed seismic reflections over Subglacial Lake Ellsworth, West Antarctica, showing different
reflectors for the lake bed, water-ice interface and valley sides. Source: Smith et al., 2018.
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Figure 2.2: Airborne radio-echo sounding method: a radar transmitter and receiver, mounted to an aircraft,
records radio waves that are reflected off different interfaces in the ice. RES records (bottom image) can be
used to identify lakes beneath the ice due to their uniformly strong and flat appearance. Inset map shows
known subglacial lake locations as triangle, including the largest Subglacial Lake Vostok. Source: Siegert
et al., 2001.
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principally controlled by the impurity concentration (Glen and Paren, 1975; Johari
and Charette, 1975; Moore and Fujita, 1993; Stillman et al., 2013; Pettinelli et al.,
2015). Different interfaces have different dielectric constants e.g., the bed and surface
interfaces, englacial layers, ice cavities and subglacial water (Evans, 1963; Robin et al.,
1970). Electromagnetic waves are therefore partially reflected at these boundaries at
different speeds of wave propagation.

The receiver records these reflections and signals which are processed to produce
radargrams (Figure 2.2). Like seismic surveys, the two-way travel time of the
electromagnetic wave between transmitter and receiver can be calculated and converted
into ice thickness. This active remote-sensing approach has revealed deep troughs,
high plateaus and complex valleys beneath both Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets,
and therefore can be used to produce medium- and low-resolution DEMs of subglacial
topography (e.g., Bamber et al., 2009; Morlighem et al., 2017). Such DEMs are useful
to support numerical modelling of ice sheet dynamics, estimate ice sheet thickness and
volume changes (e.g., Howat et al., 2008; Motyka et al., 2010), and map subglacial
hydrological networks (e.g., Livingstone et al., 2013).

The returned bed-echo power (P ) depends on basal reflectivity R of the target
interface and can be extracted by correcting for geometric spreading (G), radar system
performance S (such as transmission power and system gain), englacial attenuation
(due to dielectric absorption of radiowaves in ice) (L) and birefringence (caused by
ice fabric anisotrophy) loss (B) (Matsuoka et al., 2010). The bed returned power is
commonly converted to logarithmic decibel scale ([x]dB = 10 log10x) (Matsuoka et al.,
2010):

[P ]dB = [S]dB − [G]dB + [R]dB − [L]dB − [B]dB (2.1)

Geometric spreading losses from the transmission through the air-ice interface
(Grima et al., 2014; Schroeder et al., 2016a) can be corrected by:

[G]dB = 2[h+H/
√
ε]dB (2.2)

where h is the height of the radar system above the surface, H is the thickness of
ice and ε = 3.15 is the relative dielectric permittivity of ice, to give the geometrically
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corrected bed-echo power (Schroeder et al., 2016a):

[P c]dB = [P ]dB + [G]dB = [S]dB + [R]dB − [L]dB − [B]dB (2.3)

It is typically assumed that the effects of S and B losses are negligible (Fujita
et al., 2006; MacGregor et al., 2007; Matsuoka et al., 2009, 2012), for example the
probability that B varies more than 10 dB is 3% (Fujita et al., 2006), thus equation
2.3 can be reduced to:

[P c]dB = [R]dB − [L]dB (2.4)

Isolating the power loss to the bed due to englacial attenuation L is challenging
due to high uncertainties. There are two approaches to estimate englacial attenuation
rates: forward modelling and empirical techniques. Forward modelling uses estimates
of attenuation as a function of englacial temperature (e.g., MacGregor et al., 2007;
Matsuoka et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2016). This approach requires accurate temperature
and ice chemistry values, which can be constrained by thermomechanical ice-flow
models (e.g., Hindmarsh et al., 2009), laboratory experiments and ice core data
(MacGregor et al., 2007), however on an ice-sheet scale, the uncertainty in these values
can prohibit calibration of R (Matsuoka, 2011), a simpler empirical method for deriving
englacial attenuation can be applied using the linear regression of bed-echo power
and ice thickness (e.g., Jacobel et al., 2009; Schroeder et al., 2016b). Englacial radar
attenuation varies spatially across an ice sheet due to different temperatures of the
ice, for example, attenuation rates of ∼6 dB km−1 have been estimated in the colder
northern interior of the Greenland Ice Sheet compared to ∼30 dB km−1 towards the
warmer south-western margins (Jordan et al., 2016).

Following these corrections, the returned bed-echo power can be used to characterise
variations in Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheet basal thermal state (i.e. frozen or
thawed) (e.g., MacGregor et al., 2016; Chu et al., 2018), the distribution or storage
of subglacial water (e.g., Peters et al., 2005; Chu et al., 2016; Chu et al., 2018;
Jordan et al., 2018; Lindzey et al., 2020), basal roughness (MacGregor et al., 2013;
Christianson et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 2017) and bed lithology (Siegert et al., 2016b).
As such, RES investigations have been used to detect hundreds of subglacial lakes
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beneath ice masses through analysis of their distinct characteristics:

1. Due to the strong dielectric contrast between water and ice, subglacial water
gives a strong and bright bed reflector, with relatively high returned bed-echo
power, typically about 10-20 dB greater compared to the surrounding rock echoes,
(Oswald and Robin, 1973; Siegert, 2000b; Peters et al., 2005; Wright and Siegert,
2012)

2. Smooth basal interfaces (due to pressure equalisation; (Siegert et al., 2005))
compared to the rough bedrock surface which scatters the electromagnetic wave
energy, decreasing its reflection strength,

3. Near horizontal reflections (due to lack of shear stresses), typically ∼10 times,
and the opposite direction to, the ice surface (Oswald and Robin, 1973) (Figure
2.2).

Carter et al., 2007 acknowledge that subglacial lake reflectors may not meet all of
the criteria, and thus proposed a classification system which ranks lakes as ‘definite’,
‘dim’, ‘fuzzy’ or ‘indistinct’, based on the extent they fulfil the three criteria, to
compensate for these ambiguities. Unlike seismic surveys, subglacial lake depth can
not be determined by RES surveys as the majority of electromagnetic radiation are
reflected at the subglacial lake surface, and the transmitted waves are quickly absorbed,
therefore not yielding enough energy to be recorded at the ice surface.

2.0.3 Satellite altimetry

Elevation measurements from satellite radar interferometry (InSAR) and satellite radar
and laser altimetry have been widely used to derive and monitor changes in polar ice
sheet surface elevation since the launch of Earth Remote Sensing Satellite-1 (ERS-1) in
1991 (e.g., Wingham et al., 1998; Bamber et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2009; McMillan
et al., 2016; Sandberg Sørensen et al., 2018; Slater et al., 2018b; Schröder et al., 2019;
Shepherd et al., 2019; Simonsen et al., 2021). Radar altimetry measures the time
taken for pulses of electromagnetic radiation to travel from the satellite to the ice
sheet surface and back, as well as the magnitude and shape of the backscattered echo
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(waveform). Laser altimetry operates in a similar manner but uses light pulses (at a
typical rate of 10-30 Hz) instead of electromagnetic radiation. Repeated measurements
over consecutive orbits allow elevation changes to be calculated over various timescales.
These measurements can be used to map features and localised variations in the ice
sheet surface associated with the storage and motion of meltwater at the bed. Abrupt
drainage of subglacial lakes can cause draw down of the ice surface above, whereas
filling of subglacial lakes can cause uplift of the ice surface. Whilst this technique is
typically used to show the ice surface expression of active subglacial lakes, if stable
lakes are large enough, smooth flat surfaces, which indicate that the ice is floating in
hydrostatic equilibrium (Ridley et al., 1993), can also be detected.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) launched the Ice
Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) satellite in 2003, which carried the
Geoscience Laser Altimeter (GLAS) instrument with three independent lasers able
to determine interannual elevation changes over the ice sheets (Zwally et al., 2002b;
Luthcke et al., 2005). The mission ended in 2010 (Schutz et al., 2005), but proved to be
an effective method for mapping subglacial lake activity in Antarctica due to its small
footprint (60-70 m), dense along-track spacing (∼170 m) and high vertical accuracy
(Fricker et al., 2007; Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Smith et al., 2009; Fricker et al., 2010).
Smith et al., 2009 carried out the first systematic, continent-wide satellite assessment of
active subglacial lakes in Antarctica, detecting 124 previously undiscovered subglacial
lakes and estimated their volumetric changes. Previous to this study, only a few active
subglacial lakes had been detected in the Kamb and Whillans Ice Stream catchments
(Gray et al., 2005) and in East Antarctica (Wingham et al., 2006a) using RADARSAT
and ERS-2 satellite data, respectively, with only one drainage event captured. Using
ICESat elevation data, Smith et al., 2009 discovered that many of newly detected
lakes were filling and draining on timescales of months to years, in volumes on the
order of 0.1-1 km3. Interestingly, the median size of the active subglacial lakes was
about 13 km, which is approximately the same as the ICESat track spacing at ∼80°S,
thus Smith et al., 2009 suggested that smaller lakes may be unidentified.

More recent radar altimeters, such as the ESA’s Cryosat-2 radar altimeter (launched
2010) with its SARin mode provides surface height measurements at greater spatial
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Figure 2.3: (a) Three-dimensional map of the ice surface above CookE2 subglacial lake as it drained, using
CryoSat-2 interferometric mode data between January and November 2011. (b) Location of subglcial lake in
Antarctica. (c, d) Power and coherence (red and black dots, respectively) of two consecutive SARin mode
echoes across the surface depression. Source: McMillan et al., 2013.

coverage compared to ICESat (Siegfried et al., 2014, 2016; Siegfried and Fricker, 2018).
However the SARin mode only operates around the margin, with the low resolution
mode for shallow sloping interior part of the ice sheets. Furthermore, CryoSat-2
radar altimeters are insensitve to cloud coverage, unlike laser altimeters. Cryosat-2
has successfully been utilised to identify new, large subglacial lake drainage events
(Siegfried et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017a), and extend the ICESat
timeseries at Cook E2 subglacial lake in East Antarctica (McMillan et al., 2013)
(Figure 2.3) and in the Lower Mercer and Whillans Ice Streams in West Antarctica
(Siegfried et al., 2014).

NASA’s ICESat-2 laser altimeter (Markus et al., 2017) was recently launched
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of altimetry techniques. Source: Siegfried and Fricker, 2021.

in 2018, and introduces new opportunities to detect explore active subglacial lake
processes, such as drainage outlet development and lakeshore migration (Siegfried and
Fricker, 2021), that previous altimeters could not resolve, as well as detect new lake
candidates due to the high along-track spatial resolution (40 m), high precision (Brunt
et al., 2019), dense cross-track spacing due to the six-beam Advanced Topographic
Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS) instrument with a 91-day repeat cycle (Smith et al.,
2020a).

McMillan et al., 2019 demonstrate the capabilities of Sentinel-3 Delay-Doppler
(SAR mode) altimetry in resolving subglacial lake activity signals in Antarctica. The
Sentinel-3 satellites have 27-day sampling with centimetre accuracy (Markus et al.,
2017), enabling further detection of subglacial lakes and improved estimations of extents
and interconnectivity. The Copernicus Polar Ice and Snow Topography Altimeter
(CRISTAL) mission, proposed to launch in 2027 and designed to carry a dual-frequency
high-resolution radar altimeter and last over a decade in orbit (Kern et al., 2020),
will enable continued development of cryosphere monitoring in the future, with the
potential for use in subglacial lake studies.

2.0.4 Digital Elevation Models

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a gridded representation of Earth’s surface with
each pixel value corresponding to a surface height, and is produced from ground-
based, airborne or satellite surveys, as well as by digitising maps. Remote sensing
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techniques to generate DEMs include stereo-photogrammetry, which uses at least two
images taken from different vantage points to obtain depth and perspective where
the images overlap, airborne and spaceborne inSAR which uses multiple radar images
from antennas captured at a similar time to generate a DEM, and Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) which measures reflected light from the Earth’s surface to determine
elevation.

DEMs have become an integral part of a vast array of scientific applications and
are particularly useful in glaciology to produce important inputs for ocean and ice
sheet numerical models. DEMs of bed topography such as BedMachine (Morlighem
et al., 2017, 2020) and Bedmap2 (Fretwell et al., 2013), which use mass conservation
methods to estimate what lies between the RES tracks, allow detailed information
on ice thickness and ice flow motion and are useful for generating hydraulic potential
surfaces to map subglacial routing and identify hydraulic minima (e.g., Carter et al.,
2011; Livingstone et al., 2013. DEMs have also been applied to identify and map
features on the ice surface which are associated with subglacial lakes. For example,
DEMs derived from satellite altimetry have revealed elongated, flat regions of the ice
surface which have been associated with large subglacial lakes such as Subglacial Lake
Vostok (Ridley et al., 1993) and a 1250 km2 lake in Princess Elizabeth Land (PEL)
(Kim et al., 2016), following ground truthing from radar surveys. DEMs are frequently
used as a reference to find elevation anomalies in order to specify the boundaries and
spatial and temporal variations in active subglacial lakes (e.g., Scambos et al., 2011;
Kim et al., 2016; Siegfried and Fricker, 2021).

The recent release of high-resolution (<20 m) Digital Surface Models (DSMs)
(e.g. ArcticDEM (Porter et al., 2018), Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica
(REMA) (Howat et al., 2019), Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer (ASTER) DSM (Hirano et al., 2003), and TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital
Elevation Measurement (TanDEM-X) (Moreira et al., 2004)), generated from optical
photogrammetry, radar altimetry, or SARin, have demonstrated the potential for
monitoring active subglacial lake behaviour to be detected with high vertical precision.
This is particularly useful in Greenland where the subglacial lakes are much smaller
and harder to resolve using satellite altimetry (Howat et al., 2010; Palmer et al., 2015;
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Willis et al., 2015; Livingstone et al., 2019).

2.0.5 Principal challenges with current remote sensing

techniques

All geophysical approaches for detecting and monitoring stable and active subglacial
lakes beneath ice masses have inherent strengths and weakness. Field-based radar and
seismic surveys can provide detailed knowledge of subglacial lake extent, depth and
bed characteristics, but it is difficult to know where to search for new subglacial lakes,
and it is impossible to get continental-scale coverage. Improved RES technologies and
large-scale mapping through airborne radar missions, such as Operation IceBridge,
offer much larger spatial coverage than ground-based methods and the ability to
conduct finer-grid measurements than satellite-based methods. Such campaigns offer
relatively easy and rapid acquisition of bed data compared with seismic methods, with
the ability to collect multi-temporal data if the same flight paths are taken year on
year. Large-scale mapping through airborne radar missions have enabled hundreds
of subglacial lakes to be detected beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Siegert et al.,
1996; Siegert et al., 2005; Wright and Siegert, 2012), however, detection of subglacial
lakes in airborne RES is largely based on time-consuming visual interpretation of
radar echograms, and inaccurate estimations of englacial attenuation can cause false
identification of water at the ice-bed interface (Matsuoka, 2011). Seismic technologies
may prove to be a more effective method in regions where there is substantial englacial
water.

Satellite altimetry provides the best coverage in both space and time, but radar
altimeters are typically quite low resolution. Laser altimeters offer moderate resolution,
but are limited in their temporal coverage and sampling. These are particular issues
for the Greenland Ice Sheet, where subglacial lakes are small and potentially more
dynamic; no studies have used altimetry to study subglacial lakes in Greenland, thus
far. DEMs had previously been limited to spatial resolutions of >500 m in Antarctica,
which is compatible for ocean and ice sheet numerical models. More recent DEMs now
achieve the required spatial resolution to resolve smaller subglacial lake activity.
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2.1 Thesis aims and objectives

Subglacial lakes are a widely documented phenomenon in Antarctica with both stable
and active lakes being prevalent. Subglacial lakes can have implications for ice
dynamics, landscape evolution and evidence suggests that microorganisms inhabit
these extreme environments. Yet relatively few subglacial lakes have been detected
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, despite widespread basal water being acknowledged
as important. Ice-sheet-scale surveys are essential to capture these basal features, in
order to understand their distribution and potential behaviour. This thesis aims to
develop methods to detect and monitor subglacial lakes beneath the Greenland Ice
Sheet, to improve our understanding of the basal hydrological system.

The following list of objectives have been defined in order to address the aim of
this thesis:

1. A comprehensive ice sheet-wide assessment of subglacial lakes beneath the
Greenland Ice Sheet, primarily using airborne radar data (Chapter 3)

2. Examine the spatial distribution and glaciological setting of the subglacial lakes
identified in objective 1 (Chapter 3).

3. Develop and evaluate a method for identifying potential active subglacial lakes
at the ice sheet scale, using satellite-derived digital surface models (Chapter 4).

4. Utilise the output from objective 3 to perform a detailed study of the evolution
of an individual active Greenland subglacial lake (Chapter 5).

2.2 Thesis structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 3, I systematically
analyse all Operation IceBridge airborne radio-echo sounding data acquired over
the Greenland Ice Sheet for the period 1993-2016, to create the first continent-wide
inventory of subglacial lakes in Greenland. I also investigate the factors controlling
their spatial distribution and characteristics, particularly in comparison to Antarctic
subglacial lakes. In Chapter 4, I develop a new automated method for detecting active
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2.2. Thesis structure

subglacial lake candidates on an ice sheet scale, using satellite-derived high-resolution
ArcticDEM digital elevation models. In Chapter 5, I undertake a detailed glaciological
study of one of the new active subglacial lake candidates identified in Chapter 4.
Finally, in Chapter 6, I synthesise the thesis findings, explore these results within a
wider context and discuss potential avenues for future research.
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3.1. Abstract

3.1 Abstract

Few subglacial lakes have been identified beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS)
despite extensive documentation in Antarctica, where periodic release of water can
impact ice flow. Here we present an ice-sheet-wide survey of Greenland subglacial
lakes, identifying 54 candidates from airborne radio-echo sounding, and 2 lakes from
ice-surface elevation changes. These range from 0.2–5.9 km in length, and are mostly
distributed away from ice divides, beneath relatively slow-moving ice. Based on
our results and previous observations, we suggest three zones of formation: stable
lakes in northern and eastern regions above the Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) but
away from the interior; hydrologically-active lakes near the ELA recharged by surface
meltwater and; small, seasonally-active lakes below the ELA, which form over winter
and drain during the melt season. These observations provide important constraints
on the GrIS’s basal thermal regime and help refine our understanding of the subglacial
hydrological system.

3.2 Introduction

Only four subglacial lakes have been discovered beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS),
despite evidence suggesting a significant proportion of the bed is thawed (MacGregor
et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 2018) and that some of this basal water forms metre-scale
diameter ponds over ∼3 cm deep (Oswald and Gogineni, 2008). Two small (>10 km2)
lakes, separated by a bedrock island, were detected beneath the Bowdoin Glacier,
northwest Greenland, from airborne radio-echo sounding (RES) (Palmer et al., 2013).
The presence of ice-surface collapse basins in ice-marginal settings provided evidence
for two further active subglacial lakes, recharged by surface meltwater penetrating to
the bed (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015). The scarcity of
subglacial lakes identified in Greenland has been associated with steeper ice-surface
slopes, and therefore a stronger hydraulic gradient, compared to Antarctica (Pattyn,
2008; Livingstone et al., 2013). However, hydrological potential calculations predict
that subglacial lakes could cover ∼1.2% of the GrIS bed (Livingstone et al., 2013), and
may constitute a significant component of the subglacial drainage system in regions
conducive to their formation, such as high subglacial relief regions in the eastern
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sector of the ice sheet, or beneath fast-flowing outlet glaciers, such as the North East
Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS).

In contrast, over 400 subglacial lakes have been detected beneath the Antarctic
Ice Sheet using a combination of ice-penetrating radar, ground-based seismic surveys
and satellite surface altimetry (Wright and Siegert, 2012). Antarctic subglacial lakes
range in size from water bodies less than 1 km in length (Wright and Siegert, 2011) to
the largest, subglacial Lake Vostok, which is ∼250 km long (Popov and Chernoglazov,
2011). Hydrologically active lakes which fill and drain over decadal or shorter timescales
causing uplift and subsidence of the ice surface, are typically identified from ice-surface
elevation changes and commonly form close to the ice margin beneath fast-flowing
outlet glaciers and ice streams (Gray et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2009; Fricker et al.,
2016). Conversely, larger subglacial lakes, predominantly detected from RES surveys
(showing bright, hydraulically flat, specular bed reflections, typically 10–20 dB stronger
than surrounding bedrock), are located within 200 km of ice divides and tend to be
stable over >103 years (Wright and Siegert, 2012). Antarctic subglacial lakes have
been implicated in initiating ice stream flow (Bell et al., 2007a; Langley et al., 2011)
and causing transient ice accelerations driven by periodic drainage events (Stearns
et al., 2008; Scambos et al., 2011; Siegfried et al., 2016), highlighting their important
role in ice sheet mass balance, and consequently sea-level rise (Stearns et al., 2008).
Furthermore, direct sampling of subglacial lake environments has revealed complex
microorganisms adapted to isolated and extreme conditions (Achberger et al., 2016;
Vick-Majors et al., 2016).

In this paper, we conduct the first comprehensive survey of subglacial lakes beneath
the GrIS using National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA’s) Operation
IceBridge (OIB) airborne RES database (1993-2016), in addition to OIB Airborne
Topographic Mapper (ATM) L2 surface elevation data, and 5 m ArcticDEM composite
and 2 m multi-temporal swaths to detect collapsed ice-surface basins and monitor
changes in ice-surface elevation. Our results reveal a different distribution of subglacial
lakes compared to their Antarctic counterparts, with a dominance of small subglacial
lakes that act as a stable storage of water above the Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA).
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Subglacial lake identification from radio-echo sounding

We analysed OIB airborne RES profiles collected between 1993 and 2016 and
obtained from the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) archive
(http://data.cresis.ku.edu) (Gogineni et al., 2001). A number of RES instruments
(Improved Coherent Radar Depth Sounder (ICORDS), Multi-Channel Radar Depth
Sounder (MCRDS), and Multi-Channel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder (MCoRDS) on
board various NASA aircraft were used, which have a frequency range of 140-230 MHz
and a transmit power of 200-2000 W. We used the L1B synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
products for our analysis, which were processed by CReSIS. The basic processing
steps included pulse compression with time and frequency windowing, followed by
compensation for aircraft motions. The data were then stacked coherently before
application of focused SAR processing. The depth range resolution in ice after the
final processing was ∼4.3 m with a final product along-track resolution of ∼25 m. Bed
depths were defined by the returned bed echoes identified by CReSIS with automatic
detectors and manual pickers.

We interrogated over 574,000 km of radar echograms for subglacial lakes based
on two metrics: first, qualitative visual inspections for hydraulically flat and smooth
bed reflectors (Siegert et al., 1996; Siegert et al., 2005; Carter et al., 2007), second,
quantitative analysis of bed reflectivity (Matsuoka et al., 2012). Relative basal
reflectivity, determined from the bed returned power, is a well-established method
for detecting subglacial water and basal conditions beneath both the Antarctic Ice
Sheet (Carter et al., 2009; Jacobel et al., 2009; Fujita et al., 2012; Matsuoka et al.,
2012; Wolovick et al., 2013; MacGregor et al., 2016; Schroeder et al., 2016a) and
the GrIS (Oswald and Gogineni, 2008; Chu et al., 2016; Livingstone et al., 2017).
Studies typically suggest anomalies of 10–20 dB constitute a suitable threshold for
distinguishing wet and dry beds, however, this threshold is sensitive to basal roughness;
high reflectivity anomalies can also be associated with a smooth, flat bed and saturated
sediment (Jordan et al., 2017). We therefore use relative basal reflectivity thresholds
based on the statistics of the bed returned power within a 10 km radius around
the identified lake (1σ, 2σ and 3σ from the mean), together with hydraulically flat
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reflectors at the ice-bed interface, to delineate subglacial lakes. Following the qualitative
identification of subglacial lakes in the RES data, lakes were classified based on the
coincidence of horizontal reflectors and high relative basal reflectivity. Confidence
levels range from low confidence (a flat reflector but low relative reflectivity) to very
high confidence (a flat reflector which is three standard deviations above the mean).

3.3.2 Surface collapse basin identification

In addition to RES analysis, we applied a simple technique to identify potential collapse
basins in the surface of the ice sheet, which are indicative of subglacial lake drainage
and recharge events (Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015). We removed the sinks
in the high resolution (5 m) ArcticDEM (v2.0) from the Polar Geospatial Center
(Porter et al., 2018) and then subtracted this from the original Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) to identify topographic surface depressions. These ice-surface depressions were
then classified based on the similarity of their depth-to-area ratios to existing collapse
basins (21.07 m to 0.55 km2). Multi-temporal ArcticDEM strip files (2012-2016) at
2 m resolution enabled elevation change detection, providing additional information
about potential subglacial lake drainage events.

3.3.3 Surface elevation change measurements using Operation

IceBridge ATM

OIB Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) Level-2 Icessn Elevation, Slope and
Roughness version 2 dataset, provided and processed by National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC) (Studinger et al., 2003), were used to assess the activity of
subglacial lakes detected in the RES data. This laser altimeter system provides swath
surface elevation measurements at a sampling frequency of 5 kHz, cross-track width of
∼400 m, and a footprint diameter of ∼1 m. Co-located measurements are repeated
annually (2009–2017), providing a surface elevation time series for each identified
subglacial lake.
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3.3.4 Hydraulic potential analysis

To calculate hydraulic potential gradients, we apply the Shreve (Shreve, 1972) hydraulic
potential equation using BedMachine v3 (Morlighem et al., 2017) (150 m resolution)
bed elevation and ice thickness data, following methods outlined in a previous study
(Livingstone et al., 2013). Minima in the hydraulic potential surface were identified
using TopoToolbox (Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014), a Matlab-based software.
Hydraulic potential surfaces were calculated for a range of flotation fraction values
from 0.8 to 1.11 to test the sensitivity of lake locations to changes in water pressure.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Radar evidence for subglacial lakes

Inspection of OIB airborne RES data reveals 54 previously uncharted subglacial
lake candidates beneath the GrIS, accounting for 0.025% of the ∼574,000 km of
flight lines analysed (Supplementary Figs. 1–34). These are identified based on two
methods: first, qualitative visual inspection for the presence of hydraulically flat and
specular bed reflectors, analogous to subglacial lakes identified in Antarctic surveys
(Siegert et al., 1996; Siegert et al., 2005); second, quantitative relative basal reflectivity
analysis where subglacial lakes are identified by basal reflectivity exceeding 1σ, 2σ
or 3σ above the mean reflectivity within a 10 km radius surrounding region (Oswald
and Gogineni, 2008) (Figure 3.1). We categorise our results using four confidence
levels. Low confidence where the potential lake reflector is hydraulically flat, but
relative basal reflectivity anomalies are not found (Figure 3.1a), or the reflector is not
hydraulically flat, but exhibits reflectivity anomalies over 1σ above the mean of the
surrounding region. Medium/high/very high confidence where the hydraulically flat
reflector coincides with relative basal reflectivity exceeding 1σ /2σ /3σ above the mean
of the surrounding region (Figure 3.1b–h). Our results classify only 7% of subglacial
lakes as low confidence, while 44% of the lakes identified in this study are ranked as
either high or very high confidence (Supplementary Table 1). For the more uncertain
lake candidates (i.e., low and medium confidence) that do not have an obvious flat
reflector or with a relative basal reflectivity <2σ, we acknowledge that our approach
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3.4. Results

Figure 3.1: Example RES profiles for 13 subglacial lakes identified beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet in this
study and the surrounding bed topography. Relative basal reflectivity values (1–3σ) are indicated by the
blue-purple circles. Lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level (see Figure
3.3). The bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue) are shown in the graphs below. a Lakes
32–34 along flight line 20120516_01_059, b lake 39 along flight line 20120503_03_037, c lakes 24–25 along
flight line 20110329_01_019, d lakes 56–57 along flight line 19930702_01_012, e lake 29 along flight line
20140313_08_001, f lake 45 along flight line 20140424_01_033, with reflectivity values for years 2011 and
2014, g lakes 18–19 along flight line 20020530_01_007, with reflectivity values for years 2002, 2007 and 2011,
h lakes 30–31 along flight line 20140313_08_002
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cannot clearly differentiate very shallow lakes from flat areas of saturated sediment
(akin to the fuzzy Antarctic lakes (Carter et al., 2007)).

Of the lake candidates identified using RES, 35% were surveyed multiple times
between 1993 and 2016, allowing us to investigate their minimum persistence
(Supplementary Table 1). Significantly, all of these subglacial lakes were detected
quantitatively by high relative reflectivity indicative of basal water in each of the
years surveyed, suggesting that they persisted through the period of data availability.
This includes 8 lakes with RES data covering 2–5 years, 8 lakes with 13–16 years
of RES data and 3 lakes that have RES data across 20 years (Supplementary Table
1). The absence of any surface elevation changes indicative of drainage or filling in
both the multi-temporal OIB IceBridge L2 Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM)
data (2009–2017), covering 48% of RES lakes, and timestamped ArcticDEM data
(2012–2016), across all RES lakes, provides further support that these lakes are stable
and therefore persistent features. Together, these data provide evidence that all
RES identified lakes are stable over multiple years, with 20 persisting for at least 10
consecutive years (Supplementary Table 1).

3.4.2 Ice surface collapse basins

Analysis of surface depressions with depth-to-area ratios equivalent to collapse basins
previously linked to subglacial lake drainages (see methods) (Palmer et al., 2015),
revealed two new surface depressions situated about 35 km apart, between Sermeq
and Sioqqap Sermia glaciers in southwest Greenland (Figure 3.2). The depressions
measured ∼0.18 and ∼0.64 km2 in 2012 and are approximately 15.4 and 18.1 m deep,
respectively (using the ArcticDEM 2 m resolution swath data). Surface elevation
change, measured from multi-temporal ArcticDEM swaths, revealed ∼11 ± 0.2 m
uplift of the northern basin (Figure 3.2a) and ∼14 ± 0.2 m uplift of the southern
basin between 2012 and 2015 (Figure 3.2b). Landsat 4, 5, 7 and 8 imagery shows
evolution from surface depressions to dome-like features through continued uplift
(Figure 3.2c–j). We interpret these as collapse basins that are slowly filling following
subglacial lake drainage events (Palmer et al., 2015). Based on the timestamped
ArcticDEM data and Landsat imagery, although equivocal, recharge at the northern
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3.4. Results

Figure 3.2: Surface elevation change and evolution of active subglacial lakes in southwest Greenland. Inset
map shows location of collapse basins near Sermeq glacier. a Surface elevation profile across flow at northern
collapse basin, measured using the ArcticDEM 2 m resolution strip files. ±0.2 m error bars are shown. b
Surface elevation change along flow at southern collapse basin. Hillshades of the ArcticDEM and Landsat 4,
5, 6, 7 imagery showing evolution of collapse basins from depression to dome-like features through continued
uplift between 2012 and 2016 for north basin (c–h) and south basin (g–j), indicating subglacial lake drainage
events.
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collapse basin is estimated to have been occurring for >5 years, though the subglacial
lake drainage event was not identified (Figure 3.2a). For the southern collapse basin,
a major depression appears in the Landsat imagery around 2001 and repeat imagery
indicates that the depression has since shrunk in area (Figure 3.2h–j), suggesting that
the subglacial lake beneath has been refilling for a period of 17 years (2001–2018) so
far. Observations of surface meltwater ponding, moulins (Figure 3.2c) and sudden
supraglacial lake drainage in this region may indicate at least partial recharge of the
subglacial lake by meltwater draining to the bed (Willis et al., 2015). No RES flight
lines run directly through these lakes, therefore we cannot determine whether, like
Antarctica, the radar records for these active lakes show an absence of lake reflectors
(Siegert et al., 2014).

3.4.3 Distribution of identified subglacial lakes

The spatial distribution of subglacial lakes beneath the GrIS is illustrated in Figure
3.3. We observe three main clusters of subglacial lakes in north-western, northern and
central-eastern Greenland, which coincide with recent observations of ponded water
from radar signal characteristics (Oswald et al., 2018). The minimum length of lake
reflectors ranges from 0.2 to 5.9 km, with a mean of 1.4 km (Figure 3.4a). The largest
lakes (>3 km length) are located in the central-eastern sector of the ice sheet, while the
smallest lakes (<0.5 km length) are predominantly situated in northwest Greenland
(Figure 3.3). The thickness of the ice overlying the identified subglacial lakes ranges
from ∼300 to 3200 m, with an average of 1647 m (Figure 3.4b). Few subglacial lakes
(22%) are located within 50 km of the margin, and lakes are generally absent beneath
major ice divides (Figure 3.4c) and fast-flowing outlet glaciers (Figure 3.3). Most
lakes (74%) are found beneath relatively slow-moving ice (<15 m a−1). Subglacial
lakes appear in a variety of topographic settings; a third of lakes occur in regions of
low relief confined by small bedrock bumps (≤10% bedrock gradient), while nearly a
quarter of subglacial lakes are surrounded by steep bedrock hills (>30% gradient).

The spatial distribution of simulated subglacial lakes beneath the GrIS, following
hydraulic potential analysis methods (Livingstone et al., 2013), updated for
BedMachine v3 (Morlighem et al., 2017) (150 m resolution) is shown in Figure
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Figure 3.3: Spatial distribution of subglacial lakes identified in the radar echo sounding data. Lakes are colour-
coded according to confidence level and proportionate in size to the length of the lake reflector. Black circles
represent known subglacial lakes, squares depict collapse basins (black = in existing literature, green = this
study). Ice-surface elevation contours at 500 m intervals are shown in grey (Morlighem et al., 2017), with the
equilibrium line altitude in blue (for the period 2000–2009) using MAR 3.5 forced by ERA-Interim (Fettweis
et al., 2013a) and ice divides depicted by the thick black lines (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012). Supraglacial
lake data derived from MODIS between 2005–2009 is also displayed(Selmes et al., 2011). Background map
shows MEaSUREs Greenland Ice Sheet velocity map derived from InSAR(Joughin et al., 2017). Inset map
displays OIB radar flight lines (1993–2016) used in this study.
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Figure 3.4: Frequency-distribution histograms of subglacial lakes identified in this study. a Minimum length
of lake reflector identified in RES data, calculated by measuring the horizontal extent of the lake reflection. b
Average ice thickness (Morlighem et al., 2017) within 5 km2 area overlying the subglacial lake c Geodesic
distance from major ice divides (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012) depicted in Figure 3.3.

3.5a. Only 32% of our identified subglacial lakes are located within 1 km of estimated
hydraulic minima (f=0.9). This is reduced to 9% when a flotation fraction of f=1 is
applied. The majority of subglacial lakes coincide with regions of estimated geothermal
heat flux (Martos et al., 2018) between 50 and 61 mW m−2 (Figure 3.5b), while
central-eastern lakes mostly appear in the zone of elevated geothermal heat flux (>66
mW m−2). Figure 5c displays locations of identified subglacial lakes in relation to
basal thermal state predictions, estimated using thermomechanical ice flow modelling,
radiostratigraphy, surface ice velocity and borehole observations1. 20% of subglacial
lakes identified in the RES data are situated in the likely frozen region, all of which
are found in central-eastern Greenland, a quarter of lakes are located in the likely
thawed region, predominantly in north-western Greenland, and the remaining 55% are
detected in regions where the predicted basal thermal state is uncertain (Figure 3.5c).
The majority (63%) of subglacial lakes in this study are found in regions of relatively
high (dimensionless) bed roughness (>1.29), towards the margins (Figure 3.5d).

3.5 Discussion

Subglacial lakes are discrete bodies of water beneath ice masses which can vary on
a spectrum from ephemeral ponding of water, for example in the lee side of bedrock
bumps (e.g., Gray et al., 2005), to large, deep (>100 km long) lakes such as Subglacial
Lake Vostok (Siegert et al., 2001). Shallow pockets of water can also exist, being
connected by saturated sediments. The subglacial lake candidates identified in this
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between location of identified subglacial lakes and predicted lakes, geothermal heat
flux, basal thermal state and bed roughness. a Predicted subglacial lake locations, using Shreve hydraulic
potential equation and varying flotation fractions (f) overlain on the BedMachine DEM error map (Morlighem
et al., 2017). Lakes in black coincide with hydraulic minima (using f = 0.9), whilst those in red were not
successfully predicted. b Estimated geothermal heat flux derived from magnetic data (Martos et al., 2018). c
Predicted basal thermal state1 (blue = likely frozen, white = uncertain, red = likely thawed). d Dimensionless
bed roughness beneath the GrIS (Rippin, 2013), measured using the fast Fourier transform approach which
converts bed topography (derived from radar echo sounding) into the frequency domain. Known subglacial
lakes in existing literature are shown by black circles (RES-detected) and squares (detected through elevation
changes). Deep ice core locations are depicted by black triangles. Lakes identified in this study are shown by
circles, and the size of the circle is proportional to the minimum length of the lake reflector.
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study differ from those observed in Antarctica, both in terms of topographic setting
and size. Antarctic subglacial lakes detected by RES typically occur in close proximity
to ice divides under thick (>4000 m), warm-based ice (Pattyn, 2010), with the largest
subglacial lakes occupying tectonically controlled topographic depressions (Studinger
et al., 2003; Tabacco et al., 2006). In contrast, Greenland subglacial lakes are typically
absent beneath the isostatically depressed, smooth interior basin along the main N–S
ice divide, and are instead concentrated toward the ice margin. In the centre of the
GrIS, ice is largely frozen to its bed (MacGregor et al., 2016), with water becoming
more prevalent towards the margin where ice surface speeds are typically higher
(Jordan et al., 2018) and surface-to-bed hydraulic connectivity more likely. This is in
contrast, however, to a recent analysis of radar signal characteristics which suggests
extensive ponded water around the North GRIP drill site at the onset of the NEGIS
(Oswald et al., 2018). The largest GrIS subglacial lakes are constrained by steep
bedrock relief in the East Greenland subglacial mountain chain, whereas the smaller
lakes (<2 km) tend to be prevalent in regions associated with low subglacial roughness,
such as northwest Greenland (Rippin, 2013). On average, GrIS subglacial lakes are
nearly eight times shorter than their Antarctic counterparts (1.4 km compared to 11
km on average in Antarctica, excluding Lake Vostok (Dowdeswell and Siegert, 2003),
reflecting the steeper average ice-surface (and thus subglacial hydraulic) gradient and
different bed topographic settings controlling the locations of subglacial lakes. In
particular, Greenland bed topography is relatively flat and well-organised with respect
to ice flow (Morlighem et al., 2017), whereas the topography beneath Antarctica is
more complex (Fretwell et al., 2013), and therefore offers sites where large volumes
of basal water can be stored e.g., Subglacial Lake Vostok, Concordia and Ellsworth.
Subglacial lakes in Greenland tend to occupy the middle of the spectrum in terms
of size. Whilst the known subglacial lakes are mostly stable, there are some larger
unstable bodies of water which exhibit cyclic drainage and refilling.

About 40% of identified subglacial lakes in Antarctica are active (i.e., evidence
of drainage/filling from ice-surface elevation changes), and these are mostly found
beneath ice streams in West Antarctica (Siegert et al., 2016a). In contrast, we observe
only two further examples of active subglacial lakes in Greenland (4 in total; 6.7% of
all discovered lakes), and a general absence of subglacial lakes beneath fast-flowing
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outlet glaciers. This could be due to the reliance on altimetry methods rather than
RES techniques to resolve active lakes (Siegert et al., 2016a). However, as well as
assessing surface elevation changes above RES-detected lakes using both timestamped
ArcticDEM and OIB IceBridge ATM2 datasets, we also carried out an ice-sheet wide
survey for ice surface collapsed basins using the 5 m resolution ArcticDEM v2.0 mosaic
(Porter et al., 2018) (see methods), finding just two collapsed ice basins consistent
with lake drainage events (Figure 2).

There is a general paucity of lakes in fast-flowing western and southern sectors of
the GrIS, and beneath the NEGIS (Figure 3.3), despite hydraulic potential (Livingstone
et al., 2013) and bed reflectivity analysis (Oswald and Gogineni, 2008; Jordan et al.,
2018) predicting widespread basal water in these regions. The southern and western
sectors of the GrIS have extensive ablation areas where large volumes of surface
meltwater are generated each summer (Noël et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015). Lakes
in the ablation area may be more difficult to detect from airborne radar because
the ice is thin, and the ice-surface is rougher and steeper than further inland. In
addition, we hypothesise that the drainage of this meltwater to the bed inhibits
subglacial lake formation on annual or longer timescales, due to the seasonal evolution
of efficient subglacial drainage systems able to connect and drain stored water to the
ice margin (Lindbäck et al., 2015). Evidence of seasonal subglacial water storage
from RES data supports this; water is stored on bedrock plateaus during the winter
and flushed out during summer when efficient subglacial drainage develops (Chu
et al., 2016). These small, seasonally active subglacial lakes are difficult to resolve
from monitoring ice-surface elevation alone due to large seasonal mass changes in
the ablation zone, including the drainage and filling of supraglacial lakes, which can
coincide with subglacial lake locations (Sergienko, 2013). Over longer time-scales,
focused erosion by subglacial water cutting channels into the bed beneath fast-flowing
southern and western sectors (e.g., due to the perennial drainage of supraglacial lakes)
and the NEGIS (e.g., due to geothermal and frictional basal melting) may lead to
the removal of hydraulic minima (Livingstone et al., 2012, 2017). This may explain
why the few active subglacial lakes large and stable enough to be detected under the
GrIS are found in close proximity to the ELA, where there is less surface melting and
where the formation of efficient subglacial drainage is inhibited by thicker ice and low
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surface slopes (Schoof, 2007; Meierbachtol et al., 2013). More persistent, RES-detected
subglacial lakes, are associated with regions of low melt input variability; the majority
of subglacial water recharging these lakes is generated from elevated geothermal heat
flux rather than surface melt (the region of surface lakes only coincides with one
RES detected subglacial lake–Figure 3.3) (Martos et al., 2018). Finally, the lack of
subglacial lakes detected beneath the fast-flowing southern and western sectors of the
GrIS and the NEGIS may represent a limitation of our approach. In particular, we
consistently struggle to discriminate lakes in uniformly thawed regions (MacGregor
et al., 2016) (Figure 3.5c), where they are predicted to be prevalent (Livingstone et al.,
2013), likely because extensive water/saturated sediment results in a higher mean
reflectivity and thus reduced relative contrast of the lake compared to background bed
conditions. This may partially explain the discrepancy with previous studies which
find extensive ponded water at the onset of and beneath the NEGIS (Oswald et al.,
2018).

The recall of just 32% of the identified subglacial lakes by hydraulic potential
analysis using a flotation fraction of f=0.9 (Figure 3.5a) contrasts with similar analyses
in Antarctica that successfully recall >50% of the known subglacial lakes (Livingstone
et al., 2013; Goeller et al., 2016). We suggest three reasons why hydraulic potential
analysis is less useful at predicting subglacial lakes in Greenland, even under steady
state basal conditions. Firstly, there is a clear size bias, with larger lakes being
generally easier to recall (Livingstone et al., 2013). As Greenland lakes are on average
8 times shorter than those in Antarctica, they are typically more difficult to discern
from the hydraulic potential analysis. However, recall of subglacial lakes is still low
even in regions of the ice sheet characterised by high data coverage and low bed
error, such as northwest Greenland (Figure 3.5a), where we would expect smaller
hydraulic minima to be more accurately constrained. We therefore posit that low
bed roughness in areas such as northwest Greenland (Rippin, 2013; Jordan et al.,
2017) (Figure 3.5d), makes it more difficult to accurately pick out hydraulic minima
because there is a small difference in elevation between the lake surface and basin lip
(0% recall in northwest Greenland using a flotation fraction of f=0.9). In contrast,
regions with higher bed roughness, such as north-eastern Greenland (Rippin, 2013)
have correspondingly higher recall rates (44%), and indeed, like Antarctica, lakes that
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form in deep topographic depressions also tend to be larger. Finally, only 25% of low
and 31% of medium confidence lake candidates fall within 1 km of hydropotential lows,
compared to 50% for very high confidence lakes, supporting the inference that these
lower confidence lakes may actually comprise regions of swampy saturated sediment
rather than well-defined lake basins (Carter et al., 2007).

We have shown that subglacial lakes are more prevalent in Greenland than
previously assumed. These subglacial lake candidates are repeatedly identified in
RES data, suggesting that they could act as long-term meltwater reservoirs; active
drainage of lakes towards the ice sheet margin is restricted or difficult to detect. The
majority of subglacial lakes are concentrated in the uncertain regions of predicted
basal thermal state1 where ice sheet models and ice-penetrating radar do not agree
on whether the bed is frozen or thawed. As our method is based on relative bed
echo strength, it is likely to pick out lakes surrounded by colder, less reflective bed
material more easily, compared to lakes surrounded by warm-bedded regions (e.g.,
beneath the NEGIS). Thus, our results may indicate that this uncertain region is
heterogeneous (a mosaic of cold and warm basal conditions) on length scales that enable
us to detect multiple water pockets from RES, but which ice-sheet models running
at coarser resolution would have difficulty resolving. The lack of alignment between
RES-detected lakes and hydraulic potential analyses may therefore occur because
subglacial water is spatially constrained by the prevalence of frozen bed conditions
rather than topography (Livingstone et al., 2012). The presence of subglacial lakes
scattered within these uncertain regions consequently helps to further constrain the
thermal state of the bed.

Similar to previous investigations (Palmer et al., 2013; Howat et al., 2015; Palmer
et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015) we suggest that the actively draining lakes in southwest
Greenland are recharged by seasonal surface meltwater transferred to the bed due
to the association of these locations with surface meltwater ponding and drainage.
Although further study is required to assess the net influence of subglacial lakes on
GrIS dynamics, it is likely to be limited due to the paucity of active lakes large
enough to induce dynamic surface height changes, their proximity to the margin, and
the strong control of surface meltwater in determining the character of subglacial
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drainage and its influence on ice-sheet dynamics. However, this inventory of Greenland
subglacial lakes could be utilised to locate candidates for direct sampling. Seasonal
surface meltwater transporting microbial life, minerals, organic matter and pollutants
into the hydraulically connected subglacial system may have important implications
for basal biogeochemistry, while their sedimentary deposits contain an archive of ice
sheet evolution (Hodgson et al., 2016) and palaeoenvironmental change (Bentley et al.,
2011).

There is little doubt that our inventory, although representing a significant
augmentation of the number of identified lakes, is incomplete and further subglacial
lakes remain to be discovered with continued expansion and repetition of OIB flights, in
addition to the launch of NASA’s IceSat-2 satellite enabling improved active subglacial
lake identification. However, the distribution (Figure 3.3), size (Figure 3.4a) and
activity (Supplementary Table 1) of identified subglacial lakes allows us to propose a
conceptual model of GrIS subglacial water storage and dynamics (Figure 3.6). Beneath
the ice sheet interior there is limited detectable water storage due to the frozen
and flat bed. Where the bed is inferred to comprise a heterogeneous patchwork of
frozen and warm-bedded conditions, isolated subglacial lakes persist from year to
year. Regions characterised by high relief basal topography and geothermal heat flux
sustain the largest lakes (e.g., large parts of East Greenland). We identify a range
of lake detection confidence levels, with some lakes clearly distinguishable, whereas
others are less distinct and may represent shallow water lenses or even patches of
saturated sediment. Around the ELA, there is some evidence of hydrologically active
lakes recharged seasonally by inputs of surface water (Palmer et al., 2015). However,
relatively numerous small subglacial lakes that drain on seasonal timescales when
efficient subglacial networks develop during the melt season, likely exist in the ablation
zone (Chu et al., 2016). These lakes are difficult to detect from monitoring surface
elevation due to their small size and the large seasonal surface mass changes in the
ablation zone. Although we do not identify many subglacial lakes beneath fast-flowing
warm-based regions of the ice-sheet, we do not rule out significant additional water
storage here given the potential limitations of our approach for effectively identifying
lakes where the mean reflectivity is high. Long-term basal meltwater storage beneath
the region beyond the ELA could be activated in the future as the ablation area
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Figure 3.6: Conceptual model of Greenland ice sheet hydrological system, illustrating supraglacial and
subglacial features. Subglacial lakes are colour-coded according to lake persistence, those that are less distinct
and could represent shallow water lenses or patches of saturated sediment are coloured brown. Estimated basal
thermal state is represented by the red to blue colour bar, with red being likely thawed, white being uncertain
regions, and blue being likely frozen (MacGregor et al., 2016). In the ice sheet interior, the ice is mostly
frozen to the bed and the basal topography is flat, prohibiting water storage and subglacial lake formation.
Above the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) but away from ice divides, where the bed is predicted to comprise
a heterogeneous patchwork of frozen and warm-bedded conditions, subglacial lakes are relatively common
but stable features. Around the ELA, subglacial lakes are hydrologically active and recharged seasonally by
inputs of surface water. Finally, relatively numerous small subglacial lakes that drain on seasonal timescales
when efficient subglacial networks develop during the melt season likely exist in the ablation zone.

migrates inland (Leeson et al., 2015). The resulting increased input of meltwater to
the bed at higher elevations could open new subglacial drainage pathways through
enhanced sliding and potentially connect this dormant storage to the ice sheet margin.
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4.1. Abstract

4.1 Abstract

As Earth’s climate warms, surface meltwater production and runoff is expected to
increase on the Greenland Ice Sheet, delivering increased volumes of freshwater into
the ocean and contributing to global sea level rise. Understanding and monitoring
the routing of water on the surface, through and ultimately beneath the ice sheet is
important, because it can influence ice flow. It is therefore crucial that physical models
that project ice sheet evolution accurately represent how the ice sheet responds to
changing hydrology. A relatively understudied component of the subglacial hydrological
system in Greenland is the storage and discharge of meltwater in active subglacial
lakes. Subglacial outburst floods flushing high sediment and freshwater flux to the ice
margin could have important implications for ice flow, ocean circulation, ice-ocean
interactions and marine biodiversity. However, currently little is known about their
distribution and dynamics at the ice sheet scale. Here we present an ice sheet-wide
framework for identifying subglacial hydrological activity, using ∼26,000 high spatial
resolution (2 m) ArcticDEM digital surface models (DSMs). This new dataset provides
unprecedented detail of localised surface elevation changes around the entire margin of
the Greenland Ice Sheet (∼700,000 km2), and allows us to identify previously unknown
signals of subglacial lake drainage events. To evaluate our new method, we analyse
7 signals of local elevation change, and demonstrate that they represent subglacial
drainage activity between 2008 and 2019. These findings represent an important first
step towards understanding the distribution and dynamics of subglacial lake activity
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, and hence the short- and long-term evolution of the
ice sheet’s subglacial hydrological system.

4.2 Introduction

Over recent decades, pronounced increases in atmospheric (Fettweis et al., 2017) and
oceanic temperatures (Straneo and Heimbach, 2013), and variability in cloud cover
(Hofer et al., 2017) have caused marked Greenland Ice Sheet mass losses of ∼4,000
Gt between 1992-2018 (Shepherd et al., 2020). Fluctuations in mass loss are caused
by complex variations in surface mass balance (SMB) (van den Broeke et al., 2009;
Fettweis et al., 2017) and ice dynamical processes (Enderlin et al., 2014; Mouginot
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et al., 2019). The proportion of mass loss due to these processes has varied throughout
both time and spatially, with SMB becoming the dominant driver in the last two
decades (Mouginot et al., 2019).

Each summer, meltwater generated at the surface of the Greenland Ice Sheet is
routed through supraglacial channels (Smith et al., 2015; Pitcher and Smith, 2019).
The majority of this meltwater is directed to the bed via moulins (englacial conduits)
(Catania et al., 2008; Lampkin and van der Berg, 2014; Smith et al., 2015; Yang and
Smith, 2016; Koziol and Arnold, 2018), forming a dynamic subglacial drainage system
that transports most meltwater to the coast. Spatio-temporal variability in meltwater
fluxes to the basal environment and characteristics of the subglacial system can alter
local basal water pressure and modulate ice velocity (Zwally et al., 2002a; Joughin et al.,
2004; Bartholomaus et al., 2008; Das et al., 2008; van de Wal et al., 2008; Shepherd
et al., 2009; Bartholomew et al., 2010; Schoof, 2010; Bartholomew et al., 2011; Kulessa
et al., 2017). The delivery of freshwater, entrained with sediment and associated
mironutrients, to the fjords and the nearby ocean can alter fjord dynamics, such as the
physical structure of the water column (Mortensen et al., 2013; Kjeldsen et al., 2014),
as well have potential implications on local ice dynamics through submarine melting
and undercutting, promoting calving (Straneo et al., 2011; Bartholomaus et al., 2013;
Motyka et al., 2013; O’Leary and Christoffersen, 2013; Inall et al., 2014; Rignot et al.,
2015). Increased freshwater discharge can also impact marine ecosystems by altering
light availability and thus primary productivity, or by enhancing phytoplankton blooms
(Bhatia et al., 2013; Sanders et al., 2014; Hawkings et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2015;
Meire et al., 2016a; Halbach et al., 2019). It is therefore important to be able to
measure these meltwater fluxes to understand how the ice sheet might respond to
further warming.

If not refrozen or exported to the ice margin, subglacial meltwater can be stored
in subglacial lakes. In Antarctica ∼35% of known subglacial lakes are defined as
‘active’, those which have been observed to fill and drain episodically, whilst the
remainder are deemed ‘stable’, i.e. relatively closed systems (Wright and Siegert, 2012).
Active subglacial lakes in Antarctica, predominantly sourced from geothermal heat
and pressure melting due to a scarcity of surface melting, can discharge water on short
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timescales (months-years) (Fricker et al., 2007, 2014), and in some cases connect with
other subglacial lakes several kilometres downstream (Wingham et al., 2006b; Fricker
and Scambos, 2009; Smith et al., 2009; Fricker et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2017a). Such
water flow can temporarily alter Antarctic mass balance by regulating the amount and
distribution of subglacial water beneath fast-flowing ice streams and outlet glaciers
(Bell et al., 2007a; Siegfried and Fricker, 2018). Transient accelerations in ice flow have
coincided with subglacial lake drainage events at Byrd Glacier (Stearns et al., 2008),
Crane Glacier (Scambos et al., 2011), Mercer and Whillans ice streams (Siegfried et al.,
2016) and Thwaites Glacier (Smith et al., 2017a). Furthermore, large subglacial lake
outburst floods transport large fluxes of water and sediment downstream, which can
alter ice-ocean interactions (Le Brocq et al., 2013; Alley et al., 2016; Marsh et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2021) if they surpass the grounding line into sub-ice shelf cavities, and
modify ocean circulation (Evatt et al., 2006).

In contrast to the well-studied and well-documented network of Antarctic subglacial
lakes, very little is known about the extent of subglacial lake activity beneath the
Greenland Ice Sheet. To date, only 7 active subglacial lakes have been identified
based on local studies (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015;
Bowling et al., 2019), however, a systematic continental-scale assessment is yet to
be carried out in Greenland. Active subglacial lakes in Greenland could have several
important implications, which differ from their Antarctic counterparts due to the input
of supraglacial meltwater. Firstly, such lakes have the capacity to store meltwater
generated over multiple seasons, the release of which may provide a large volume
of subglacial water flux into the system, that would be greater than simply from
supraglacial input. Secondly, crevasses formed during deformation of the ice surface
following subglacial lake drainage events create a new direct pathway for surface
meltwater to reach the bed, enabling subglacial lakes to refill (e.g., Willis et al., 2015),
as well as warm and soften the basal ice through heat released by trapped meltwater
(Thoma et al., 2012). Furthermore, this input of seasonal surface meltwater carrying
microbes, minerals and pollutants to the subglacial system may have implications
for basal biogeochemistry. Thirdly, if active subglacial lakes are situated close to the
calving front of marine glaciers in Greenland, they have the potential to drive higher
rates of melting at the front when they drain e.g., through entraining ocean heat.
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Episodic changes in subglacial lake volume, can cause the overlying ice sheet surface
to deform; these localised surface elevation changes can be detected and monitored
using high-precision repeat satellite altimetry and radar interferometry missions (e.g.
Gray et al., 2005; Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Smith et al., 2009; McMillan et al., 2013;
Siegfried et al., 2014; Siegfried and Fricker, 2018). Satellite altimetry instruments
are, however, limited by their relatively large ground footprint (typically several 10’s -
100 m for laser altimetry, and several 100 - 1000 m for radar altimetry) and sparse
ground tracks (e.g. Schutz et al., 2005; Wingham et al., 2006a. Whilst this is adequate
for detecting many active subglacial lakes beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet, which
are typically >100 km2 (Wright and Siegert, 2012), this technique is less suited for
Greenlandic active subglacial lakes which are smaller (<10 km2) (Howat et al., 2015;
Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015; Bowling et al., 2019). High-resolution (metre-
scale), high-coverage Digital Surface Models (DSMs) offer the potential to address
some of the shortcomings of altimetry, namely enabling comprehensive measurements
of both ice sheet and peripheral glacier topography, without the need to interpolate
between tracks. In this paper, we develop a method to detect potential subglacial
lake activity using timeseries of DSMs. We utilise ∼26,000 2 m resolution ArcticDEM
DSMs within 50 km of the ice margin to identify ∼130 localised surface elevation
changes that may be indicative of subglacial lake activity. We use the 7 known active
Greenlandic subglacial lakes to test the viability of this method for detecting active
subglacial lakes, and present evidence of 7 new active subglacial lakes in a variety of
settings.

4.3 Datasets and Methods

The methodological framework presented in this chapter enables the detection of
localised surface elevation changes associated with subglacial lake activity from time-
varying ArcticDEM data. Here, we summarise the datasets and processing workflow
used in this study, with the full details are discussed in Supplementary Information B.
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4.3.1 ArcticDEM

ArcticDEM (https://www.pgc.umn.edu/data/arcticdem/) is an initiative to provide
open-source DSMs of the Arctic north of 60° (Porter et al., 2018). The public-private
partnership between the US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) and a
team led by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) funded Polar Geospatial
Center (PGC) enabled these high-resolution elevation models to be generated. Using
petascale computing, a Surface Extraction with Triangulated Irregular Network-based
Search-space Minimization (SETSM) automatic photogrammetric algorithm (Noh and
Howat, 2015) is applied to overlapping optical stereo-image pairs from Digital Globe’s
GeoEye-1 and WorldView-1, -2, and -3 satellite sensors. The outcome is two products:
(i) the 2 m resolution ArcticDEM Mosaic, compiled from statistically-determined,
high-quality Strip DSMs, which have been merged and feathered to provide a seamless
DSM with reduced artefacts and voids, covering an area of ∼23 million km2 (Porter
et al., 2018), and (ii) 2 m resolution ArcticDEM Strips which consists of ∼260,000
individual time-stamped DSMs (2008-2019) that were used to assemble the Mosaic
product (Porter et al., 2018). The dimensions of the ArcticDEM Strips vary depending
on the sensor used, however the average size is ∼700 km2.

ArcticDEM covers a vast geographical area with multi-temporal coverage and
very high spatial resolution, enabling inter-annual and seasonal elevation change
measurements in various remote sensing studies, for example, in the analysis of debris-
covered glaciers in the Russian Arctic (Barr et al., 2018), estimating river surface
heights in Alaska (Dai et al., 2018), and quantifying lava flows from volcanic eruptions
in Russia (Dai and Howat, 2017). ArcticDEM has a much higher resolution than
other large-scale Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), such as Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer-Global DEM (ASTER GDEM) (15 m)
(Tachikawa et al., 2011), TerraSynthetic Aperture Radar-X add-on for Digital Elevation
Measurement (TanDEM-X) (90 m) (Krieger et al., 2007), or Multi-Error-Removed
Improved-Terrain (MERIT) (90 m) (Yamazaki et al., 2017) DEMs. Additionally,
ArcticDEM offers time-varying elevation data which is advantageous compared to both
global DEMs and Greenland-specific data, such as the Greenland Ice Mapping Project
(GIMP) which has a resolution of 30 m (Howat et al., 2014).
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In this study, we retrieved all available ArcticDEM Strips over the Greenland Ice
Sheet from Release 7 within 50 km of the ice margin, as active subglacial lakes are
unlikely to be located in the interior of the ice sheet where the ice is frozen to the
bed (MacGregor et al., 2016). This region is ∼700,000 km2, covering approximately
39% of the ice sheet (Figure 4.1a). In total, over 26,000 ArcticDEM Strips (2008-2019)
were acquired within the region of interest (Figure 4.1a-c), totalling more than 30
TB of data. The highest density of ArcticDEM strips are found along the western
margin and around well-studied glaciers, such as Petermann and Humboldt glaciers in
northern Greenland (Figure 4.1). The majority of scenes were acquired between April
and July (Figure 4.1d), with an average size of 744 km2 (Figure 4.1e).

4.3.1.1 Georeferencing

Whilst the ArcticDEM products offer continuous coverage and high resolution elevation
models, few studies have carried out assessments to quantify their accuracy (e.g., Noh
and Howat, 2015; Glennie, 2018), which is fundamental for elevation change analysis.
Glennie, 2018 suggests ArcticDEM Strips provide vertical accuracy of 2-4 m (1 σ) in
flat, open terrain, but this worsens to about 7-12 m standard deviations in regions
of vegetation cover. In glaciated regions, vertical and horizontal errors of 3-5 m have
been recorded, which is reduced to 0.2 m in the vertical if high-accuracy airborne Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data is used for co-registration (Noh and Howat,
2015). However, airborne LiDAR data may not be available in the Arctic, particularly
over large regions. Instead, we georeference each ArcticDEM Strip using the dx, dy
and dz offsets provided by the ArcticDEM team, to improve their vertical accuracy and
geolocation (see Supplementary Information B.1 for more detail). These translation
values are calculated based on seasonally subsetted National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) altimetry
data, which have been filtered to exclude hydrographic features and regions with high
relief, and where applicable LiDAR or surveyed Global Positioning System (GPS)
points (Porter et al., 2018).
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Figure 4.1: Spatial and temporal coverage of ArcticDEM Strip DSMs. (a) Spatial distribution of DSMs
as count of ArcticDEM Strips across the Greenland Ice Sheet, with region of interest (within 50 km of ice
margin) shown by black hashed polygon. (b) Histogram showing DSM count for the Greenland Ice Sheet
(dark blue) and region of interest (green). (c) Yearly distribution of the DSM count as a histogram from 2008
to 2019 for the ice sheet (dark blue) and region of interest (green). (d) Monthly distribution of the DSM
count as a histogram for the ice sheet (dark blue) and region of interest (green). (e) Histogram of area of
ArcticDEM Strip footprint for the ice sheet (dark blue) and the region of interest (green).
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Figure 4.2: Flow diagram of the methodology describing the processing steps from georeferencing ArcticDEM
Strip DSMs to classifying potential active subglacial lake candidates. Processing steps in bold correspond to
sections in Methods.

4.3.1.2 Filtering algorithm

Because ArcticDEM products are generated from optical imagery, voids can occur due
to the presence of clouds, fog, shadows or dust (Porter et al., 2018). Furthermore,
height errors, artefacts and noise may be caused by errors in SETSM autocorrelation
due to issues such as homogeneous terrain (e.g., covered by snow), areas of open
water, or poor edge matching (Porter et al., 2018). Following georeferencing, we
therefore excluded all ArcticDEM Strips for which the standard deviation of the
elevation difference dh with the 100 m ArcticDEM Mosaic, was larger than 20 m
(Figure 4.2). Elevation differences were calculated by re-sampling the Strips using
cubic interpolation to match the Mosaic 100 m spatial resolution. Further details
on the validation and calibration of this threshold are available in Supplementary
Information B.1.1.

4.3.1.3 Time stacking

Using all remaining Strip DSMs, we created three-dimensional arrays (time t, space
x and y) of elevation h(t, x, y), divided into 139,889 tiles of 5 x 5 km within the
region of interest to decrease computing time. Surface elevations below sea level and
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elevations >3,200 m are removed to further mitigate the effect of outliers which are
outside reasonanle elevations found on the ice sheet. Then we calculated the standard
deviation (σ) of elevation iteratively at each 2 m2 pixel within the tile, to analyse
vertical shifts in the ice surface. At the pixel scale, ice sheet surface elevation undergoes
temporal changes (e.g., seasonal, annual, decadal) due to physical processes such as
firn densification, accumulation, dynamic thinning and isostatic adjustment (Hawley
et al., 2020), with trends that significantly vary spatially (e.g., region, glacier, zone
of the ice sheet). As our objective is to detect active subglacial lake drainage events
with characteristics that far exceed typical ice sheet surface elevation change e.g., 70
m deep collapse basin at Flade Isblink Ice Cap (Willis et al., 2015), we do not adjust
for temporal trends in surface elevation.

4.3.1.4 Classification

The temporal variance in elevation within the region of interest were categorised
using natural breaks (Jenks) classification algorithm (Jenks, 1977), which creates class
breaks based on natural groupings in the data i.e. similar values, and maximises the
variance between classes. We classify the standard deviation of elevation values into
six classes: Class 1: 0 < σ < 4 m; Class 2: 4 ≤ σ < 10 m; Class 3: 10 ≤ σ < 19 m;
Class 4: 19 ≤ σ < 31 m; Class 5: 31 ≤ σ < 48 m; Class 6: 48 ≤ σ < 100 m. Using
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) tools we convert and dissolve the raster pixels
into polygons (or features). Table 4.1 shows the number of features within each Class
and their varying sizes with most classified as Class 1. To attribute these changes to
active subglacial lake drainage events, we vetted our approach on the seven known
active subglacial lakes (see Supplementary Information).

Due to the vast number of features within these classification bands (Class 2:
1,408,282, Class 3: 393,516), we apply some additional post-processing filtering steps
(Figure 4.2):

1. Remove features (Class 2: n=1,400,349, Class 3: n=391,815) which are smaller
than 0.16 km2 or have a perimeter larger than 15 km, to remove false positives,
e.g., very linear or elongated features which are unlikely to be representative of
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Class Standard deviation
of elevation % of pixels No. features Mean area (km2) Area range (km2)

1 >0 & <4 m 56.93 2,689,900 0.127 0.002 - 95,466
2 ≥4 & <10 m 29.80 1,408,268 0.032 0.002 - 5,147
3 ≥10 & <19 m 8.33 393,516 0.021 0.002 - 1,119
4 ≥19 & <31 m 2.95 139,555 0.015 0.002 - 149
5 ≥31 & <48 m 1.22 57,692 0.013 0.002 - 28
6 ≥48 & <100 m 0.77 36,390 0.012 0.002 - 9

Table 4.1: Number of features identified within different bands of temporal standard deviation, and their
associated statistics

active subglacial lakes. The minimum area is based on the minimum area of
known active subglacial lakes in Greenland (Table B.1).

2. Removal of features (Class 2: 4,848: , Class 3: n=1,701) located outside a
distance of 1 km of the ice margin (using the mask described in Morlighem et al.,
2017) and terminus termini of marine-terminating glaciers (Moon and Joughin,
2008) to differentiate between potential subglacial lakes, typically found further
inland, and high dynamic change at glacier termini.

3. Removal of features (Class 2: 479, Class 3: n=115) located in areas of very high
slope (>30°, derived from the ArcticDEM 100 m Mosaic product; Porter et al.,
2018), to remove surface anomalies in close proximity to steep mountainous
terrain where erroneous elevations are more common.

4. Remove features (Class 2: 128, Class 3: n=42) derived from <5 Strip DSMs to
calculate temporal standard deviation of elevation.

In total, across the ice sheet scale, approximately 6,745 (26%) Strip DSMs are
removed in the filtering steps (Section 4.3.1.2. During post-processing, 1,798,725
features were removed to generate 3,059 features across both Class 2 and 3. Following
these post-processing steps, features between 0.16 and 0.5 km2 were categorised as
lower confidence active subglacial lake candidates, those in Class 2 and greater than
0.5 km2 were deemed medium confidence candidates, and those in Class 3 and greater
than 0.5 km2 were classed as high confidence candidates.
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4.3.2 Landsat

To assist mapping the temporal evolution of the ice surface in response to potential
subglacial lake activity at selected candidates, we produced natural colour composites
using cloud-free Level-1 Landsat-5, -7 and -8 imagery (between 1987-2021), collected
from the United States Geological Survey (USGS)-Earth Explorer portal (http://
earthexplorer.usgs.gov). Landsat satellites provide high coverage (e.g., Landsat-8
captures ∼700 images globally per day over the 16-day orbit repeat cycle) observations
of the Earth’s surface, with a spatial resolution of 30 m. For each case study we obtain
imagery before and after the estimated drainage event to identify evidence of subglacial
lake activity, such as crevasses at the ice surface, shadowing to imply a depressed
surface or sediment plumes at the terminus, as well as supraglacial hydrological features.
Some of the Landsat-7 images are obscure with missing data due to the scan line
corrector failure.

4.3.3 Radio-echo sounding

4.4 Results & Discussion

4.4.1 Mapping temporal variance in ice sheet elevation

Using the approach described previously, we derive estimates of the temporal variance
in ice sheet surface elevation for every 2 m2 pixel within the ∼700,000 km2 region of
interest. The pixels are then classified and converted into features (or polygons) using
GIS tools (Figure 4.3). The majority (57%) of pixels are categorised into Class 1 (0 <
σ < 4 m; Table 4.1) which captures large regions of the ice sheet (maximum feature
size: 95,466 km2) above the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) (Figure 4.3). Values close
to 0 indicate minimal variation, e.g., flatter surface topography towards the ice sheet
interior where physical processes such as firn densification, accumulation, dynamic
thinning are negligible (Figure 4.3). About 30% of the pixels were categorised as Class
2 (4 < σ < 10 m; Table 4.1). These signals also cover large areas (maximum feature
size: 5,147 km2) and are typically found in the upper ablation zone where small-scale
dynamic changes occur (Figure 4.3a-d). Smaller features, such as supraglacial lakes
are also typically categorised as Class 2, which exhibit variability due to their periodic
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Figure 4.3: Temporal standard deviation of elevation within 50 km of the ice sheet margin, classified using
the six classes described in Table 4.1. (a) Northwestern glaciers Steenstrup Glacier (SG), Alison Glacier (AG)
and Kavfait Sermia (KS) are classified as Class 3-5 (>10 m standard deviation of elevation) towards the
terminus, with higher elevations grouped in Class 1 (<4 m standard deviation of elevation). Supraglacial
lakes are typically highlighted as small regions with 4-10 m standard deviation of elevation (Class 2). Some
artefacts classified as Class 6 (>48 m standard deviation of elevation) are indicated at high elevations. (b)
Southeastern glaciers Narssap Sermia (NS) and Kangiata Nunâta Sermia (KNS) are classified as Class 2-4,
with greater temporal variance at the ice terminus. A large ice-marginal lake at NS is categorised as Class 4
(19-31 m standard deviation of elevation). Again some artefacts occur in the upper accumulation zone which
are typically classified as Class 6. (c) Northeastern glaciers 79°N Glacier and Zachariae Isstrøm (ZI), where
large artefacts classified as Class 5-6 are found at the upper accumulation zone. (d) Helheim Glacier (HG)
showing increasing classification class towards the glacier terminus (up to Class 5).
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fill-drain cycles (Figure 4.3a). Approximately 9% of features are in Class 3 (10 <
σ < 19 m), which have a mean area of 0.02 km2 (Table 4.1). These signals are
typically distributed in the mid ablation zone of outlet glaciers (Figure 4.3). The most
prominent regions of high standard deviation of elevation (Class 4 - 5) correspond
to areas of fast-flowing ice (Figure 4.3a-d), particularly along the western margin of
the ice sheet, where many marine-terminating glaciers are known to be dynamically
thinning (Felikson et al., 2017) (Figure 4.3a-b). Although not visible in the continental
scale map, areas of high variance also correspond to small features on the ice sheet
surface such as crevasse fields and even supraglacial streams, as well as iceberg calving
at the ice terminus. Examples of which are shown in Chapter 5.2. Finally, despite
carrying out extensive filtering of Strip DSMs, some artefacts still occur which typically
have very high (>48 m) standard deviation of elevation signals (Figure 4.3, although
only 0.8% of features are classified as Class 6 (Table 4.1).

4.4.2 Potential active subglacial lake detection

Following post-processing steps described in Section 4.3.1.4, we extracted 3,059 features
from both Class 2 and 3 to identify potential active subglacial lake candidates. We
further categorised these features into low (<0.5 km km2), medium (Class 2 & >0.5
km2) and high (Class 3 & >0.5 km2) confidence ranking. The majority (80%) of
features are categorised as low confidence. These candidates are 0.3 km2 on average and
are typically distributed at low surface elevations (500-800 m), particularly along the
western margin (Figure 4.4). 16% of features were categorised as medium confidence,
which are again largely distributed along the western margin, at around 1,100-1,400 m
elevations and are 0.9 km2 on average (Figure 4.4). 4% of features were deemed high
confidence candidates which are typically situated at elevations of <1,000 m and are
0.9 km2 on average (Figure 4.4). When compared to predicted subglacial lake sites
generated in Chapter 3, only 15% of higher confidence candidates are located within 1
km of hydraulic minima (f = 0.9). 7% of high confidence candidates are within 100 m
of supraglacial lake extents estimated by Lea and Brough, 2019.

Of the 7 known active Greenland subglacial lakes, 3 fell within standard deviation
of elevation Classes 2 and 3. The two largest active subglacial lake signatures, Flade
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Isblink and Inugpait Quat, fell within the upper category, whilst Sioqaap Sermia
(South) was detected using the lower category. In neither scenario was the Sioqaap
Sermia (North) active subglacial lake, (identified in Chapter 2.2), due to it’s small
size, nor the three subglacial lake signatures at Isunguata Sermia due the homogenous
signal across the glacier, which disguised the local signal.

4.4.3 Detection of new active subglacial lakes - demonstration

of concept

To evaluate the capability of our method to locate new, and previously unknown active
subglacial lakes, we visually identified localised areas of high standard deviation that
had a similar visible signature to the known active subglacial lakes (Table B.1). This
analysis revealed three initial candidates for future exploration at marine-terminating
glaciers in northern Greenland. We describe each in turn.

4.4.3.1 Brikkerne Glacier

Brikkerne Glacier (81.5°N, 44.48°W) is a marine-terminating glacier in northern
Greenland, with three frontal lobes that feed into Victoria fjord, and a forth lobe with
terminates in an ice-marginal lake (Figure 4.5a). In summer 2015, the main lobe of
the glacier had a 1.2 km floating ice tongue and measured approximately 6 km wide at
the grounding line (Hill et al., 2017). Between 1968 and 1978 the glacier advanced by
9 km and has been retreating at an average rate of 76 m a−1 between 1978 and 2015
(Hill et al., 2017). Based on velocity records, Brikkerne Glacier has been identified as
a surge-type glacier (Higgins, 1991).

Based upon the classified temporal variance in elevation (Figure 4.3), we identified a
1.8 km2 oval-shaped ice surface anomaly approximately 25 km inland from the margin,
at the base of a rock outcrop (Figure 4.5b). The ice here is relatively slow-moving
(<20 m a−1 between 2016-2017; Joughin et al., 2018) and <100 m thick (Mouginot
et al., 2017). This ice surface feature has a standard deviation of elevation of up to 17
m (Figure 4.5b). The surrounding ice has relatively low (<5 m) standard deviation
of elevation, except at the terminus of Brikkerne and C.H. Ostenfeld glaciers due to
the migration of the calving front (Figure 4.5a). An artefact with >30 m standard
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of active subglacial lake candidates. Grey points depict lower confidence active
subglacial lake candidates between 0.16 and 0.5 km2, orange points indicate medium confidence active
subglacial lake candidates over 0.5 km2 and in Class 2 (≥4 & <10 m), and green points indicate high
confidence active subglacial lake candidates over 0.5 km2 and in Class 3 (≥10 & <109 m). Known active
subglacial lake locations are shown by squares (green if our filtered class successfully identifies the known lake,
and red if not). Lake candidates within 100 m of supraglacial lakes from Lea and Brough, 2019 are shown in
blue, and those within 100 m of hydraulic minima predictions from Bowling et al., 2019 are shown in pink.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Landsat 8 scene taken on 1st August 2014 showing the study area, with the active subglacial
lake candidate highlighted by the black box. Inset map shows location of the candidate, in northern Greenland.
(b) The standard deviation of elevation overlaid over the same Landsat 8 scene, showing temporal variance
in ice sheet elevation. An artefact with high variance is labelled. (c) Difference in elevation between Strip
DSMs acquired on 14th May 2012 and 12th August 2012, showing localised region of uplift. (d) Difference in
elevation between Strip DSMs acquired on 9th July 2012 and 6th May 2015 show a large drop in elevation o
>40 m and a localised region of uplift about 1 km down glacier of the feature. (e) Difference in elevation
between Strip DSMs acquired on 6th May 2015 and 22nd April 2016, showing minimal elevation change. (f)
Difference in elevation between Strip DSMs acquired on 22nd April 2016 and 12th April 2017, showing uplift
of 20-30 m within the feature. (g) Transect along the profile A-A’ shown in panel c, showing the evolution of
the ice-surface anomaly through time.
(h) Landsat 8 scene taken on 10th June 2005 showing oval shaped feature near a rock outcrop. (i) Landsat 8
scene taken on 22nd July 2009. Surface ponding is shown at the base of the rock outcrop. (j) Landsat 8 scene
taken on 4th August 2014 showing depression and localised uplift about 1 km down glacier from the feature.
(k) Landsat 8 scene taken on 24th July 2017 showing depression and localised uplift is still present. Ponding
is evident at the edge of the feature. (l) Landsat 8 scene taken on 23rd June 2020, ponding is indicated at the
edge of the feature.
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deviation of elevation that lies about 15 km north of the candidate subglacial lake
(Figure 4.5b).

To assess the temporal evolution of the ice surface at this active subglacial lake
candidate, we analyse all 10 Strip DSMs available. Between 14th May 2012 and 12th

August 2012, the ice surface was slowly increasing in height (0.04 m d−1) (Figure 4.5h).
Elevation profiles taken across the candidate in the direction of ice flow indicates
that the ice surface is domed in 2012, with a flat profile between 50-300 m along the
transect, likely due to a supraglacial lake (Figure 4.5l). Between May 2012 and May
2014, the ice surface had lowered by up to 85 m (-10.95 m a−1 on average) (Figure
4.5i), and was no longer domed in shape (Figure 4.5l). Between 2014 and 2017, the ice
surface in this localised region rose by 3.7 m a−1 (Figure 4.5k), and again was domed
in shape (Figure 4.5l).

To determine the persistence of this candidate, we examined Landsat optical
imagery dating back to the 1990s. This shows that the oval shape surface feature has
existed in the ice surface since 1990, and occasionally meltwater ponds at the edge
of the feature (Figure 4.5c-g). We interpret the localised rising and sudden drop in
surface elevation as the surface signature of an active subglacial lake drainage and
refilling. These observed characteristics (e.g., depth and circular crevassing) have
similarities with other active subglacial lakes in both Greenland and Antarctica (see
Chapter 5 for detail). Unfortunately there are no RES data over the candidate lake to
determine if there is a flat lake reflector, the nearest flight line is about 8 km away.

4.4.3.2 Marie Sophie Gletscher

Marie Sophie Gletscher (76.7°N, 67.8°W) is one of the two main glaciers which feed into
Independence Fjord, northern Greenland (Figure 4.6a). The glacier is approximately
75 km long, ∼4 km wide, and ∼130 m thick on average. Small tongues on both sides
of the glacier terminate into ice-dammed lakes. Between 1948 and 2015, the glacier
retreated by ∼15 m a−1, with an average acceleration in velocity by 1 m a−1 between
1995/96 and 2015/16 (Hill et al., 2018). These low magnitude retreat rates have
been associated with the shallow seaward-sloping bed topography, which represents a
relatively stable configuration (Hill et al., 2018).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Landsat 8 scene taken on 13th August 2015 showing the study area. Dashed boxes refer to
Figure 6.5, 6.4 & C.1. (b) Standard deviation output highlighting regions of high variability in the surface
elevation, overlaid over the same Landsat scene. (c) Landsat 8 scene taken on 13th July 2013 showing lake
candidate in more detail. (d) Landsat 7 scene taken on 22nd September 2014 showing a surface depression. (e)
Landsat 8 scene taken on 13th August 2015 showing a surface depression. (f) Landsat 8 scene taken on 29th

July 2017 showing a supraglacial lake in the basin. (g) Landsat 8 scene taken on 13th July 2021 present day
appearance of the feature, with a supraglacial lake in the centre of the depression. (h) Difference in elevation
between Strip DSMs acquired on 20th May 2012 and 23rd April 2013, showing lowering of ice surface and
change at the ice margin. (i) Difference in elevation between Strip DSMs acquired on 23rd April 2014 and
12th May 2014, showing surface uplift of ice surface and change at the ice margin. (j) Difference in elevation
between Strip DSMs acquired on 12th May 2015 and 25th April 2016, showing lowering of ice surface and
change at the ice margin. (k) Difference in elevation between Strip DSMs acquired on 25th April 2016 and
13th April 2017, showing modest uplift of the ice surface and change at the ice margin. (l) Transect along the
profile A-A’ shown in panel h, showing the temporal evolution of the active subglacial lake candidate.
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Using our map of classified temporal variance in elevation (Figure 4.3), we identified
a 5.3 km2 ice surface anomaly approximately 50 km inland from the calving front of
Marie Sophie Gletscher, where ice flows between two mountain ranges (Figure 4.6a).
The ice here is slow-moving (<10 m a−1 between 2016-2017; Joughin et al., 2018)
and <100 m thick (Mouginot et al., 2017). The ice-surface anomaly has a standard
deviation of elevation of up to 15 m, and appears to be linked to a large marginal lake
(∼4 km2) to the south which ice calves into (Figure 4.5b). Ice-marginal lakes towards
the terminus of the glacier, and floating ice tongues are also highlighted with high
standard deviation of elevation signals, as well as a large supraglacial channel along
Hobbs Gletscher to the west (dashed boxes in Figure 4.6a, C.1).

To assess the temporal evolution of the ice surface at this active subglacial lake
candidate, we analyse all 8 Strip DSMs available. In May 2012, an approximately 30
m deep depression, was observed relative to the surrounding ice sheet surface (Figure
4.5h, l). Between May 2012 and April 2014, the localised ice rose on average by 7.3 m
a−1 creating a domed expression in the ice surface, and coincided with filling of the
adjacent ice-marginal lake (Figure 4.5i, l). Between April 2014 and May 2015, the ice
surface lowered by average -14.6 m a−1 to a similar elevation to that of 2012 (Figure
4.5l), before rising again by average 7.3 m a−1 between May 2015 and April 2016
(Figure 4.5k, l). By 2017, the depression was a similar depth to 2012 and 2015. In
total there were two and a half cycles of rising and falling ice surface in this localised
region, alongside changes at the ice margin.

Throughout the Landsat record (1980s-present), this candidate feature has persisted
since at least 1987 where it was infilled with surface meltwater to form a supraglacial
lake. Meltwater has also ponded here during the summers of 2017 and 2021 (Figure
4.6f-g). A supraglacial steam often extends from this supraglacial lake towards the
ice-marginal lake south of this feature, allowing the supraglacial lake to periodically
drain. The Landsat images also indicate calving of the lateral ice into the ice-marginal
lake. We interpret the repeated rising and uplift cycles in ice surface elevation as
characteristic surface signature of an active subglacial lake drainage and refilling. We
suggest that the active subglacial lake is hydrologically connected to the ice-marginal
lake, where as the ice surface depresses, the marginal lake surface also lowers and
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vice versa when the ice surface rises. Unfortunately there are no RES data over the
candidate lakes to confirm if there is a flat lake reflector, the nearest flight line is about
9 km away.

4.4.3.3 Knud Rasmussen Glacier

The 1900 km2 North Ice Cap is situated in northwest Greenland, independent of the
main ice sheet, near Thule Air Base. The ice cap has a maximum elevation of ∼1200
m a.s.l., and has several outlet glaciers, including the ∼15 km long Knud Rasmussen
Gletscher which feeds into Wolstenholme Fjord (81.5°N, 33.1°W) (Figure 4.7a). One
small glacier (a few kilometres in length) converges with Knud Rasmussen Gletscher,
near the terminus, and several marginal lakes exist along the southern lateral margin
of the glacier. Knud Rasmussen terminus has retreated by a maximum of 1.5 km
between 2000/01 and 2016/17 (Moon and Joughin, 2008).

Using our classified standard deviation of elevation output, we detect a 1.4 km2 ice
surface anomaly approximately 18 km inland, near the head of the glacier where the
ice flows around exposed bedrock into a small, thin tributary terminating in a 0.9 km2

marginal lake (Figure 4.7a). The ice here is approximately 300 m thick (Morlighem
et al., 2017), but slow-moving (<10 m a−1; Joughin et al., 2018).To assess the temporal

evolution of the ice surface and dynamics at this active subglacial lake candidate, we
assess all 29 Strip DSMs available. Between June 2012 and April 2014, substantial
lowering of up to 66 m occurred (average -18.3 m a-1), forming a large deep, steep-sided
depression (Figure 4.7h, l). Lowering was also observed at the ice-marginal lake and
ice margin adjacent to the candidate feature (Figure 4.7h). Since this collapse, the
ice surface within the feature has been rising at an average rate of 7.3 m a−1 between
July 2015 and July 2017, and the marginal lake has been refilling (Figure 4.7i-l).

Analysis of the Landsat record shows no visible abnormality in the ice surface in
this region before 2012. At the base of the bedrock outcrop, meltwater accumulates in
a small pond, which drains supraglacially over the feature towards the lateral margin
and marginal lake via two streams depicted in the cross-section of the feature (Figure
4.7l). Between 15th July 2012 and 3rd September 2012, the ice surface appears to
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Figure 4.7: (a) Landsat 8 scene taken on 13th August 2015 showing the study area. (b) Landsat 7 scene taken
on 13th July 2013 showing lake candidate in more detail. (c) Landsat 7 scene taken on 22nd September 2014
showing a surface depression. (d) Landsat 8 scene taken on 13th August 2015 showing a surface depression.
(e) Landsat 8 scene taken on 29th July 2017 showing a supraglacial lake in the basin. (f) Landsat 8 scene
taken on 13th July 2021 present day appearance of the feature, with a supraglacial lake in the centre of the
depression.
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have collapsed, with heavy fracturing around the edge of this feature and the break
up of ice next to the marginal lake (Figure 4.7). Due to the depth of this surface
depression, surface meltwater accumulates at the base to form a supraglacial lake
during the summer of 2013 and a particularly large lake filled the surface depression
almost entirely in 2014 (no Strip DSMs were available for 2013 and the acquisition
date for the 2014 DSM was 14th April, so the supraglaical lake is not captured in the
profiles). Between 2014 and 2017, the ice surface within the basin is undulated due to
broken ice and snow, with occasional melt ponds forming.

Based on the optical imagery and Strip DSMs, we hypothesise that the substantial
localised collapse in the ice surface was due to the rapid drainage of a subglacial water
body beneath the thin ice here (over a maximum of 50 days, but likely to be over
a shorter duration). The Greenland Ice Sheet experienced extreme and widespread
surface melt during 2012 (Nghiem et al., 2012), and so it is possible that this drainage
event could have been linked to the unusual climatic conditions of that year, namely
that increased input of surface meltwater could have triggered the subglacial lake to
drain. If the subglacial outburst flood reached the ocean, this could have implications,
such as ocean circulation and dynamics. The surface of the ice within the collapse
basin has been slowly rising since the drainage event. We posit that the 7.3 m a−1

uplift between 2015 and 2017 was due to the subglacial lake refilling; the ballooned
surface is characteristic of subglacial lake recharge in Greenland (Willis et al., 2015).
Unfortunately there are no RES data over the candidate lake to confirm if there is a
subglacial lake reflector, the nearest flight line is >1 km away.

4.4.4 Detection of new active subglacial lakes - based upon

their statistical characteristics

The previous active subglacial lake candidates were identified using manual inspection.
In the following section we use test whether statistics can be utilised instead to give
a more objective approach. We calculated the area and mean standard deviation of
elevation at each of each active subglacial lake candidate feature (Figure 4.8), and
compared with such characteristics with known active subglacial lakes and the three
candidates identified during visual analysis of the classified standard deviation of
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Figure 4.8: Average standard deviation of elevation versus area of each active subglacial lake candidate
detected using our approach. The coloured dots represent known active subglacial lakes in Greenland and
the three candidates presented in the initial analysis (Section 4.4.3). The four labelled dots are discussed
in Section 4.4.4. Those with more than one point are split into multiple polygons using our approach, for
example the mitten-shaped collapse basin in Willis et al., 2015 has two polygons, one representing the main
basin, and a second representing the ‘thumb’ of the mitten shape. Dashed lines differentiate high, medium
and low confidence candidates based on feature area and the temporal variance in elevation.

elevation output (Section 4.4.3). Based on this analysis we analyse 4 further high
confidence active subglacial lake candidates that have a similar area (1.2-2.5 km2) and
temporal variance (11-14 m σ) to the larger Flade Isblink, Brikkerne, Knud Rasmussen,
and Marie Sophie Gletscher known and candidate active subglacial lakes (Figure 4.8).

4.4.4.1 Upernavik Isstrøm

Upernavik Isstrøm was a major ice stream in northwestern Greenland, draining
approximately 65,000 km2 of the ice sheet (Haubner et al., 2018). The ice stream is
now separated into four different marine-terminating outlet glaciers, named Upernavik
1 to 4 (Figure 4.9a). Radar data shows that in 2013 Upernavik-2 had a floating tongue
of approximately 2.5 km in 2013, and was about 250 m (Larsen et al., 2016), and has
been accelerating since 2008, increasing by around 300 m a−1 until 2013 (Larsen et al.,
2016). The standard deviation of elevation highlights these dynamic changes at the
margin with high variability at the glacier terminus (Figure 4.9b).

Our method identifies a 1.8 km2 ice surface anomaly with an average standard
deviation of elevation of ∼14 m, and a maximum of ∼22 m about 35 km from the
terminus of Upernavik-2. These are similar variance and area characteristics to the
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Figure 4.9: Predicted active subglacial lake candidate near Upernavik-2, northwestern Greenland. (a) Optical
image of the study area from Earthstar Geographics (TerraColor NextGen) imagery, with predicted subglacial
lake outlines in grey (low confidence) and pink (High and medium confidence). Inset map shows location on
the Greenland Ice Sheet. (b) Standard deviation of elevation output with predicted subglacial lake outlines in
pink and grey. (c) Landsat 8 optical image of candidate lake on 3rd July 2014. (d) Landsat 8 optical image of
candidate lake on 4th August 2014. Arrow points to circular crevasses, which suggest subsidence. (e) Zoom in
showing the standard deviation of elevation over candidate. (f) Elevation difference between DSMs acquired
on 9th October 2014 and 30th October 2013. (g) Elevation profiles throughout time, taken along transect
A-A’ shown in panel f.
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Brikkerne Glacier potential subglacial lake candidate. The ice at this location is
relatively fast-moving (∼300 m a−1 between 2016-2017; Joughin et al., 2018) and
900-1,000 m thick (Mouginot et al., 2017). Five other higher confidence ice surface
anomalies are also delineated in the area, which are mostly due to supraglacial lake or
noise signals (Figure 4.9b).

6 Strip DSMs are available at the high confidence active subglacial lake candidate.
We analysed these Strips to understand the temporal evolution of this feature. In
2011, a depression (up to 30 m deep) was observed with an undulated surface between
2,700-3,600 m along the transect (Figure 4.9g). In 2013, the surface within this feature
is similar, with a ∼10 m drop in elevation between 1,800-2,500 m along the cross
section (Figure 4.9g). Localised surface lowering occurred by up to 55 m between 30th

October 2013 and 9th October 2014 (Figure 4.9f). Between 2015 and 2016, the surface
within this feature has been rising at a rate of 14 m a−1, but in 2017, the elevation
remains largely unchanged. The elevation profiles depict the ice within the basin has
a surface slope of about 16° (Figure 4.9g).

Landsat optical imagery shows a small (∼0.7 km2) supraglacial lake adjacent to a
the candidate feature (Figure 4.9c). In August 2014, a circular crevasse is present to
the west of the supraglacial lake (black arrow; Figure 4.9d, also indicated in Figure
4.9g). We propose that this surface feature was formed by the rapid drainage of a
subglacial lake beneath the 900 m thick ice. After the drainage event, the subglacial
lake has been slowly refilling, causing the localised surface to rise between 2014 and
2016. The relatively unchanged elevation post 2016 could suggest that a surface to bed
connection has been closed by 2017, or that the subglacial drainage system has perhaps
been altered. Immediately downstream of the feature, overlapping circular patterns
can be seen in the optical imagery (Figure 4.9d), suggesting possible evidence of past
drainage events which have since advected downstream. Unfortunately there are no
RES data over the candidate lake to confirm if there is a subglacial lake reflector, the
nearest flight line is >3 km away.
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Figure 4.10: Active subglacial lake candidate detected using our temporal variance method near Sermeq,
southwestern Greenland. (a) Optical image of the study area from Earthstar Geographics (TerraColor
NextGen) imagery, with active subglacial lake candidate outlines in grey (low confidence) and pink (High
and medium confidence). Inset map shows location on the Greenland Ice Sheet. (b) Standard deviation
of elevation output with predicted subglacial lake candidate outlines again in pink and grey. (c) Zoom in
showing the standard deviation of elevation over lower candidate. (d) Elevation difference between DSMs
acquired on 22nd August 2014 and 22nd August 2013. (e) Zoom in showing the standard deviation of elevation
over upper candidate. (f) Elevation difference between DSMs acquired on 22nd August 2014 and 22nd August
2013. (g) Elevation profiles at lower candidate throughout time, taken along transect A-A’ shown in panel d.
(h) Elevation profiles at upper candidate taken along transect B-B’ shown in panel f.
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4.4.4.2 Sermeq

Sermeq is a land-terminating glacier measuring over 100 km in length in southwest
Greenland, about 70 km south of Kangiata Nunaata Sermia (Figure 4.10a). The
glacier has several smaller tongues which terminate in ice-marginal lakes, and a small
glacier converges with Sermeq from the main ice sheet.

Our method outlines three active subglacial lake candidates off the main glacier
tongue, in complex terrain (Figure 4.10a-b). We group the lower two candidate outlines
as one feature as they cover the same standard deviation signal. These candidates
have similar area and mean standard deviation of elevation to Knud Rasmussen and
Marie Sophie Gletscher candidates (Figure 4.8). The lower candidate lower feature (∼
1.3 km2) is situated where ice flows between two mountain ridges, and two glaciers
merge with a lateral moraine dividing the ice (Figure 4.10a). A localised region of
surface uplift is observed, mostly on the western side of the moraine (Figure 4.10c-d),
where the ice surface rose by a maximum of ∼30 m between 2013 and 2014.

The second high confidence active subglacial lake candidate (approximately 1.2
km2) is found about 3 km northeast of the lower feature between two steep-sided peaks,
where three small ice tongues converge (Figure 4.10a-b). The candidate exhibits several
cycles of uplift and lowering, with a gradual increase in ice height during 2013 of about
20-30 m (between January and December). Between 2013 and 2015, the ice surface
remained at a similar position (although only 1 DSM per year is unrepresentative and
changes could have occurred between these acquisition dates). By 2016 the localised
region of ice lowered by a maximum of 40 m and then rose by 1.9 m a−1 over the
following year (Figure 4.10g). This feature mimics the surface uplift at the lower
feature but on a smaller scale. This smaller feature domes in the centre with crevassing
around the edges.

Whilst a detailed study is required to understand the exact causes for these complex
dynamic changes, the synchronous elevation changes between the upper and lower
candidates suggest that they may be hydrologically linked. We hypothesise that the
movement of subglacial water between lakes beneath the ice may have caused the
dynamical signals observed at the ice surface. We posit that a subglacial lake located
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at the upper candidate site fills throughout 2013 and 2014, causing the ice surface to
rise. Between the summers of 2015 and 2016, the subglacial lake drained into the ice
marginal lake downstream. By summer 2016, the downstream subglacial water body
fills causing the ice surface to rise substantially. Unfortunately there are no RES data
over the candidate lakes to confirm if there is a subglacial lake reflector, the nearest
flight line is ∼6 km away.

4.4.4.3 Sermeq Kujalleq

Sermeq Kujalleq glacier is a marine-terminating glacier that feeds into Ussing Isfjord
in Northwest Greenland (Figure 4.11a). The catchment is estimated to be 2900 km2,
with an ice flux of 3.86 km3 a−1 (Pope et al., 2019). The glacier has retreated up to
800 m between 2000/01 and 2016/17 (Moon and Joughin, 2008).

Our method identifies a 2.3 km2 ice surface anomaly about 40 km inland from the
ice margin (Figure 4.11a-b). This candidate has similar area to the main basin at Flade
Isblink ice cap and similar temporal variance to Marie Sophie Gletscher candidate
(Figure 4.8). Several large artefacts are observed in the upper ablation zone with high
(>48 m standard deviation of elevation), and some smaller localised regions of <10 m
standard deviation of elevation which are likely supraglacial lakes (Figure 4.11b). The
large (∼ km2) high confidence candidate has a average standard deviation of elevation
of 11.2 m, and a maximum of 20 m (Figure 4.11c), compared to the surrounding ice
(<5 m standard deviation of elevation). A second high confidence candidate lake is
identified using our method, but this candidate is likely to be an artefact, given it’s
proximity to the linear anomaly with very high standard deviation of elevation.

Only 2 Strip DSMs were acquired at this candidate lake, showing the surface in
this region dropped by up to 30 m between February 2015 and March 2016 (Figure
4.11d-e). The cross section shows a flat surface in 2015, which is typically indicative
of water or a refrozen ice lid. The surface depression observed here is much deeper
than a typical supraglacial lake (∼6-10 m depth; Box et al., 2012), and is positioned
quite far inland meaning that there is unlikely enough melt to create such a large
volume supraglacial lake. Whilst it is unclear what this candidate is, it is possible that
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Figure 4.11: Active subglacial lake candidate detected using our temporal variance method near Ussingbraer,
central western Greenland. Inset map shows location on the Greenland Ice Sheet. (b) Standard deviation of
elevation output with high confidence subglacial lake candidate outlines in pink. (c) Zoom in showing the
standard deviation of elevation over the candidate. (d) Elevation difference between DSMs acquired on 23rd

March 2016 and 28th February 2015. (e) Elevation profiles throughout time, taken along transect A-A’ shown
in panel d.
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a supraglacial lake has formed over several years, with the lid freezing over in winter
but staying liquid below, and then eventually drains. Or the depression could have
formed as a result of a subglacial lake drainage event, and a supraglacial lake lies at
the surface. Landsat optical imagery shows an undulated and broken surface within
this feature over winter 2016, and by summer, supraglacial meltwater has ponded in
the depression. Circular crevassing around the edge of the candidate feature are not
apparent. Unfortunately there are no RES data over the candidate lake to confirm if
there is a subglacial lake reflector, the nearest flight line is ∼4 km away.

4.5 Conclusion

We have developed an automated method for detecting subglacial lake activity based
upon calculating temporal variance in ∼26,000 high-resolution ArcticDEM DSMs. Our
approach is the first comprehensive and systematic assessment on an ice-sheet scale
to detect ice-surface anomalies. 128 high confidence and 500 medium confidence and
∼3,000 low confidence active subglacial lake candidates were identified in our study.
Half of the 7 known active subglacial lakes in Greenland were successfully identified,
the remainder are generally small and located in complex terrain, and are therefore
difficult to separate from the surrounding signals using an automated approach. Using
our technique and evaluation of candidate characteristics, we present 7 new potential
active subglacial lakes in Greenland, doubling the total record of known subglacial
lakes.

Several of these potential active subglacial lakes exhibit repeated filling and draining
cycles, which is the first time such activity has been observed in Greenland, previous
literature only captures one drainage event and subsequent refilling. Our method is
a way to automatically identify at the continental scale candidate lakes, which can
then be studied in further detail in dedicated case studies to understand both their
dynamics and setting. Chapter 5 gives one example of an in depth case study, but
there are many more interesting signals to explore in the future.

The viable candidates outlined in this study provide a valuable insight into the
complex basal drainage system beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet. For example, lake
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candidates at Sermeq Glacier portray synchronous drainage patterns, implying that
they may be interconnected. Although this type of behaviour has been previously
observed in Antarctica (Fricker and Scambos, 2009; Smith et al., 2017a), it has not,
until now, been observed in Greenland. In this study we also show that subglacial
lakes can also be connected to ice marginal lakes and can be found in a variety of
settings: both land-terminating glaciers and marine-terminating glaciers; both close to
the ice margin, and further inland; and under a range of ice thickness and ice speeds.

In addition to the detection of active subglacial lakes, the methodology we have
implemented also captures a variety of other dynamic signals, such as terminus retreat
and supraglacial lake drainage events. These observations indicate further glaciological
applications for the method that could be explored in the future (see Chapter 6.4).
Our results are, of course, limited by the data available from ArcticDEM, which can
contain artefacts and relatively infrequent temporal sampling. Additionally, expert
judgement is required to interpret the features produced in the framework. However,
future releases of ArcticDEM strip DSMs will enable further ice surface anomalies to
be detected and monitored, and in conjunction with other altimetry datasets, such
as ICESat-2, we will likely see an improved understanding of these features and their
potential impact on the broader glaciological environment. Further work is needed
to establish whether predicted climatic warming will cause changes to subglacial lake
formation and drainage cycles in the future.

4.6 Data availability

Ice thickness is from IceBridge BedMachine Greenland, Version 4 (https://nsidc.org/
data/IDBMG4). Ice sheet velocity is obtained from MEaSUREs Greenland Ice
Sheet Velocity Map from InSAR Data, Version 2 (https://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0478).
Terminus positions are available from MEaSUREs Annual Greenland Outlet Glacier
Terminus Positions from SAR Mosaics (https://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0642/versions/
1).
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5.1. Abstract

5.1 Abstract

As Earth’s climate warms, surface melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet is projected
to intensify, contributing to rising sea levels (Robinson et al., 2012; Koenig et al.,
2014; Aschwanden et al., 2019; Golledge et al., 2019). Observations (Das et al., 2008;
Chandler et al., 2013; Andrews et al., 2014) and theory (van der Veen, 2007; Clason
et al., 2015; Koziol et al., 2017) indicate that meltwater generated at the surface of
an ice sheet can drain to its bed via crevasses and moulins, where it flows relatively
unhindered to the coast. This understanding of the movement of water within, and
beneath, ice sheets, underpins theoretical models which are used to make projections
of ice sheet change (Shannon et al., 2013). In this study, we show the first evidence of
a disruptive drainage pathway in Greenland, whereby a subglacial flood – triggered by
a draining subglacial lake – breaks through the ice sheet surface. This unprecedented
outburst of water causes fracturing of the ice sheet, and the formation of 25-metre-high
ice blocks. These observations reveal a complex, bidirectional coupling between the
surface and basal hydrological systems of an ice sheet, which was previously unknown
in Greenland. Analysis of over 30 years of satellite imagery confirms that the subglacial
lake has drained at least once previously. However, on that occasion the floodwater
failed to breach the ice surface. The two contrasting drainage regimes, coupled with
the increased rates of ice melting and thinning that have occurred over the past
three decades years, suggest that Arctic climate warming may have facilitated a new,
disruptive mode of hydrological drainage on the ice sheet. As such, our observations
reveal an emerging and poorly understood phenomenon, which is not currently captured
in physical ice sheet models.

5.2 Main

The Greenland Ice Sheet has been losing ice at an average rate of ∼150 billion tonnes
per year since 1992, contributing ∼11 mm to global sea level rise (Shepherd et al.,
2020). Approximately one half of this ice mass loss has been attributed to surface
mass balance (SMB) processes (Mouginot et al., 2019; Shepherd et al., 2020), driven
primarily by enhanced melting and run-off from the ice sheet surface. As Arctic
warming continues to amplify throughout the 21st century (Barnes and Polvani, 2015;
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Dai et al., 2019), both the intensity and areal extent of Greenland surface melting and
run-off are projected to increase, leading to even greater ice mass loss (Pattyn et al.,
2018). Notably, the past decade has seen two widespread summertime melt episodes
across the Greenland Ice Sheet, in 2012 and 2019, and concomitant extreme losses
in ice mass (Nghiem et al., 2012; Tedesco et al., 2013; Keegan et al., 2014; Sasgen
et al., 2020; Shepherd et al., 2020). The increased frequency of events such as these
is likely to drive further positive feedback mechanisms related to changes in bare ice
exposure and the capacity of firn to accomodate meltwater refreezing, which may
further accelerate the Greenland Ice Sheet’s contribution to sea level rise (Noël et al.,
2017, 2019; Ryan et al., 2019).

Understanding the passage of meltwater from its origin on the ice sheet to the
ocean is critical for understanding the Greenland Ice Sheet’s future mass balance,
sea-level rise, and indeed the fate of the wider Arctic climate and ecological system.
It is well established that surface meltwater penetrates to the bed of the Greenland
Ice Sheet via moulins and crevasses (Das et al., 2008; Chandler et al., 2013; Andrews
et al., 2014). Observational studies, mainly in south and west Greenland, have shown
that the subglacial hydrological system can rapidly evolve in response to seasonal
water input, in turn modulating ice dynamics (Das et al., 2008; Joughin et al., 2008;
Bartholomew et al., 2010; Andrews et al., 2014; Davison et al., 2020). These studies
demonstrate that temporal variability in water flow through the subglacial system is a
key control on the dynamic response of the ice. As such, it is critical to determine
both the mode (continuous versus episodic) and pathway (whether meltwater drains
across the surface, within or beneath the ice sheet) of drainage, together with the
extent to which meltwater is stored (englacially or subglacially) whilst in transit.
These factors affect the capacity of meltwater to impact a broad range of glaciological
and climatological processes, including ice dynamics, thermodynamics, ice-ocean
interactions, fjord circulation, primary productivity, and rates of sediment and nutrient
transfer to the ocean (Nienow et al., 2017).

Although subglacial lakes were first mapped in Antarctica (Robin et al., 1969;
Oswald and Robin, 1973) and Iceland (Björnsson, 1974) over 50 years ago, they have
only been identified beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet in the past decade (Palmer
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et al., 2013; Bowling et al., 2019). Recently, dynamically active Greenlandic lakes
have been discovered, which, unlike their Antarctic counterparts, are primarily fed by
seasonal inputs of surface meltwater (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015; Willis
et al., 2015; Bowling et al., 2019; Livingstone et al., 2019). Active subglacial lakes
have wider importance because they provide a mechanism to force large volumes of
water and sediment through the subglacial hydrological system when they drain. In
turn, this has the potential to alter the morphology of the subglacial drainage system,
and thus impacting both the local dynamics and the characteristics of the overlying
ice sheet (Stearns et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009; Dow et al., 2018), together with
its downstream behaviour (Mallalieu et al., 2020). For example, following the 2015
drainage of a subglacial lake in southwest Greenland, a ∼25% reduction in ice flow
speed was observed (Livingstone et al., 2019). Given projected increases in Arctic
atmospheric temperatures, ice melting and run-off during the 21st century (Hofer et al.,
2020; Noël et al., 2021), subglacial lake drainage events may be expected to increase
in extent and frequency (Bowling et al., 2019; Livingstone et al., 2022). However, the
impact of such extreme forcing upon the Greenland Ice Sheet remains highly uncertain,
due to a paucity of observations.

Brikkerne Glacier (81.5°N, 44.48°W) is a marine-terminating glacier draining ice
from one of the most northerly sections of the Greenland Ice Sheet into Victoria Fjord
(average depth ∼250 m; Morlighem et al., 2017). The glacier has three tidewater outlets,
with the main (northernmost) terminus measuring ∼4 km wide, and maintaining a
small floating ice tongue (Hill et al., 2017). Between 1968 and 1978, the main glacier
outlet advanced by 9 km, before retreating at an average rate of 76 m a−1 between
1978 and 2015 (Hill et al., 2018). The glacier exhibits a pronounced seasonal cycle
with velocities typically increasing from June, and reaching peak values in late July/
August at about 2 times the annual average (Supplementary Material Figure 1). Air
temperatures at the upper part of this glacier have progressively increased over the
past half-century, with decadal average air temperatures rising from -14.6°C in the
1960s to -13.2°C in the 2010s (Noël et al., 2019) (Supplementary Material Figure 2a-c).
As a result, the percentage of days per year where surface melt exceeds 5 mm w.e. has
almost doubled, increasing from 8% to 14% between the 1960s and 2010s (Noël et al.,
2019).
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In this study, we use 2 m resolution timestamped ArcticDEM (http://arcticdem.org)
Digital Surface Models (DSMs) (Porter et al., 2018), Landsat optical and Sentinel-1
radar imagery, and satellite altimetry to monitor the evolution of the ice sheet surface
across the Brikkerne Glacier catchment between 2012 and 2019. During this 7-year
period, the majority of the glacier surface remained relatively stable. However, during
a 10-day interval in the late summer (August) of 2014, a localised region of the ice
surface ∼25 km inland from the margin, dropped in elevation by up to 85 m, forming
a ∼2 km2 collapse basin (Figure 5.1). The stresses exerted on the surrounding ice by
this rapid, localised subsidence of the surface caused structural failure, leading to the
formation of concentric crevassing around the rim of the collapse basin (Figure 5.1).
Prior to the collapse, the basin footprint had been rising at an average rate of 46 cm
a−1 between 2012 and 2013, with the outer edge of the basin domed by ∼10-15 m
above the surrounding ice surface (Figure 5.2). We interpret this dynamic feature to
be the surface signature of a subglacial lake filling, then rapidly draining, similar to
events that have been previously observed in Greenland (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer
et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015; Bowling et al., 2019), Antarctica (McMillan et al.,
2013) and Iceland (Björnsson, 2003; Gaidos et al., 2020). Unfortunately, no Operation
Icebridge RES tracks cross the collapse basin to determine if there is a subglacial
lake (i.e. a flat, bright and specular reflector relative to the surrounding bedrock) or
estimate the ice thickness. The nearest flight line is 8 km inland.

Assuming the volume of the feature was equivalent to the volume of water lost
during the subglacial lake drainage event, the outburst flood had a total volume of
9 ×107 m3. This equates to a mean rate of water discharge of 101 m3 s−1 during
the 10-day period between satellite acquisitions (22nd July - 1st August 2014); albeit
the drainage duration may have been much shorter, and the peak discharge higher.
Nevertheless, this mean discharge rate is still approximately 2 orders of magnitude
greater than that of an Antarctic subglacial lake of the same volume (Livingstone et al.,
2022). This newly identified active subglacial lake represents the largest such event
recorded beneath the mainland Greenland Ice Sheet, albeit smaller than the 4×108

m3 subglacial lake drainage under the neighbouring Flade Isblink Ice Cap (Willis
et al., 2015). What is remarkable, and unprecedented for Greenland, is the observed
behaviour of the ice sheet downstream of the subglacial lake.
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Figure 5.1: (a) True colour composite Landsat 8 scene on 22nd July 2014 before basin collapses (b) Three-
dimensional shaded relief of the collapse basin mapped using 2 metre resolution ArcticDEM data acquired on
9th July 2012 (c) Shaded relief of downstream region before collapse (d) True colour composite Landsat 8 scene
immediately after the subglacial lake drainage and surface outburst on 1st August 2014 (e) Three-dimensional
shaded relief of the collapse basin after the subglacial lake drains on 28th April 2015 (e) Three-dimensional
shaded relief of the downstream region after the collapse showing uplifted ice blocks (up to 25 m high),
crevassing extends up to 40 m below surface.
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Figure 5.2: Elevation profiles through time. a Elevation profile A-A′ (shown in Figure 5.1i) following
ICESat-2 track 1130 along ice flow. The profiles show a "ballooned" surface towards the northern rim of the
basin in 2012. The basin floor drops by 2015, due to the sudden drainage of the subglacial lake in 2014. In
2017, the basin floor rises, likely due to recharge of the subglacial lake, before subsiding again by summer 2019
(ICESat-2 dashed line). Repeat elevation profile B-B′ (shown in Figure 5.1i) along ICESat-2 track 1032 show
supraglacial ponds at the beginning of the transect which form on the leeside of a moraine ridge. Crevassing
from the subsurface outburst flood is evident at ∼4800 m along the transect. b Surface elevation change
between 9th July 2012 and 28th April 2015 as a result of subglacial lake drainage. Maximum displacement is
∼85 m near the headwall. Subsidence also occurs near the headwall due to the drainage of a supraglacial
lake. A fan-like feature is shown beyond the basin, with a raised linear ridge, and a crevasse field caused by
subglacial water breaking the ice surface. c Sentinel-1 SAR scene post collapse (22nd January 2015).

As the subglacial lake drained suddenly, a ∼1 km wide rupture with crevasses
to a depth of at least 40 m and ice blocks up to 25 m in height appeared in the ice
surface approximately 1 km downstream of the collapse basin (Figure 5.1f & 5.2).
Immediately downslope of these ice blocks, a ∼6 km2 region of the ice surface became
scoured clean. Together, these observations indicate that a substantial volume of water
had flooded across the ice surface (Figure 5.1). Similar to subglacial lake jökulhlaups
in Iceland characterised by extremely rapid linear rises in lake discharge, we suggest
that a turbulent sheet flood, produced by the subglacial lake drainage, propagated to
the surface via englacial routeways and hydrofracturing due to basal water pressures
greatly in excess of ice overburden pressure (Tómasson, 1996; Kavanaugh and Clarke,
2000; Roberts et al., 2000; Roberts, 2005). Upstream of the ice blocks there is
additional disturbance of the ice surface, with a newly formed ∼1.6 km2 fan-shaped
feature bounded by two raised linear ridges extending ∼800 m in length and up to
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5 m in height (Figures 5.1 & 5.2). We propose that some water was also forced up
through a concentric ring fracture at the rim of the collapse basin (Figure 5.1), and
this outburst of water produced a slushflow fan (Nyberg, 1989). Having breached
the surface and flooded across the ice, outburst water re-entered the englacial (and
presumably subglacial) system through moulins located several kilometres downstream
(Supplementary Material Figure 3b-c), where it would have been routed to the glacier’s
calving front.

This is the first time that such a phenomenon has been observed on the
Greenland Ice Sheet, and demonstrates a previously unknown level of complexity and
interconnectedness between its surface and basal hydrological systems. In particular,
contrary to current understanding of the ice sheet’s hydrological system, it provides
evidence that water flow is not always unidirectional from the ice sheet surface to
its base, but instead can travel from the surface to the bed, and back again, over
short spatial and temporal scales. Although this type of behaviour has previously
been observed on much smaller, geothermally-active, Icelandic ice caps (Roberts et al.,
2000; Roberts, 2005), it has not, until now, been resolved as a mechanism affecting
the larger ice masses of Greenland or Antarctica.

In addition to the formation of the collapse basin and the downstream fracturing of
the ice surface, several other unusual events occurred during the same 10-day period.
In the vicinity of the collapse basin, a supraglacial lake adjacent to the nunatak, which
had been growing annually in size since 2004 (Figure 5.3a-c), abruptly drained. At
the same time, several changes were observed further downstream and at the glacier
terminus, namely (1) a large calving event (the 7th largest event recorded in the past
32 years) occurred at the main glacier terminus, leading to a 500-600 m retreat of
the glacier’s calving front (Figure 5.3e-g), (2) an ice-marginal lake broke through its
lateral moraine dam and emptied in its entirety (Supplementary Material Figure 3c),
and (3) two downstream supraglacial lakes on the main glacier drained completely
(Supplementary Material Figure 3a). Given the destructive nature of the outburst
flood, it is likely that at least some of these events may have been connected, although
the 10-day temporal sampling of the optical satellite imagery makes it impossible to
determine the chronology of these events precisely.
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Figure 5.3: Change in area of the supraglacial lake at the base of the nunatak between 1998 and 2020. Red
bars indicate the periods when the subglacial lake drained in 1990 and 2014. (b) Nunatak supraglacial lake
before the basin collapsed on 22nd July 2014 as indicated by Landsat 8 (c) Drainage of supraglacial lake at
base of nunatak on 1st August 2014, coinciding with subglacial lake drainage (d) Change in ice elevation
at the location of the collapse basin according to RACMO2.3p2 (Noël et al., 2019) (solid grey line), and
averaged for all ice between 500 and 800 m a.s.l in drainage basins 1.2 and 1.3 according to RACMO2.3p2
1 km product (Noël et al., 2019) (dashed grey line) and CryoSat-2 (dark blue line), and ICESat elevation
change computed about 30 km south of the collapse basin (black points) (e) Change in terminus of the main
northern outlet relative to previous observation, measured using GEEDiT and MaQiT tools (Lea, 2018),
negative values indicate glacier retreat, positive values indicate glacier advance (f) Northern outlet of the
glacier before drainage event on 22nd July 2014 and (g) after drainage event showing ∼550 m retreat at the
terminus.
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As the subglacial lake is likely to have been filled by summer supraglacial meltwater
input, it is probable that the lake had been gradually filling for some time. As the
lake filled, subglacial water pressure would have increased, and we hypothesise that
in 2014 the pressure was sufficient to break the seal on the lake, thus initiating the
subglacial sheet flood. Indeed, subglacial outburst floods in Iceland which breach the
ice surface are typically triggered by a rapid input of meltwater, such as a volcanic
eruption rapidly melting the ice (Tómasson, 1996). Here, the coincident drainage of
the large adjacent supraglacial lake (Figure 5.3a-c) would have provided an additional
rapid injection of water into the system causing a rapid linearly rising discharge event,
irrespective of whether it triggered, or was triggered by, the subglacial lake drainage
itself. It is also notable that the drainage event occurred at the same time as the
largest rainfall event that year (based upon Regional Atmospheric Climate Model
(RACMO) 2.3p2 (Noël et al., 2019) simulations; Supplementary Material Figure 2d-f),
thereby adding a further source of water to the flood. Future work should seek to
carry out radar surveys over the active subglacial lake and surrounding area to better
understand the basal properties and ice thickness, and to search for direct evidence of
a subglacial lake.

In the years following the drainage event, the ice surface of the collapse basin began
to rise rapidly (average rate of 12 m a−1 between 2016-2017; Figure 5.2), indicating
refilling of the subglacial lake, most likely due to recharge by surface meltwater (Willis
et al., 2015). Between 2017 and 2019, the floor of the collapse basin subsided again
by ∼10 m (Figure 5.2), suggesting continued dynamic behaviour of the underlying
lake. To place these observations within a longer-term context, we therefore analysed
Landsat imagery from the past 36 years to look for evidence of past similar drainage
events. This analysis revealed that the distinctive oval-shaped surface feature above
the subglacial lake has existed since at least 1985, and persists to the present day
(24th May 2021). To identify past lake drainage, we inspected consecutive Landsat
images for evidence of a simultaneous (1) change from doming to a depression in the
surface, and (2) formation of tension fractures around the rim of the basin. Using these
criteria, we identified a single drainage event prior to 2014, which occurred between
21st June 1990 and 1st August 1990 (Supplementary Material Figure 3d-g). On this
occasion however, and in contrast to the behaviour recorded during the 2014 event, no
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downstream surface fracturing and outburst of water occurred, suggesting that the
flow of water from the lake outburst flood to the ocean occurred entirely at the ice
sheet base.

We hypothesise that the contrasting response of the ice sheet to the 1990 and
2014 outburst floods is attributable to the extensive thinning of the ice sheet that
has occurred during the intervening period. Specifically, that recent thinning of ice in
this region may have facilitated the breach of the subglacial flood to the surface in
2014. Notably, in the decade prior to the 2014 outburst event, the Greenland Ice Sheet
experienced exceptionally high and sustained rates of mass loss (Shepherd et al., 2020),
and both model simulations (Noël et al., 2019) and satellite altimeter observations
indicate that the ice thinned by ∼13 m (or 5% of the average local ice thickness;
Morlighem et al., 2017) between 1990 and 2014 (Figure 5.3d). If correct, this hypothesis
suggests the emergence of highly dynamic and bidirectional hydrological connections
between the surface and the bed of an ice sheet, which challenges the classical model
of unidirectional ice sheet meltwater flow. Furthermore, such connections may be
expected to become more common in the future, as the ice sheet thins and surface
melt intensifies under a warming climate. At present, however, neither the theory nor
the implications of such a phenomenon are currently understood, nor is this process
included in current physical models.
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Chapter 6

Synthesis

This thesis aimed to detect and monitor subglacial lakes beneath the Greenland Ice
Sheet, to improve our understanding of the basal hydrological system and its influence
on ice sheet behaviour. In the preceding chapters, I have met this aim by using airborne
and satellite-derived data to identify and monitor new subglacial lakes on both ice
sheet and regional scales. Firstly, I expanded the previous inventory of subglacial
lakes in Greenland (Bowling, 2017) by reanalysing the Operation IceBridge radar
depth sounding dataset over an extended temporal period (1993-2016) and detecting
surface depressions in the ArcticDEM 5m Mosaic (Chapter 3). Secondly, I developed an
automated technique to detect surface expressions of subglacial hydrological movement,
using standard deviation of high-resolution, temporally varying ArcticDEM surface
elevation data (Chapter 4). I first tested this approach on known active subglacial
lakes in the literature to validate the method, and used this information to correct
for artefacts in elevation data and distinguish active subglacial lake signals. I then
applied the approach at an ice sheet-scale, and demonstrated the capability of this
detection method by presenting 7 new potential active subglacial lakes. Finally, I
explored the highly unusual behaviour of an individual active subglacial lake detected
using the method outlined in Chapter 4, using a combination of optical and SAR
imagery, altimetry, regional climate model simulations and ice velocity measurements
(Chapter 5). In this final chapter I will summarise the key results from each chapter
and how the thesis has met the aims and objectives, then synthesise the results from
all the chapters, before identifying and explaining key limitations and justifying the
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choices made during this thesis. Finally I suggest recommendations for future research
which have emerged from the key findings and limitations.

6.1 Summary of principal findings

In the following section, I summarise the methods developed in this thesis and discuss
the principal findings and conclusions across each of the chapters, and how these relate
to our understanding of the Greenland Ice Sheet hydrological system.

6.1.1 A revised inventory of subglacial lakes beneath the

Greenland Ice Sheet

In Chapter 3, I carried out a comprehensive, systematic survey of subglacial lakes
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, primarily using airborne radar depth sounding
data between 1993 and 2016, expanding work presented in Bowling, 2017. I also
detected sinks in the static ArcticDEM 5 m Mosaic product, and compared the surface
depressions to geometric characteristics of known collapse basins in Greenland, to
identify 2 new active subglacial lakes in southwestern Greenland. Long-term storage
of water beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet was previously thought to be limited
due to the ability of the drainage system to transport meltwater to the ice margin
efficiently (Livingstone et al., 2013). Furthermore, thinner ice and stronger hydraulic
gradients towards the margins, compared to Antarctica, were hypothesised to lead
to stable hydraulic minima (Pattyn, 2008) and reduce the potential for hydraulic
minima. Our analysis provided the first systematic inventory of subglacial lakes in
Greenland (Bowling et al., 2019), significantly augmenting the number of previously
known subglacial lakes (Palmer et al., 2013; Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015;
Willis et al., 2015) from 4 to 60. In doing so, the study counters previous assumptions,
providing evidence that subglacial lakes are more common than thought. The study
also demonstrated the value and insight that could be gained from systematically
analysing airborne datasets at the continental scale. These subglacial lakes could be
prime targets for direct sampling and field-based geophysical surveys to constrain the
mechanism of formation, extent and sediment properties (e.g., Maguire et al., 2020).
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One of the most important findings of this study was that subglacial lakes in
Greenland differ to Antarctic subglacial lakes, both in their size and spatial distribution.
The stable subglacial lakes presented in this study are much smaller than those
in Antarctica (nearly 8 times shorter in length). This reflects the different basal
topography beneath the two ice sheets, with more complex bed topography beneath
Antarctica (Fretwell et al., 2013) allowing large volumes of subglacial water to be
stored in lakes. Stable subglacial lakes in Greenland are located above the ELA
but distant from the cold-based ice sheet interior, while active lakes are located
near the ELA and recharged by seasonal surface meltwater inputs. Furthermore,
many airborne radar-detected stable subglacial lakes are found to be distributed in
regions where the predicted basal thermal state is ‘uncertain’ (MacGregor et al., 2016).
This finding is important because it helps constrain basal conditions and to validate
numerical ice sheet models by providing a boundary condition. These conditions
may allow subglacial lakes to be more efficiently identified with lakes able to pond in
thawed regions. Knowledge of the location and characteristics of subglacial lakes is
fundamental for developing our understanding of the basal hydrological system, which
has implications for understanding the flow of ice and ultimately predictions of future
ice sheet evolution.

6.1.2 A new method for mapping localised surface elevation

changes

Hundreds of hydraulically active subglacial lakes have been identified and monitored
in Antarctica (Wright and Siegert, 2012), primarily through satellite altimetry-based
detection of localised surface elevation changes in response to subglacial lake drainage
and refilling (e.g., Gray et al., 2005; Wingham et al., 2006b; Fricker et al., 2007;
Smith et al., 2009). Yet few active lakes had been previously detected in Greenland
(Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2015; Livingstone et al.,
2019), and those were mostly discovered fortuitously. A systematic ice sheet-scale
survey of these hydrological features was imperative for understanding their role in
the wider hydrological system and their potential impact upon ice dynamics and
downstream systems. In Chapter 4, I therefore developed an automated approach
to classify potential active subglacial lake candidates over a ∼700,000 km2 area,
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using repeated acquisitions of high-resolution satellite-derived surface elevation data
(ArcticDEM). I demonstrated that the approach can successfully detect larger known
active subglacial lake signals and I presented evidence for several active subglacial lakes
in a variety of glaciological settings. These subglacial lakes could be used as targets
for future geophysical surveys (e.g., Maguire et al., 2020) and continuous monitoring
to understand their potential influence on ice flow and to provide further insight into
the wider hydrological system.

6.1.3 A detailed, regional study of an active subglacial lake in

Northern Greenland

The results of the systematic survey reported in Chapter 4 enabled us to identify
and monitor a previously unknown active subglacial lake drainage event in northern
Greenland in Chapter 5. A combination of satellite-derived optical, radar and elevation
data revealed a 9 ×107 m3 subglacial lake which drained suddenly (over a maximum of
10 days, but likely over a much shorter time period) at the ice bed, and subsequently
propagated to the ice surface via englacial routeways and hydrofracturing. The degree
of ice fracturing and excavation of ice blocks (up to 24 m tall), along with the drainage
event coinciding with a period of sustained ice thinning, suggests that a subglacial flood
wave sped towards comparatively thin ice (Roberts, 2005). Although artesian fountains
or upwellings (<2 m) have been previously observed in supraglacial and proglacial
settings of polythermal Arctic glaciers (Hambrey, 1984; Hodson and Ferguson, 1999;
Skidmore and Sharp, 1999; Wadham et al., 2001; Pälli et al., 2003; Hodson et al.,
2005; Irvine-Fynn et al., 2005; St Germain and Moorman, 2019), and the supraglacial
emergence of subglacial flood water has caused ice fracturing in Iceland (Roberts et al.,
2000; Roberts, 2005), my results are the first observation of this mechanism on the
Greenland Ice Sheet.

Our current understanding of the ice sheet’s hydrological system is that seasonal
surface meltwater drains from the ice surface to the bed via moulins and crevasses (van
der Veen, 2007; Das et al., 2008; Chandler et al., 2013; Andrews et al., 2014), with the
variability of meltwater input exerting a critical control on seasonal ice acceleration
(Bartholomaus et al., 2008; Schoof, 2010). Numerical ice sheet models assume that
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meltwater is transported to the ocean without disruption (Smith et al., 2017b). My
results show more varied drainage mechanisms, which so far are not accounted for in
these models, by providing evidence for bidirectional water flow from the surface, to the
bed, and back over transient spatial and temporal scales. Furthermore, observations
of a previous drainage event with contrasting characteristics suggest that this mode
of water flow is likely to become more common with sustained ice thinning under a
warming climate.

6.2 Synthesis of principal findings

In the following section, I synthesise the findings and techniques developed during this
thesis in order to detect and monitor subglacial lakes beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet.
Together, these results improve our understanding of the subglacial hydrology, which
is a fundamental component of the ice sheet system.

Ice sheet-scale mapping of airborne RES-detected lakes (Chapter 3) and satellite-
derived potential active subglacial lake locations (Chapter 4), highlights the
physiography of subglacial lakes in Greenland, in terms of spatial distribution, size
and drainage style, which is important for understanding the processes that influence
ice flow and subglacial ecosystems. Our combined results indicate that active and
stable lakes are distinct hydrological features in Greenland that occur in different
glaciological settings and locations. Active subglacial lakes are more likely to be found
near the ELA, with the exception of some viable candidates situated beneath thin
ice near land masses, in regions with high surface meltwater inputs to supply the
subglacial lakes beneath. On the other hand, RES-detected lakes are typically located
above the ELA, associated with regions of high geothermal heat flux, or more complex
subglacial terrain.

None of the predicted active subglacial lake candidates correspond with RES-
detected subglacial lakes identified in Chapter 3, despite 39% of the active lake
candidates intersecting Operation IceBridge flight paths between 1993 and 2016.
However, this is not entirely unexpected given that in Antarctica only a small proportion
of active subglacial lakes have been confirmed by ice-penetrating radar (e.g., Fricker
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and Scambos, 2009; Christianson et al., 2012; Li et al., 2020) or field-based seismic
surveys (e.g., Horgan et al., 2012). Some active Antarctic subglacial lakes only meet
one or two of the criteria outlined in Carter et al., 2007 for classifying subglacial lakes
in radar surveys (Wright et al., 2012; Siegert et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2014), whilst
others are not detectable in the radar data (e.g., Welch et al., 2009; Langley et al.,
2011; Lindzey et al., 2020). It is thought that active subglacial lakes are difficult to
resolve using ice-penetrating radar in regions with surface crevassing or warm ice,
or due to an empty lake following drainage, or shallow water during the time of
acquisition (Siegert et al., 2014). The new active lakes I have mapped in Greenland
could be too small to be classified as "definite" (relatively and absolutely bright,
and specular; Carter et al., 2007) subglacial lakes, or their glaciological setting could
produce unclear or "fuzzy" signals (relatively and absolutely bright, but not specular
reflectors, typically representing saturated sediments or swamps; Carter et al., 2007)
signals. Like active lakes in Antarctica (Siegert et al., 2014), the heavily crevassed
ice surface could obscure the basal reflector in the active lakes presented in this
thesis. Furthermore, OIB airborne ice-penetrating radar was mostly acquired in spring;
subglacial lakes that seasonally fill and drain, might be empty at this time of year and
therefore be undetected in the radar data. These factors may have implications for
using RES to confirm active subglacial lakes, and provide rationale for acquiring future
remote sensing data throughout the season to monitor them in detail. Only 15% of
higher-confidence active subglacial lake candidates identified in Chapter 4, are located
within 1 km of hydraulic minima (f = 0.9) calculated in Chapter 3. Reasons for this
low recall could be associated with errors in the bed topography data (Morlighem
et al., 2017) used in the hydraulic potential analysis, or the active subglacial lake
candidates could be too small or shallow to be captured as a hydraulic sink.

The techniques described in Chapter 4 and 5 are complementary; my continental-
scale systematic approach is useful as an initial step to identify dynamic glaciological
features. Once identified, the subsequent addition of other remote-sensing data
(including optical satellite imagery, altimetry and regional climate model analysis)
provides further detailed information required to fully understand – at the process
level – the evolution and drivers of the detected drainage event. In conjunction, the
techniques and analysis presented in Chapters 4 and 5 can be used to systematically
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reveal, monitor and understand unique characteristics about the hydrological system at
the ice sheet scale. In turn, this approach can be used to study the interaction between
basal hydrology and the overlying ice and, ultimately, to improve our understanding
of the ice sheet system as a whole.

The research described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 cooperatively improve our
understanding of the basal hydrological system beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet.
The combination of airborne and spaceborne geophysical observations and techniques
developed in this thesis, at both ice sheet and regional scales, have significantly
advanced our view of the Greenland Ice Sheet, documenting significant water storage
in both active and stable subglacial lakes, that was previously unknown. Since
the presence and seasonal supply of meltwater can influence ice flow variations,
biogeochemical processes, sediment fluxes and fjord circulation (Nienow et al., 2017;
Davison et al., 2019), it is important to understand subglacial hydrological processes,
and the transfer of meltwater throughout the system. Together, the findings in this
thesis provide key information that can help assess and constrain numerical models
by improving the representation of the ice sheet system and its behaviour. This, in
turn, will yield better projections of the ice sheet’s future evolution, and thus its
contribution to sea level rise, as it responds to climatic change.

6.3 Key limitations of the research

In this section I identify and discuss the key limitations in which the research in this
thesis has been constrained, and justification of some of the choices made.

In Chapter 3, I use 23 years of RES data from Operation IceBridge to detect new
subglacial lakes. One of the key limitations of these data is that the flight lines only
cover ∼2% of the Greenland Ice Sheet. The highest density of coverage is found at
the periphery, particularly along the west coast, with large data gaps towards the
centre of the ice sheet. Although subglacial lakes are unlikely to be located toward
the largely frozen interior, the remaining 98% of the bed is undocumented, meaning
a vast number of subglacial lakes could be left undetected. Nearer the ice margin,
small subglacial lakes could be situated between radar tracks, also being missed from
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the inventory. Operation IceBridge is the only Arctic-wide radar dataset available,
ceasing their airborne radar campaign in 2019, therefore whilst the work carried out
in Chapter 3 could be updated to this point, further analysis and flights may have to
be carried out on an ad-hoc basis.

To identify subglacial lake candidates, we carried out a visual inspection for flat,
smooth bed reflectors and calculated basal reflectivity relative to the mean surrounding
bedrock within 10 km of a candidate. This approach was chosen to produce a high
contrast in bed reflectivity between water and bedrock since the bed is not uniform
across the ice sheet (MacGregor et al., 2016). However, this approach may be limited
in areas such as fast-flowing ice, for example a uniformly thawed bed beneath the
NEGIS will have a higher mean basal reflectivity, meaning that it may be difficult to
distinguish between shallow lakes and flat areas of saturated sediment or ’fuzzy’ lakes
(Carter et al., 2007), and hence why no subglacial lakes were detected in the fast-flowing
regions in southern and western Greenland. A further limitation of the method is
that the qualitative analysis of the RES data was manual and time consuming, thus
it is likely that small bodies of water remain undiscovered due to human error. The
use of confidence levels to classify the identified subglacial lake candidates from low
confidence (a flat reflector but low relative reflectivity) to very high confidence (a flat
reflector which is three standard deviations above the mean) was utilised in order to
acknowledge that some lake candidates could indeed be fuzzy lakes.

Mapping sinks in the static ArcticDEM Mosaic and comparing their geometry
to known collapse basins to detect active subglacial lakes in Chapter 3 has its
disadvantages. Firstly, many active subglacial lakes could have been missed due
to their fill and drain cycles being averaged out in the DEM, which is an amalgamation
of many time-varying DEMs. This may explain why only 2 active subglacial lakes
signatures were identified in Chapter 3. As such, an improved method was developed in
Chapter 4 to detect active subglacial lakes on an ice sheet scale. Secondly, comparison
of the geometries of known active subglacial lakes was only based on 2 collapse basins
which had previously been identified in Greenland (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al.,
2015; Willis et al., 2015). Unidentified active subglacial lakes in Greenland could
exhibit different characteristics to these known lakes (i.e. larger area or maximum
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depth), indeed, several active subglacial lakes have since been identified with differing
characteristics (e.g., three active lakes beneath Isunguata Sermia Livingstone et al.,
2019 and those in Chapter 4 and 5).

Previous discovery of active subglacial lakes in Greenland have been random and
studies have been ad-hoc (e.g., Howat et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2015; Willis et al.,
2015; Livingstone et al., 2019. In Chapter 4, I developed a new automated technique
using statistical analysis of about 26,000 high-resolution digital surface models covering
the entire ice sheet, to identify localised regions of elevation change which could be
caused active subglacial lake filling and drainage. Our region of interest for performing
the analysis was ∼700,000 km2 (or within 50 km of the ice margin) due to the high level
of computational processing and data storage required to maintain the high resolution
of 2 m. This means, however, that potential active subglacial lakes located towards
the interior (>50 km from the margin), for example in southwestern Greenland where
the ELA is at higher elevations, could have been overlooked.

The ArcticDEM DSM data used to detect localised elevation changes is created from
optical imagery. Artefacts and noise can be present in the DSMs due to cloud or shadow,
or misalignment caused by issues such as homogeneous terrain. Despite extensively
filtering the Strip DSMs for artefacts and anomalies, some artefacts persisted, creating
standard deviation of elevation signals >48 m. These artefacts could conceal signals
of active subglacial lake drainage and other elevation changes. The active subglacial
lakes identified in Livingstone et al., 2019 near Isunguata Sermia, were not captured
using our method due to noise at the ice sheet margin (mountainous terrain at the ice
margins are difficult to georeference when generating the ArcticDEM products). In
this region, there were few DSMs to calculate standard deviation, and thus the signals
of the three marginal active subglacial lakes were difficult to distinguish from the
surrounding ice changes. Some active subglacial lake candidates may be misclassified
as supraglacial lakes due to similar elevation changes. We removed candidates which
intersected supraglacial lakes identified in (Lea and Brough, 2019) to reduce this
misclassification, however false positives still occurred.

In Chapter 5, we utilised the results from the systematic survey in Chapter 4,
combined with the analysis of a variety of remotely sensed datasets to carry out a
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detailed study of a particularly unique active subglaical lake in Northern Greenland.
Unfortunately, no RES data are available for the collapse basin itself, and the nearest
flight line is ∼9 km inland from the basin. This means that there is a lack of reliable
bed topography and ice thickness data to determine the basal conditions. However,
further work to model the thermal conditions at the bed (using a range of plausible
ice thicknesses) will allow us to understand the drivers and dynamic impacts of the
subglacial lake drainage and subsequent outburst. Furthermore, we are unable to
determine precisely when the subglacial lake formed, how it changed over time and
its precise geometry. This is largely due to limited satellite imagery, DEM data and
field observations (cloud cover in the region creates a 10-day observational period),
therefore we are unable to determine whether this drainage occurred over hours, days
or weeks. We hypothesise that the subglacial lake drained in a matter of hours,
however the unknown timing means that the volume of the subglacial lake is likely to
be underestimated.

6.4 Recommendations for future work

In this section, I reflect upon the ways in which the methods developed in this thesis can
be further improved, and employed to derive new datasets and glaciological knowledge
in the future. Firstly, I explore the potential for machine learning to improve stable
subglacial lake identification techniques described in Chapter 3, and how these lakes
could be used as potential candidates for direct sampling. Secondly, I consider the
application of the approach detailed in Chapter 4 to identify and analyse other dynamic
glaciological signals, and the potential of extending the method to other datasets and
locations. Lastly, I suggest how subglacial lake candidates can be further explored to
evaluate their potential impact on ice sheet dynamics.

6.4.1 Automatic detection of subglacial lakes in airborne ice

penetrating radar

Manual inspection of radar data for flat, bright and smooth reflectors relative to the
surrounding bed, as carried out in Chapter 3, is the primary approach for identifying
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Figure 6.1: Machine learning approach to detecting subglacial lakes in Antarctica. (Source: Ilisei et al. 2018.)
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subglacial lakes beneath ice masses (e.g., Popov and Masolov, 2007; Wright and Siegert,
2012). However, visual inspection is time-consuming, due to the vast quantities of radar
data, highly subjective, and smaller water bodies may go undetected. Semi-automated
techniques have been developed to classify Antarctic subglacial lakes based on their
radar reflectivity properties on catchment scales (Carter et al., 2007), to address these
limitations. In Chapter 3 I use confidence levels based on relative basal reflectivity and
the presence of hydraulically flat reflectors to classify subglacial lake candidates on a
case-by-case basis. Future work could seek to automate this process and extend the
observation period to include more recent OIB radar data (2017-2019) which covers
∼5,400 km2.

Recently, automatic delineation of subglacial lakes using a machine learning classifier
to estimate the probability of the interface being a lake reflector based on variability
in bed topography and reflectivity has opened new opportunities for subglacial lake
detection on an ice sheet scale in Antarctica (Ilisei et al., 2018, 2019) (Figure 6.1).
This approach has resulted in high accuracy and recall (>96%) (Ilisei et al., 2018,
2019). The Greenland subglacial lakes identified in Chapter 3 could be used as a
training dataset to train and validate the machine learning model (since the Greenland
subglacial lakes have subtly different characteristics to those in Antarctica). Previous
to this study, only 2 RES-detected subglacial lakes were known, but my inventory
provides 54 previously uncharted subglacial lakes, allowing future application of this
machine learning technique over the Greenland Ice Sheet at scale.

6.4.2 Exploration of subglacial lakes

Stable subglacial lakes identified in this thesis could be used as candidates for direct
lake sampling, to investigate lake and sediment properties and potential ecosystems,
which are important for understanding how microbial life has adapted to extreme
environments and stable inland subglacial lakes could provide information about ice
sheet history. Ground-based surveys using seismics and ground-penetrating radar at
these candidates, particularly those relatively close to settlements, for example Thule,
northwestern Greenland, would improve geometric constrains of the subglacial water
bodies and enable estimations of their volumes (e.g., Maguire et al., 2020).
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6.4.3 Diagnosing other sources of localised surface elevation

changes

In Chapter 4, I demonstrated the capability of applying a simple standard deviation
of elevation calculation to multi-temporal surface elevation data to identify potential
active subglacial lake candidates at an ice-sheet scale. Temporal changes in the ice
surface are, however, not solely caused by subglacial lake dynamics, and as such a
multitude of dynamic signals are captured in my standard deviation product. Standard
altimetry methods typically have a resolution of hundreds of metres to kilometres,
however mapping these changes using metre-scale resolution ArcticDEM opens up
the opportunity to explore various dynamic signals, such as supraglacial lake filling
and draining, terminus retreat, ice marginal lakes, and grounding line dynamics, at a
minimum of two orders of magnitude finer detail.

Figure 6.2 shows a variety of supraglacial lakes in central western Greenland, which
are highlighted by their moderate time-variance in elevation. My approach, outlined
in Chapter 4, could be tailored to capture periodic supraglacial lake drainage events
by carrying out more detailed studies of their signals and comparison to automatically
detected supraglacial lake outlines (e.g., Lea and Brough, 2019). This would provide
high-resolution basin geometries and supraglacial lake depths, which are typically
derived indirectly using radiative transfer equations (Sneed and Hamilton, 2007).
These signals could be utilised to validate radiative transfer approaches and identify
suitable candidates for field surveys to improve our understanding of supraglacial lakes
and their influence on ice flow. Furthermore, ice-marginal lakes are depicted with
very high variance of elevation signals using our technique (Figure 4.6 and 6.4). My
approach could therefore also be tailored to identify ice marginal lake drainage events
and associated outburst floods, to further understand their dynamics and influence on
ice sheet behaviour.

The product could also be used to monitor changes occurring at the ice sheet
margin, for example, to monitor terminus retreat or advance, and grounding line
dynamics. Figure 6.3a depicts several dynamic signals at near the ice margin of
Storstrømmen Glacier and L. Bistrup Bræ in northeastern Greenland. High standard
deviation of elevation (>10 m) is observed near the terminus, representing ∼1.5 km ice
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Figure 6.2: (a) Standard deviation of elevation product produced in Chapter 4 over Jakobshavn Isbrae,
southwestern Greenland. (b-e) Landsat 8 RGB composite image acquired on 2nd August 2019 of several
supraglacial lakes highlighted in panel (a). Black bars indicate 1 km scale bars. (f-i) Elevation profiles across
supraglacial lakes showing their evolution between 2012 and 2019 (transects shown in panels b-e). Flat
surfaces depict water level.
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retreat between 2015 - 2017 (Figure 6.3). Typically terminus retreat is calculated by
digitising the terminus extent using high-resolution optical imagery such as Landsat
and Sentinel-2, and calculating area change over time. This standard method is,
however, 2-dimensional, and our product could be adapted to map the calving flux,
i.e. the volume of ice that has been lost, which is important for constraining ice sheet
models.

Interestingly, the grounding line (the transition between the floating ice tongue and
where the ice is grounded at the ice bed) is highlighted by a boundary in the standard
deviation product (Figure 6.3a), and this corresponds closely with the Mouginot et al.,
2018 2015 grounding line detected using Sentinel-1a/b SAR. Grounding zones are
inherently difficult to locate and monitor since it is impossible to distinguish between
floating and grounded ice tongues from optical imagery (Figure 6.3b). However, initial
results from the variance in elevation product show promise in this field, as such it is
possible that our dataset could be used to systematically detect grounding zones at a
continental scale, which would benefit the ice sheet modelling community.

Small floating ice tongues which terminate in ice-marginal lakes produce high
standard deviation of elevation signals when the ice-marginal lake drains, causing
the ice surface to lower substantially (Figure 4.6 and 6.5). As the ice-marginal lake
fills, the ice surface rises again. The dynamics at grounded and floating sections of
the ice sheet are important to map and understand for numerical ice sheet models to
accurately predict future ice sheet evolution.

Preliminary analysis of the variance in elevation at the grounding line of Petermann
Glacier, in North-west Greenland suggests that the evolution of subglacial conduits
beneath the ice may be detected in my product. Figure 6.6 shows a linear, high
standard deviation feature near the grounding zone of Petermann Glacier. Cross-
sections along this feature show localised lowering of the ice surface, which I posit
to be due to the development of an efficient channel beneath the ice which exports
subglacial meltwater to the fjord. Knowledge of the subglacial system morphology and
its evolution are critical for understanding the ice sheet system.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Standard deviation of elevation product produced in Chapter 4 over Storstrømmen and L.
Bistrup Bræ, northeastern Greenland (location shown by red point in inset map). MEaSUREs terminus
positions derived from SAR are shown by solid (2016/17) and dashed white lines (2014/15 and 2000/01).
Grounding lines are depicted by boundary in standard deviation product. (b) Landsat 8 RGB composite image
acquired on 13th August 2016, with terminus positions in red. (c) Landsat 8 RGB composite image acquired
on 14th July 2015 and (d) Landsat 8 RGB composite image acquired on 29th July 2017, showing terminus
retreat of ∼1.5 km. (e) Elevation profiles across grounding line at Storstrommen Glacier (transects shown
in panels a and b), with approximate location of grounding line shown by dashed black line. (f) Elevation
profiles across grounding line at L. Bistrup Bræ (transects shown in panels a and b), with approximate
location of grounding line shown by dashed black line.
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Figure 6.4: (a-f) Landsat 8 RGB composite images acquired on 4th April 2005, 13th July 2013, 1st June 2014,
13th August 2015, 8th June 2017 and 13th July 2021. (g) Elevation difference between DSMs acquired on 24th

April 2014 and 14th May 2012. (h) Elevation difference between DSMs acquired on 18th April 2017 and 1st

August 2015. Elevation profiles across lake showing its evolution between 2012 and 2017 (transects shown in
panels g). Location map shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 6.5: (a-c) Landsat 8 RGB composite images acquired on 19th August 2013, 22nd August 2015, 29th

July 2017 over floating ice tongue. Location map shown in Figure 4.6. (d) Elevation difference between DSMs
acquired on 1st May 2015 and 8th May 2012. (e-g) Landsat 8 RGB composite images acquired on 19th August
2013, 13th August 2015, 29th July 2017 over second floating ice tongue. Location map shown in Figure 4.6.
(h) Elevation difference between DSMs acquired on 28th May 2015 and 1st May 2013.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Standard deviation of elevation product produced in Chapter 4 over Petermann Glacier,
northern Greenland, with ESA Grounding Lines from SAR Interferometry shown by white dashed lines (9th

February 2017). (b) Landsat 7 RGB composite image acquired on 12th July 2011, grounding lines are now
shown by black dashed lines. (c) Landsat 8 RGB composite image acquired on 6th July 2019, with grounding
lines in dashed black lines. (d-g) Elevation profiles taken across linear feature with high standard deviation
near upper grounding line, showing the surface topography between 2010 and 2019 (transects shown in panel
b). Grounding line is shown by dashed black line.
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Figure 6.7: Spatial coverage of digital surface models produced for the REMA project. (a) Number of DSMs
using all data. (b) Number of DSMs that passed the visual quality inspection. (c) Quality controlled DSMs
within acceptable criteria from CryoSat-2 and (d) ICESat GLAS 2D campaign (Source: Howat et al., 2019).

6.4.4 Extension of method to other ice masses

In Chapter 4, I demonstrated the potential of applying standard deviation to high-
resolution ArcticDEM elevation data to identify localised surface elevation changes
across the Greenland Ice Sheet associated with the drainage of subglacial lakes. Future
work could seek to explore the ability of my method to delineate subglacial lakes in
beneath all Arctic ice caps, providing there is sufficient ArcticDEM data. My approach
could also be applied to other temporally-varying DSM datasets, for example REMA
in Antarctica which is available at 2 and 8 m spatial resolution (Figure 6.7), to detect
and monitor new and existing active subglacial lakes beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet
and improve understanding of their distribution and dynamics. Since this Antarctica is
over 6 times larger in area than Greenland, this approach might demand improvements
in automation and computational power.
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6.4.5 Potential impact of subglacial lake drainage activity on

ice dynamics

Whilst my findings reveal the presence and spatial distribution of active and stable
subglacial lakes in Greenland and that water flow from the ice surface to bed is not
always unidirectional, an important next step is to understand how subglacial lake
drainage influences the evolution of the subglacial system, and, in turn, the impact
it might have upon the flow of ice in Greenland. Rapid drainage of subglacial lakes
can have a transient impact on the flow of ice in Antarctica (Stearns et al., 2008) and
many active lakes have been linked with the onset of fast-flowing ice streams (Siegert
and Bamber, 2000; Bell et al., 2007b). By combining remote sensing techniques,
a complete subglacial drainage history can be built for each active subglacial lake,
and the associated ice velocity response can be monitored. This is important since
subglacial hydrological system is a key parameter in ice sheet modelling, and therefore
important for predicting the ice sheets contribution to sea level rise in response to
climate change.

6.5 Concluding remarks

The research presented in this thesis has advanced our understanding of subglacial
lakes beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet. It has illuminated the prevalence of long-
term storage of subglacial water beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, through the first
systematic ice-sheet-wide survey of radio-echo sounding data (Chapter 3). Moreover,
that small stable subglacial lakes are primarily distributed above the ELA, driven by
regions of high geothermal heat flux and complex basal topography, which differs to
the physiography of Antarctic subglacial lakes. The novel framework presented in this
thesis was developed to process high-volume satellite-derived high-resolution data to
systematically identify active subglacial lakes on an ice-sheet scale (Chapter 4). This
thesis captures several new active subglacial lake candidates with complex drainage
styles and characteristics that have not been previously observed in Greenland. Finally,
a range of remote sensing data are combined to illustrate the dynamics of a previously
unknown active subglacial lake at Brikkerne glacier, northern Greenland (Chapter 5).
These results bring new insight to glaciological science by revealing the supraglacial
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6.5. Concluding remarks

emergence of subglacial flood water and subsequent re-entry into the subglacial system.
Such observations are important for understanding the physical processes controlling
the pathways and impacts of subglacial floods.

This thesis thus presents several critical advances in our understanding of the
subglacial hydrological system beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet, through ice-sheet-
wide surveys and the development of novel techniques. Better understanding of the
subglacial system is crucial in order to better constrain numerical ice sheet models
which project the response of the Greenland Ice Sheet to future climatic warming.
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Appendix A

Supplementary material for Chapter 2:
Distribution and dynamics of
Greenland subglacial lakes

A.1 Supplementary Information for Chapter 2

The document includes:

1. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

A.2 Radar evidence for identified Greenland

subglacial lakes
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.1: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L7 and L8 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20140515_02_005) and (iv) B-B’ (20145015_02_068).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.2: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L9 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with relative
basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the dashed line.
Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120511_01_028/ 20140501_01_029). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.3: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L10 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20140505_01_042/ 20150505_02_042) and (iv) B-B’
(20150506_02_008). Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level.
Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the
identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock
elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.4: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L11 and L12 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120510_01_056). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.5: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L13 and L14 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120503_01_002) and (iv) B-B’ (20110429_01_005).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.6: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L15 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20140512_01_025). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.7: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L16 and L17 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20140512_01_022) and (iv) B-B’ (20140505_01_032).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.8: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L18 and L19 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the dashed
line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20020530_01_007/ 20070913_02_005/ 20110509_01_008)
and (iv) B-B’ (20110429_01_008). Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the
confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power
within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower
graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.9: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L20 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20110429_02_028). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.10: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L21 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120516_01_018). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.11: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L22 and L23 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (19990507_01_004). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.12: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L24 and L25 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20110329_01_019) and (iv) B-B’ (19990511_01_005).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.13: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L26 and L27 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (19990523_01_012/ 20120503_03_053) and (iv) B-B’
(19990511_01_005). Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level.
Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the
identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock
elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.14: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L28 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (19990517_01_001) and (iv) B-B’ (20120503_02_052).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean),are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.15: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L29 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with relative
basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the dashed line.
Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20140313_08_001) and (iv) B-B’ (20150506_02_026) shows possible
further extent. Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative
basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified
lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation
(black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.16: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L30 and L31 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20140313_08_002) and (iv) B-B’ (20120506_02_025).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.17: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L32, L33 and L34 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120516_01_059). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.18: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L35 and L36 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120516_01_068). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.19: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L37 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120503_03_037) and (iv) B-B’ (20120515_01_064).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake 1-3 σ from the
mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic
potential (blue).

Figure A.20: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L38 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120503_03_030). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.21: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L39 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120503_03_034). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.22: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L40, L41 and L42 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120503_03_035) and (iv) B-B’ (20120514_02_003).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake 1-3 σ from the
mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic
potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.23: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L39 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120503_03_035). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the bl ue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.24: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L44 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20130411_01_050) and (iv) B-B’ (20140421_01_015).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.25: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L45 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with relative
basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the dashed line.
Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20110419_03_002/ 20140424_01_033). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.26: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L46 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20020604_10_007). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.27: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L47 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120413_02_036). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.28: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L48 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (19970511_01_005). Subglacial lakes are depicted by
a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.29: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L49 and L50 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the dashed
line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20120411_02_046/ 20140405_01_049/ 20160519_04_005).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.30: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L51, L52 and L52 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20020530_05_001). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black)and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.31: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L54 and L55 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the dashed
line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (19930709_01_007/ 19980629_01_011/ 20150411_01_016).
Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity
thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ
from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and
hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.32: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L56 and L57 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (19930702_01_012). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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A.2. Radar evidence for identified Greenland subglacial lakes

Figure A.33: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial
lake L58 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region with
relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by the
dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20110414_06_002/ 20150422_06_011) and (iv) B-B’
(20030509_01_004). Subglacial lakes are depicted by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level.
Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the
identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock
elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).

Figure A.34: Radar evidence for Greenland subglacial lakes. (i) Inset map showing location of subglacial lake
L59 and L60 (red) and neighbouring lakes found in this study (black). (ii) Bed topography of the region
with relative basal reflectivity along Operation IceBridge flight paths. Estimated lake extent is shown by
the dashed line. Radar profile along transect (iii) A-A’ (20080716_02_007). Subglacial lakes are depicted
by a bar colour-coded according to the confidence level. Relative basal reflectivity thresholds, based on the
statistics of the bed returned power within 20 km of the identified lake (1-3 σ from the mean), are indicated
by the blue-purple circles. Lower graphs show bedrock elevation (black) and hydraulic potential (blue).
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Appendix B

Supplementary material for Chapter 3:
Detecting active subglacial lakes
beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet using
high-resolution digital elevation
models

Supplementary Information for Chapter 3:

Detecting active subglacial lakes beneath the

Greenland Ice Sheet using high-resolution digital

elevation models

The document includes:
Supplementary Methods

1. ArcticDEM processing

2. Classification framework
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B.1. ArcticDEM processing

B.1 ArcticDEM processing

We downloaded 26,342 release 7 ArcticDEM Strip DSMs (Porter et al., 2018) at 2 m
resolution from the PGC (https://www.pgc.umn.edu/data/arcticdem/), totalling >30
TB of data. Strip DSMs within the 699,448 km2 region of interest were selected, with
the earliest acquisition date of 29th March 2008 until 10th April 2019. The region of
interest covers approximately 39% of the Greenland Ice Sheet, within 50 km of the ice
margin, containing all outlet glaciers and ice caps. We bypass the interior of the ice
sheet as this is largely frozen to the bed, where active subglacial lakes are unlikely to
be situated.

To improve the vertical accuracy and spatial location of the Strip DSMs, we
iteratively georeference each DSM using the dx, dy and dz offsets provided in the
metadata by the PGC team. These translation values are calculated using ICESat
altimetry data which have been filtered to exclude hydrographic features and regions
with high relief, and where available, LiDAR or surveyed GPS points (Porter et al.,
2018). The number of ICESat ground control points (GCPs) that were used to
georeference the Strip DSMs, and the mean vertical residual difference between the
ICESat GCPs and the ArcticDEM DSMs after adjustment, are available in the
ArcticDEM metadata. We georeferenced 17,855 Strip DSMs where translation offsets
were available (mean dx, dy and dz offset values of 0.02, 0.02 and -1.2 m, respectively,
although these can vary between -2,000 and 2,000 m). The remaining DSMs were left
uncorrected.

B.1.1 DSM filtering: Calibration

Elevation values in the Strip DSMs are subject to a number of types of error due
to photogrammetric blunders, the presence of cloud, fog and shadow, systematic
errors caused by the SETSM autocorrelation or poor edge matching (Porter et al.,
2018). Following georeferencing, we performed an initial filtering step to remove
Strip DSMs containing extreme outliers using the 100 m ArcticDEM Mosaic as a
homogeneous reference DEM. All Strip DSMs were first resampled to 100 m using
cubic interpolation to match the Mosaic resolution. Second, we calculated the mean
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B.1. ArcticDEM processing

Known lake Area (km2) Max depth (m) Volume (km3) References

Flade Isblink ice cap 8.4 70 0.4 Willis et al. (2015)
Inugpait Quat 1.4 60 0.0048 Palmer et al. (2015); Howat et al. (2015)

Sioqaap Sermia (North) 0.18 15.4 Bowling et al. (2019)
Sioqaap Sermia (South) 0.64 18.1 Bowling et al. (2019)
Insuguata Sermia (1) 0.93 17 0.0065 Livingstone et al. (2019)
Insuguata Sermia (2) 0.88 30 0.013 Livingstone et al. (2019)
Insuguata Sermia (3) 0.67 14 0.0035 Livingstone et al. (2019)

Table B.1: Known active subglacial lakes in Greenland and their key characteristics.

and standard deviation of elevation differences dh between the reference DEM hMOS

and each Strip DSM hSTR. For example the Strip DSM acquired on 18th September
2014 at Flade Isblink active subglacial lake (Willis et al., 2015) contains elevation
differences of up to -500 m relative to the reference DEM (Figure B.1a), whereas the
Strip DSM acquired on 24th July 2013 contains little to no visual artefacts (Figure
B.1b). The footprint of the 70 m deep, mitten-shaped collapse basin (Willis et al.,
2015), is observed within the black box (Figure B.1a-b). This procedure was performed
at all of the seven known active subglacial lakes in Greenland to define and test which
threshold use, before applying a filter on an ice sheet scale.

A combined total of 124 Strip DSMs were available over the seven known active
subglacial lakes between 2009 and 2018. The majority (93%) of these Strip DSMs have
an absolute mean dh less than 10 m, however 6 Strip DSMs acquired in September 2014
and May 2017 exceed 20 m absolute mean dh (Figure B.1c-d). Elevation measurement
error (σ dh) was also estimated for each Strip DSM covering the known active subglacial
lakes (Figure B.1c-d). 16 Strip DSMs (13%) have high measurement error (σ dh >20
m), including 10 Strips which were not distinguished as outliers using an absolute
mean dh greater than 20 m (Figure B.1e-f). Manual, visual analysis of these additional
10 DSMs confirms that they contain outliers. Large mean dh indicates a large elevation
bias across a Strip, whilst large standard deviation of dh indicates localised elevation
artefacts within the Strip or perhaps increases in elevation across the entire Strip.
We therefore use standard deviation dh as a conservative measure to deal with these
erroneous DSMs. To constrain and validate the filter we test thresholds (t) of standard
deviation dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m and t = 50 m to all seven known active
subglacial lakes individually (Table B.1).
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Figure B.1: Filtering of Strip DSMs with reference DEM. (a) Example of elevation difference (dh) between
100 m ArcticDEM Mosaic and ArcticDEM Strip DSM acquired on 19th September 2014 containing artefacts
at Flade Isblink active subglacial lake detected in (Willis et al., 2015). The signature of the active subglacial
lake can be seen in the black box. (b) Elevation differences (dh) between 100 m ArcticDEM Mosaic and
ArcticDEM Strip DSM acquired on 24th July 2013, representing a Strip DSM at Flade Isblink active subglacial
lake with few or no artefacts. The signature of the active subglacial lake can again be seen in the black box.
(c) Mean dh between the reference DEM and all available Strip DSMs at all seven known active subglacial
lakes, showing several Strips acquired in 2014 which exhibit large (>20 m) absolute differences relative to
the reference DEM. (d) Histogram frequency diagram of mean dh between reference DEM and Strip DSMs
showing most Strips have mean dh between -20 and 20 m. (e) Standard deviation of dh between reference
DEM and each Strip DSM. The majority (87%) of Strips exhibit σ dh less than 20 m, with 16 Strips exceeding
20 m sigma dh. (f) Histogram of standard deviation of dh, showing most Strips below 10 m. Dashed line
represent thresholds (t = 10, t = 20, and t = 50 m) used for filtering Strip DSMs.
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B.1.1.1 Flade Isblink Ice Cap

The largest recorded subglacial lake in Greenland is situated at the Flade Isblink,
a large ice cap in northeast Greenland (Willis et al., 2015). A ∼8 km2, 70 m deep,
mitten-shaped collapse basin was detected near the ice divide using a combination
of LiDAR, DEMs derived from stereo satellite imagery, MODIS optical imagery and
IceBridge airborne laser altimetry (Willis et al., 2015). The collapse basin formed over
a 21-day period in late summer of 2011, due to the sudden drainage of an estimated
0.4 km3 subglacial lake that was recharged by surface meltwater (Willis et al., 2015).

A total of 53 georeferenced Strip DSMs were available at this site between 2012
and 2017 (Figure B.2a). To assess the impact of choosing different thresholds for
filtering Strip DSMs which include errors and artefacts, we tested several threshold
values (t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) on the standard deviation of dh. Using these
thresholds, a total of 7, 10 and 13 Strip DSMs were identified as outliers, respectively,
and consequently removed (Figure B.2a-d).

The temporal variance of elevation was then calculated for each filtering threshold,
by creating three-dimensional arrays (time t, space x and y; hereafter referred to as
"stacks") of elevation hSTR(t, x, y) and calculating the standard deviation of elevation
per pixel within the 5 km2 grid square (Figure B.2e-h). Before filtering, several
rectangular artefacts are evident within the standard deviation map, due to erroneous
elevation values within individual DSMs (Figure B.2e).

Taking a transect across the collapse basin, shown by the white dashed line in
Figure B.2e, we assess how this feature has evolved over time, as well as depict any
artefacts or height errors in the DSMs which are removed by each filtering threshold
(Figure B.2i-l). The timeseries of elevation within the basin and outside of the basin
(shown by squares and triangles in Figures B.2a-d) shows rising of the floor of the
basin over time, due to the slow refilling of the subglacial lake below, and extends
the current record since the study of Willis et al., 2015. The red, orange and green
symbols correspond to the strips removed in each threshold standard deviation dh

greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, and t = 50 m.
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Figure B.2: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Flade Isblink active subglacial lake, detected by (Willis et al., 2015). (a)
Number of georeferenced Strip DSMs within black outline shown in Figure B.1a-b. (b) Number of Strip DSMs
after Strips with standard deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference
in elevation between the DSM Strip and reference Mosaic. (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard
deviation of dh >20 m have been removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh
>10 m have been removed. (e) Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white
line is the transect used for panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied.
(g) Standard deviation of elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation
with <10 m dh threshold applied. The collapse basin is not visible in panel e, due to artefacts in individual
DSMs, but is visible in panels f-h (i) Transect across basin with no thresholds applied, showing evolution of
the ice surface through time. (j) Transect across basin using t = 50 m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20
m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m) Timeseries of surface elevation within the basin (circles)
and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points removed using standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red, orange and green, respectively.
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B.1.1.2 Inugpait Quat

A ∼1.4 km2, ∼60 m deep collapse basin was detected in southwestern Greenland,
about 48 km inland from Inugpait Quat, in two studies (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer
et al., 2015). The collapse basin formed over a 14-day period in summer 2011, due to
the sudden drainage of an estimated 0.04 km3 subglacial lake beneath the ice sheet,
which was supplied by surface meltwater over several melt seasons (Palmer et al.,
2015). Both studies use DEMs derived from stereo-image pairs, ICESat altimetry and
optical imagery to evaluate the evolution of this feature (Howat et al., 2015; Palmer
et al., 2015).

A total of 24 ArcticDEM DSMs are available at this site between 2011 and 2018.
Using the same approach as for Flade Isblink (Section B.1.1.1), thresholds on the
standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m and t = 50 m removed a
total of 1, 2 and 2 DSMs, respectively (Figure B.3a-d).

Like the previous known active subglacial lake, the temporal variance of elevation
was then calculated for each filtering threshold, by creating three-dimensional arrays
stacks of elevation hSTR(t, x, y) and calculating the standard deviation of elevation
per pixel within the 5 km2 grid square (Figure B.3e-h). The collapse basin presents a
clear signal with high standard deviation of elevation, with a small artefact (<20m
wide) with high (>30 m) standard deviation of elevation is apparent about 2.5 km
southwest of the collapse basin (Figure B.3e). This artefact is removed when using
all threshold values (Figure B.3f-h). Whilst the artefact does not coincide with the
collapse basin itself, our method is developed to detect unknown active subglacial
lakes, and therefore these artefacts need to be removed to reduce false positives.

Taking a transect across the basin, shown by the white dashed line in Figure B.3e,
shows how the ice surface elevation above the subglacial lake has evolved over time,
with no evidence outliers within the basin (Figure B.3i-l). The timeseries of elevation
within the basin and outside of the basin (locations shown by circles and triangles
in Figures B.3a-d) adds an additional seven years worth of interannual elevation
coverage, compared with two elevation datasets in previous literature (Palmer et al.,
2015). ArcticDEM data suggest that the subglacial lake is slowly refilling by 7.5 m a−1
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following the drainage event in 2011. The red, orange and green circles and triangles
correspond to the Strips removed in each threshold standard deviation of dh greater
than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m.

B.1.1.3 Sioqqap Sermia

Two collapse basins were identified in southwestern Greenland near Sioqqap Sermia,
with areas of 0.2 and 0.6 km2 and depths of 15 and 18 m, respectively. These were
both detected in Chapter 3 through large-scale assessment of surface depressions in
the time-averaged ArcticDEM Mosaic. The ice surface collapsed in summer 2012 at
both basins, and had subsequently risen by 11 m at the northern basin, and 14 m at
the southern basin by 2015 (Chapter 3). The subglacial lake beneath is thought to be
recharged by surface meltwater from nearby supraglacial lakes and streams.

A total of 7 ArcticDEM DSMs were obtained at the northern collapse basin between
2012 and 2017, whilst 6 DSMs were acquired between 2012 and 2018 at the basin
approximately 35 km further south. As before, we calculate the standard deviation of
elevation per pixel within the stack of hSTR(t, x, y) per threshold (Figure B.4e-h). No
DSMs were removed in any of the thresholds at the northern basin (Figure B.4a-d).
For this reason, the standard deviation of elevation remained unchanged for each
threshold (Figure B.4e-h). Taking a transect across the basin, shown by the white
dashed line in Figure B.4e, again shows how this feature has evolved over time (Figure
B.4i-l). The basin sits in a deepening in the ice surface, and the profile shows the main
basin is about 18 m deep, with a shallower 8 m basin. The timeseries of elevation
within the basin and outside of the basin (location shown by the circle and triangle
in Figures B.4a-d) shows slow refilling of the subglacial lake between 2012 and 2016,
compared to the relatively stable surrounding ice surface. The floor of the basin then
begins to lower again in 2017 which coincide with the beginning of another drainage
event. The addition of these data to extend the timeseries by two years compared to
previous literature enables us to identify these types of behaviours.

At the southern collapse basin, 1 DSM acquired in 2012 is removed in all threshold
values (Figure B.5a-d). The standard deviation of elevation plots identify the collapse
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Figure B.3: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Inugpait Quat active subglacial lake detected by Palmer et al., 2015.
(a) Number of georeferenced DSMs within 25 km2 grid. Circles and triangles represent points within and
outside the basin for the elevation timeseries in panel m (b) Number of Strip DSMs after Strips with standard
deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference in elevation between the DSM
Strip and reference Mosaic (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >20 m have been
removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >10 m have been removed. (e)
Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white line is the transect used for
panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied. (g) Standard deviation of
elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation with <10 m dh threshold
applied. The collapse basin is visible in in all panels, shown by a high standard deviation of elevation signal.
A small artefact in an individual DSM is visible in panels e (i) Transect across basin with no thresholds
applied, showing evolution of the ice surface between 2011 and 2018. (j) Transect across basin using t = 50
m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20 m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m) Timeseries of
surface elevation within the basin (circles) and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points removed
using standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red, orange and
green, respectively.
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Figure B.4: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Sioqqap Sermia (northern) active subglacial lake detected in Chapter
2.2. (a) Number of georeferenced DSMs within 25 km2 grid. Circles and triangles represent points within
and outside the basin for the elevation timeseries in panel m (b) Number of Strip DSMs after Strips with
standard deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference in elevation between
the DSM Strip and reference Mosaic (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >20
m have been removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >10 m have been
removed. (e) Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white line is the transect
used for panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied. (g) Standard
deviation of elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation with <10 m
dh threshold applied. The collapse basin is visible in in all panels, shown by a high standard deviation of
elevation signal. No visible artefacts are apparent within the grid square. (i) Transect across basin with no
thresholds applied, showing evolution of the ice surface between 2011 and 2018. (j) Transect across basin
using t = 50 m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20 m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m)
Timeseries of surface elevation within the basin (circles) and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points
removed using standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red,
orange and green, respectively.
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basin as having a high (>10 m), localised signal, relative to the surrounding ice
(Figure B.5e-h). The removal of 1 DSM does not alter the standard deviation by
much, reducing the maximum standard deviation of elevation from 12.9 to 10.8 m
(Figure B.5e-h). Figure B.5i-l show the 30 m deep collapse basin which formed in
2012, compared to the relatively stable surrounding ice surface. The floor of the basin
rose by approximately 24 m over the six years following the drainage event (3.8 m
a−1), due to refilling of the subglacial lake beneath (Bowling et al., 2019). In 2018, a
supraglacial lake formed in the collapse basin, as shown by the flat surface topography
which is indicative of the presence of water (Figure B.5i-l).

B.1.1.4 Isunguata Sermia

By differencing ArcticDEM strips and calculating relative elevation change, Livingstone
et al., 2019 identified three active subglacial lakes in close proximity near the lateral
margin of Isunguata Sermia, west Greenland (Livingstone et al., 2019). The ice surface
depressions had areas of 0.9, 0.9, and 0.7 km2, with maximum depths of 17, 13 and 14
m, respectively (Livingstone et al., 2019).

A total of 35 ArcticDEM DSMs were obtained for these lakes between 2009 and
2017 (Figure B.6a). These subglacial lakes are near the margin of the ice sheet where
ArcticDEM tends to have more artefacts due to misalignment in mountainous terrain
or over water bodies, therefore the land has been masked here. Lake 1 and Lake 3
have weak signals in the standard deviation of elevation, whereas Lake 2 has a clearer
signal.

Applying thresholds on the standard deviation of dh t = 50, t = 20 and t = 10 m,
a total of 1, 3 and 8 DSMs were removed, respectively (Figures B.6a-d, B.7a-d and
B.8a-d). The standard deviation of elevation was then calculated for each filtering
threshold (Figures B.6e-h, B.7e-h and B.8e-h), with areas of ice-free land masked out
so as to only display the signals over thick ice sheet. Taking a transect across the
basin, shown by the white dashed line in Figures B.6e, B.7e and B.8e), shows how
these features have evolved over time. The timeseries of elevation within the basin
and outside of the basin (shown by crosses in Figures B.6e-h, B.7e-h and B.8e-h) show
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Figure B.5: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Sioqqap Sermia (southern) active subglacial lake detected in Chapter
2.2. (a) Number of georeferenced DSMs within 25 km2 grid. Circles and triangles represent points within
and outside the basin for the elevation timeseries in panel m (b) Number of Strip DSMs after Strips with
standard deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference in elevation between
the DSM Strip and reference Mosaic (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >20
m have been removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >10 m have been
removed. (e) Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white line is the transect
used for panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied. (g) Standard
deviation of elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation with <10 m
dh threshold applied. The collapse basin is visible in in all panels, shown by a high standard deviation of
elevation signal. No visible artefacts are apparent within the grid square. (i) Transect across basin with no
thresholds applied, showing evolution of the ice surface between 2011 and 2018. (j) Transect across basin
using t = 50 m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20 m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m)
Timeseries of surface elevation within the basin (circles) and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points
removed using standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red,
orange and green, respectively.
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a complex evolution, with the drainage event occurring in 2011 (Livingstone et al.,
2019). At Lake 2, a clearer signal is observed in the standard deviation of elevation
(Figure B.7e-h), and a surface depression is apparent in the transect across the site,
which corresponds to a drainage event in 2015 (Figure B.7i-l). A drainage event also
occurred in 2014 at Lake 3, shown by the drop in elevation in the timeseries (Figure
B.8m).

B.1.1.5 Validation

To summarise, all three different thresholds on the standard deviation of dh between
the reference DEM and the Strip DSMs filtered the visible artefacts in the region and
allowed all known active subglacial lakes described above to be identified. However, t =
20 m provided a balance between removing "good" Strip DSMs and failing to remove
Strips with artefacts or geolocation errors. A recent study suggest the Greenland Ice
Sheet undergoes an average elevation change rate of around -11 cm a−1 (Chen et al.,
2021). Using t = 20 m allows for large localised change rates relative to the surrounding
ice, to enable detection of collapse basins. When implemented on an ice-sheet scale, a
total of 4,043 (15%), 6,745 (26%) and 9,073 (34%) DSMs were removed during each
threshold (t = 50, t = 20, t = 10 m standard deviation dh, respectively) relative to the
total number of georeferenced DSMs (26,342) (Figure B.9). For the chosen threshold
(t = 20) filtering algorithm, 74% of Strip DSMs remain unfiltered across the ice sheet
scale.

B.1.2 Classification framework

To analyse and detect large, localised vertical shifts in the ice surface, following filtering
steps, we calculated the temporal standard deviation of elevation iteratively at each
2m2 pixel within the 700,000 km2 region of interest, divided into 139,889 tiles of 5 x
5 km to decrease computing time. The output raster was categorised using natural
breaks (Jenks) classification algorithm (Jenks, 1977), which creates class breaks based
on natural groupings in the data i.e. similar values, and maximises the variance
between classes. We classified the standard deviation of elevation values into seven
classes (1: 0 < σ < 4, 2: 4 ≤ σ < 10, 3: 10 ≤ σ < 19, 4: 19 ≤ σ < 31, 5: 31 ≤ σ <
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Figure B.6: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Isunguata Sermia active subglacial lake detected by (Livingstone et al.,
2019). (a) Number of georeferenced DSMs within 25 km2 grid. Circles and triangles represent points within
and outside the basin for the elevation timeseries in panel m (b) Number of Strip DSMs after Strips with
standard deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference in elevation between
the DSM Strip and reference Mosaic (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >20
m have been removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >10 m have been
removed. (e) Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white line is the transect
used for panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied. (g) Standard
deviation of elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation with <10 m
dh threshold applied. The collapse basin is visible in in all panels, shown by a high standard deviation of
elevation signal. No visible artefacts are apparent within the grid square. (i) Transect across basin with no
thresholds applied, showing evolution of the ice surface between 2011 and 2018. (j) Transect across basin
using t = 50 m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20 m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m)
Timeseries of surface elevation within the basin (circles) and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points
removed using standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red,
orange and green, respectively.
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Figure B.7: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Isunguata Sermia active subglacial lake detected by (Livingstone et al.,
2019). (a) Number of georeferenced DSMs within 25 km2 grid. Circles and triangles represent points within
and outside the basin for the elevation timeseries in panel m (b) Number of Strip DSMs after Strips with
standard deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference in elevation between
the DSM Strip and reference Mosaic (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >20
m have been removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >10 m have been
removed. (e) Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white line is the transect
used for panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied. (g) Standard
deviation of elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation with <10 m
dh threshold applied. The collapse basin is visible in in all panels, shown by a high standard deviation of
elevation signal. No visible artefacts are apparent within the grid square. (i) Transect across basin with no
thresholds applied, showing evolution of the ice surface between 2011 and 2018. (j) Transect across basin
using t = 50 m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20 m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m)
Timeseries of surface elevation within the basin (circles) and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points
removed using standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red,
orange and green, respectively.
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Figure B.8: Testing the impact of various filtering threshold values (standard deviation of dh greater than
t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m) at Isunguata Sermia active subglacial lake detected by (Livingstone et al.,
2019). (a) Number of georeferenced DSMs within 25 km2 grid. Circles and triangles represent points within
and outside the basin for the elevation timeseries in panel m (b) Number of Strip DSMs after Strips with
standard deviation of dh >50 m have been removed, where dh is the per-pixel difference in elevation between
the DSM Strip and reference Mosaic (c) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >20
m have been removed. (d) Number of DSMs after Strips with standard deviation of dh >10 m have been
removed. (e) Standard deviation of the elevation recorded by all DSM’s; the dashed white line is the transect
used for panels (i-l). (f) Standard deviation of elevation with <50 m dh threshold applied. (g) Standard
deviation of elevation with <20 m dh threshold applied. (h) Standard deviation of elevation with <10 m
dh threshold applied. The collapse basin is visible in in all panels, shown by a high standard deviation of
elevation signal. No visible artefacts are apparent within the grid square. (i) Transect across basin with no
thresholds applied, showing evolution of the ice surface between 2011 and 2018. (j) Transect across basin
using t = 50 m. (k) Transect across basin using t = 20 m. (l) Transect across basin using t = 10 m. (m)
Timeseries of surface elevation within the basin (circles) and outside of the basin (triangles). Elevation points
removed using standard deviation of dh greater than t = 10 m, t = 20 m, t = 50 m are displayed in red,
orange and green, respectively.
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Figure B.9: (a) Number of georeferenced DSMs pre-processing within 50 km of the ice margin. (b) Percentage
of DSMs removed using 50 m standard deviation of elevation difference between reference DSM (ArcticDEM
mosaic) and strip DSMs. (c) Percentage of DSMs removed using 20 m standard deviation of elevation
difference between reference DSM (ArcticDEM mosaic) and strip DSMs. (d) Percentage of DSMs removed
using 10 m standard deviation of elevation difference between reference DSM (ArcticDEM mosaic) and strip
DSMs.

48, 6: 48 ≤ σ < 70, 7: 70 ≤ σ < 100). To attribute these changes to active subglacial
lake drainage events, we vetted our approach on the seven known active subglacial
lakes (Table B.1).

An known active subglacial lake is successfully identified if >60% of classified
pixels are within the subglacial lake boundary (manually traced outlines using Landsat
optical imagery). The classification algorithm, in principal, identifies all seven of the
known active subglacial lakes B.10. Combining Class 2 and 3, the most successful
recall of known active subglacial lakes is the largest and deepest collapse basin at Flade
Isblink ice cap (85% of pixels within boundary), with the poorest recall observed at
the northern Sioqqap Sermia collapse basin (5% of pixels within boundary) . Whilst
the Isunguata Sermia lakes have high successful recall (62%, 100% and 98% for L1,
L2, and L3, respectively), the setting is complex being near the ice margin where the
ice surface is more crevassed and the ice is faster flowing, and when converting the
classified raster to features (polygons), the lakes are merged into a large (121 km2)
feature which is later removed in the processing chain.
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Figure B.10: Classification at each of the seven known active subglacial lakes (a) Outline of Flade Isblink
subglacial lake detected by (Willis et al., 2015) show in white, and different classification of standard deviation
output (Class 1-3). (b) Outline of Inugpait Quat subglacial lake detected by (Palmer et al., 2015) show
in white, with the classified temporal variance output (Class 1-3). (c) Outline of Sioqqap Sermia (North)
subglacial lake detected in Chapter 3 show in white, with the classified temporal variance output (Class 1-3).
Outline of Sioqqap Sermia (South) subglacial lake detected in Chapter 3 show in white, with the classified
temporal variance output (Class 1-3). (b) Outline of the three Isunguata Sermia subglacial lakes detected by
(Livingstone et al., 2019) show in white, with the classified temporal variance output (Class 1-3). Location
map of the known active subglacial lakes.
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Appendix

The document includes:

1. Figure indicating dynamic temporal variance signal from a large supraglacial
channel at the margin of Hobbs Gletscher, north east Greenland, captured using
the method described in Chapter 4.
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Figure C.1: Dynamic temporal variance signal from a large supraglacial channel, Hobbs Gletscher (a) Landsat
satellite image acquired on 13th August 2015, region is shown in dashed box in Figure 4.6. (b) Difference in
elevation between Strip DSMs acquired on 12th May 2015 and 25th April 2016, showing large supraglacial
feature running parallel to ice flow. (c) Difference in elevation between Strip DSMs acquired on 25th April
2016 and 13th April 2017. (d) Transect along the profile A-A’ shown in panel b, showing the temporal
evolution of the supraglacial channel and position of medial moraine.
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